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EDITOR’S LETTER

JOIN OUR CAMPAIGN TO KEEP DIVA OFF 
THE TOP SHELF WITH #DONTHIDEDIVA

DICTUM

NEXT MONTH

NOVEMBER ISSUE 
on sale 20 October

Celebrating 20 years of the WNBA

Vicky Beeching: why I’m on a digital detox

We speak to Olympic hockey’s golden couple

Juno Roche: stop gawking at trans bodies

It was great to see such an over-
whelmingly positive response to the 
new look DIVA last month (DIVA 243 
September) and we were delighted 
to hear from you with your views 
on all our social media platforms. 
You also got stuck into nominating 
the LGBTQI people you find most 
inspiring for the first ever DIVA 
Power List, voted for by you. Turn to 
p43 to find out who made it to the 
top spot. 
Some of you contacted us to say 
you can’t find us on the newsstand 
when you look for us (please email 
fiona@twinmediagroup.co.uk with 
your post code and we’ll find out 
your nearest stockist) or that when 

you do, DIVA has been placed in the 
Men’s Interest or Adult sections. 
You sent us photos of all the mis-
placed copies of DIVA and when we 
contacted WHSmiths they agreed 
that DIVA shouldn’t be placed on the 
top shelf. You can join our campaign 
by tweeting us photos of the places 
you spot DIVA using the hashtag 
#DontHideDIVA and telling us the 
name and location of the retailer. 
Together we’ll 
#PutDIVAWhereWeCanSeeYa! 

CONTACT US!
Got an idea for an article?
Email janec@divamag.co.uk 
and tell us all about it

Want to give us some 
feedback or share 
an experience with other 
readers?
Email letters@divamag.co.uk

Need subscription 
help?
Email diva@servicehelpline.co.uk 

Want to do work 
experience at DIVA?
Email carrie@divamag.co.uk 
and find out how

Jane Czyzselska
EDITOR
janec@divamag.co.uk
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Your story.  Your clinic.
Our patients come from all walks of life. Whether you’re single or a 

couple, we’ll help you to work out an individual fertility programme 

that’s right for you. To find out more, including use of donor sperm, 

reserve your place at our next Inseminar information session or contact 

us on 020 7563 4309 or email info@ondonwomensclinic.com

londonwomensclinic.com



Just wanted to say I really 

enjoyed reading the new @

DIVAmagazine. Lots of thought 

provoking articles. I can’t wait for 

the next issue!

@CONWAYXLUCY

Well done @DIVAmagazine 

Great reading the new edition - 

wonderful variety and fantastic 

articles @vickybeeching @

heatherpeace  #LGBT

@FINNEY_LUCY

My weekend just got a whole lot 

better thanks to @TheEllenShow 

@DIVAmagazine #MoreEllenintheUK 

#MoreEllenEverywhere

@RAINBOWSPRITEX

Got new @DIVAmagazine; BRAVO 

@SilkeBader @LindaRiley8 @

czyzselska - FANTASTIC new 

content, layout etc. Feels full, 

relevant, entertaining

@20ANON16

@MsLadyPhyll Very important 

article in @DIVAmagazine this 

month ‘Do Black Lives Really 

Matter?’ Every1 needs to read this 

#BlackLivesMatter

@TODAYSFEMINIST

Congratulations to all the team 

@DIVAmagazine & your fantastic 

new columnists on the great re-

boot. Loved it before, love it even 

more now.

@MSKATENEWSOME

Just finished reading @

DIVAmagazine proper enjoyed this 

issue the change is good can’t wait 

to see what next month holds.....

@MISSFAYETIERNEY

@heatherpeace Loved ur article in 

@DIVAmagazine,very informative 

& a great insight into same sex 

families.Any1 needing 2 know 

great advice!

@ALLIECAT_1967

New @DIVAmagazine just dropped 

through my door, Fab publication 

with v brave & inspiring column 

by @vickybeeching

@HANNAHB4LIVIMP

Loving the latest issue of @

DIVAmagazine! Congratulations 

folks! x

@LMMCMUSIC

“RIP: The Lesbian Scene” in @

DIVAmagazine makes valid points 

about the need for  queer safe 

spaces for women, especially 

qwoc.

@NICOLEMRIZZUTO

Oh my god the new @

DIVAmagazine is AMAZING only up 

to page 30 but it’s just wicked! 

Totally in love

@RUNHG24

Heartily approve of the new, 

improved @DIVAmagazine. I’ve read 

& re-read much more of it than I 

used to. Keep up the good work!

@PEN66

On the train reading my new @

DIVAmagazine. Wow just wow so 

many brilliant & inspiring articles

@FUNKIEPIANO

September’s issue was one of the 

best editions of this magazine 

I’ve read in a while. More like this 

please.

@VALMANSELL

@EleanorMargolis Really enjoyed 

your piece in @DIVAmagazine 

about boy crushes, Could totally 

relate to your experience of 

them. Nice work

@MHSPUR71

So the new @DIVAmagazine is 

pretty flipping impressive

@LGHAF

Spent the afternoon in the 

Garden reading this edition cover 

to cover.A rarity I often skip lots, 

only skipped 2 articles :)

@REGAL001DIANA

Shoutout to @MsLadyPhyll for 

being a @DIVAmagazine columnist 

& forever speaking so much truth 

#blacklivesmatter

@LOUISE_GW

DIVA
THE NEXT CHAPTER

WHAT DID YOU LOT THINK OF 
OUR RELAUNCH LAST MONTH?

September’s issue of DIVA was the fi rst 
under new publishers Twin Media Group. The 

next chapter of DIVA was welcomed with new columnists, 
new content and a new look, and judging by the volume of 
tweets we received, you loved it. Here’s what some of you 
had to say...

Have 
your say!

#DIVArelaunch

Follow DIVA

@divamagazine

12 OCTOBER 2016
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Here at Heathrow, there’s a lot more to 
security than you might think. While checking 
documents and keeping an eye out for anything 
suspicious are an essential part of a career as a 
Security Officer, it’s also about offering the kind 
of first-class service that gets every journey off 
to a flying start.

That means giving each passenger a warm  
welcome – and a great send off. It means  
treating them with empathy and understanding.  
And it means doing everything possible to  
help them pass through the airport safely  
and smoothly.  

You don’t need to have a security background 
to join us. What’s important here is your natural 
ability to look after our customers from all walks 
of life and from all corners of the globe. 

No matter where you come from or where you 
want to take your career, if you’ve got what 
it takes to make customers feel at home at 
Heathrow, we think you’ll help us deliver our 
vision of the best passenger service in the world.

Explore our world at  
www.heathrowairport.com/careers

Security Officers
£21,900 (pro rata) + benefits
Full and Part-time Opportunities
Heathrow

What does it take to 
get 75 million journeys 
off to a flying start?
People like you. 



CONTRIBUTORS
JANE HILL
NEWSREADER & JOURNALIST

Jane has been a journalist in radio and television for 25 
years. She presents the BBC News at One, Six and Ten, and 
has a regular afternoon slot on the BBC News channel. She 
is passionate about the arts, particularly theatre. Jane does 
a lot of work in the field of diversity, with organisations 
that highlight the value and importance of inclusion and 
role-modelling, and supports charities including Stonewall, 
the Albert Kennedy Trust and Parkinson’s UK. She lives in 
London with her wife Sara and their dog Bess.

CHARLOTTE DINGLE
JOURNALIST

Charlotte “Lottie” Dingle is a freelance journalist and fiction 
writer. She writes regularly about bi (and other LGBT) issues 
for DIVA, Curve and Cosmopolitan and is is the editor-in-
chief of Stonewall Award-nominated bisexual women’s 
website thisisbiscuit.com. She previously edited Stonewall 
Award-winning lesbian and bi women’s mag g3. Her other 
interests include her two kittens, writing about a wide 
range of lefty politics and working on her part-time creative 
writing PhD proposal.

ELEANOR MARGOLIS 
JOURNALIST

Eleanor is a freelance journalist whose New Statesman 
column, Lez Miserable, is published weekly online. She 
writes on everything from LGBT issues and politics, to online 
dating and mental health. She has written for the Guardian, 
the Observer, the Sunday Times, the Independent, BuzzFeed 
and the Jewish Chronicle. Her work is featured in Better Than 
Sex, a compilation of essays on romance in the digital age, 
published in Australia by Hardie Grant Books. She lives in 
south London with her cat, Hank.

What did your school report say?
Editor Jane Czyzselska
“Must stop disrupting lessons by hiding in the closet”
Deputy editor Carrie Lyell
“Carrie is practically perfect in every way. Except when 
it comes to Maths”
Editorial assistant Roxy Bourdillon
“Roxana answers questions in Chemistry as if she is 
reciting lines in a play”
Sub-editor Louise Carolin
“Louise has made a promising start on the trampoline”
Designer Fernando Safont
“Fernando could do anything if he wasn’t so lazy”

Music editor Charlotte Richardson Andrews
Books editor Sita Balani
Film editor Lucy Peters
Diary editor Dora Mortimer
Travel editor Bella Qvist
Big thanks to: Alexandra Penelope, Naomi Rea, Claire 
Dickie, Caitlin Maggs
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Newstrade distribution Conde Nast and National 
Magazine Distributors Limited, Unit 3, Tavistock Road, 
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magazine please recycle it

All rights reserved © TMG 2016 ISSN 1353 4912

DIVA is published monthly in the UK by Twin Media Group 
Ltd. The mention or appearance or likeness of any person 
or organisation in articles or advertising in DIVA is not to be 
taken as any indication of sexual, social or political orien-
tation of such persons or organisations. No responsibility 
can be assumed for unsolicited materials and submission is 
construed as permission to publish without further corre-
spondence at the fee payable at our usual rates. Advertisers 
are advised that all copy is their sole responsibility under 
the Trade Protection Act. No part of this publication may 
be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photo-
copying, recording or otherwise, without prior permission 
of the publishers.

KESIENA BOOM
WRITER

Kesiena Boom is a black feminist lesbian writer based 
in Manchester. She has written for Autostraddle, 
Everyday Feminism, BuzzFeed, Ladybeard, For Harriet 
and DIVA. Her work covers feminism, race, queerness 
and often the ways they interact. She’s studying for 
a sociology degree, learning Swedish and trying to 
sleep as much as possible. You can follow her on 
Twitter @KesienaBoom and read more of her articles 
at kesienaboom.com.
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VOICES

C E L E B R I T Ytweets

NO GOLD FOR HOMOPHOBIA
Rio 2016 was 
offi  cially the 
gayest games in 
recorded history 
with more out 
athletes than ever 

before, a lesbian marriage proposal and 
an opening ceremony starring super-
model trans woman Lea T. But it wasn’t 
all positive visibility and grand romantic 
gestures for Team LGBTI.
The Daily Mail mocked two male British 
divers for hugging after winning gold. 
Personally, I think a hug shows great 
restraint. If I’d just won an Olympic 
gold medal with my teammate, I’d 
have snogged her right there and then.
And casual homophobia reared its 
all-too-prominent head again during the 
BBC’s tennis coverage. As the “kiss cam” 
roved around the audience, the commen-
tator quipped, “Let’s hope they don’t go 
onto two blokes sat next to each other”. 
It’s not just the boys who’ve faced 
prejudice either. Lesbian javelin throw-
er Sunette Vilojen took home silver for 
South Africa but was ostracised by her 
family. Even an Olympic medal isn’t 
enough to save you from ingrained 
homophobia.
Fellow sapphic South African Caster Se-
menya sprinted her way to victory, but 
her right to compete was questioned 
by some media outlets because she 
doesn’t fi t into their abstract notion of 
acceptable femininity. Reality check 
time: it wasn’t the slightly higher level 
of testosterone in her body that earned 
her a gold medal. It was years of rigor-
ous training and she deserves to be 
applauded not disparaged.
Yes, the number of out Olympians this 
year was higher than ever. But these 
examples show that the race for equal-
ity is by no means over.
@Roxy_Vintage

Congratulations to Amber Heard, who has announced that she will be donating her 
$7m (£5.3m) divorce settlement from Johnny Depp to charities that “help those less 
able to defend themselves”. The actress, who publicly came out as bi in 2010, has 
said the funds will be split evenly between the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) 
to prevent violence against women and the Children’s Hospital of Los Angeles, where 
she has volunteered for the past decade. The actress was granted a domestic violence 
restraining order against Depp in May. Depp has denied the abuse. Their divorce was 
settled out of court last month. 

PERSON OF THE MONTH

AMBER HEARD

@SUEPERKINS
Just turned in a solid 
2 min 30 sec sob at 
Trotty’s win. Close to my 
personal best. What a 
star she is #trotty

@KATEWALSH11
Proud, humbled 
& honoured to 
represent this group 
of exceptional people. 
Here’s to the dreamers 
& the history makers

@NICOLAADAMS
I’m Olympic Champion for a 2nd time 

yhhh buddy!!! Thank you for your 

support, I feel blessed #GoldenSmile

@H_RICHARDSON8
Be the difference. Create 
history. Inspire the 
future. We lived our 
vision, all #31 OLYMPIC 
CHAMPIONS! #Hockey

@MSLADYPHYLL
We love you 
Caster Semenya 
#GOLD!! 
#CasterIsMokgadi

@THEELLENSHOW
Portia and I had a great weekend in 

the pool. Long story short, I think 

we’ll be ready for a synchronized 

swimming duet in 2020. #Olympics

@HARTO
Okay… I’m just gonna come 
out say it… I don’t get why 
people keep biting their gold 
medals at the Olympics.

@RUBYROSE
When you got the Olympics 
bug so you’re timing your 
[petrol tank] fill up to beat 
your personal best

MEDIAWATCH
with Roxy Bourdillon

OLYMPIC EDITION

16 OCTOBER 2016
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1 3

4

7
1 BOTH MY MUMMIES LOVE ME

And it’s no wonder when your little cutie looks this 
adorable.
etsy.com/uk/shop/GagaKidz

2 FEMMES TO THE FRONT
Promote safety at live music events for LGBTQI 
femmes with this sassy badge.
etsy.com/uk/shop/hannahdaisy

3 COMPATIBLE CARDS
Inclusive, heartfelt and gorgeous – what’s not to love?
compatiblecards.com

4 PIMP YOUR DRINK
Personalised mason jars in all the colours of the big, 
gay rainbow.
prezzybox.com

5 BUTCH, PLEASE!
From the creators of the cult club night, grab one of 
these super cool tees and display your butch feelings 
with pride.
butchplease.co.uk

6 BRIGHTON GIN
Award-winning gin made by lesbians. Gimme, 
gimme, gimme.
brightongin.com

7 ARTWORK AS ORIGINAL AS YOU
Snap up a sapphic illustration to decorate your home.
etsy.com/uk/shop/MirandaForrester

WELCOME TO THIS MONTH’S MUST-HAVES

PICK’
N’MIX

5 6

2
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“We can be splendid, 
but when the camera 
goes off we are alone”

MEET THE ARTIST WHO USES 
DRAG TO COMMENT ON OUR 
SELFIE OBSESSION
WORDS VALENTINO VECCHIETTI 

We can’t help but recognise 
ourselves in Berlin-based Brit Elly 
Clarke’s alter-ego #Sergina, the 
“multi-bodied, multi-locationed 
drag queen who sings songs about 
love, sex and mobile phones”.

One of the rising stars of the 
international female drag queen 
scene, the queer artist and pho-
tographer told us, “Although some 
women self-identify as ‘female drag 
queens’ or ‘faux queens’, I would 
never do that. The power comes 
from the uncertainty and assump-
tions of what the audience expect 
drag to be”.

What’s that you say? Only men 
can be drag queens? Elly begs to 
diff er: “You don’t have to be male 
to be a drag queen. It shouldn’t 
matter what’s under your clothes.”

#Sergina has all the wit, wis-
dom, and cracked drag queen glam-
our you could wish for, but she has 
something else, too. Playing on our 
obsession with identity on social 
media, #Sergina is a fascinating 
refl ection of our own self-con-
structed, digital, online personas; 
our self-proclaimed celebrity, and 
the selfi e-culture in which we exist 
today. As #Sergina would say, “We 
can be splendid, but when the cam-
era goes off , we are alone”.   

With catchy pop songs like 
Instantaneous Culture, featuring 
lyrics that tease us with the lines, 
“Why want for what you wish 
for? Get it now. See it now. Upload 
it now,” Elly’s #Sergina knows 
exactly what makes us tick, then 
makes us think about it and laugh 
at ourselves.

#Sergina is set to do a fl ashmob 
performance in Brighton this Sep-
tember, singing I Got My Phone In 
My Wallet which sees the audience 
perform the dance moves en masse 
with YMCA-style dance gestures. 
“It is an open-source performance 
piece, you can come along and 
participate, and end up being in the 
music video.”   

Now that’s an invitation we 
can’t turn down. See you there!

ellyclarke.com  |  instagram.com/serg1na

El
ly
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MENTAL HEALTH CRISIS IN 
BRITAIN’S UNIVERSITIES 

More than a third of 
female university students 
struggle with mental 

health problems 
according to a 
new survey 
published 
last month, 
compared 
with a fi ft h 
of their 
male 
counter-
parts. 

A YouGov 
poll of more than 
1,000 female undergraduates found 
27% were suff ering from mental health 
problems including depression and 
anxiety, with that fi gure rising to 45% 
among LGBT students.

These shocking fi ndings come on 
the back of fi gures from the Offi  ce for 
National Statistics (ONS) showing inci-
dents of student suicide at the highest 
level for almost 10 years, leaving many 
wondering whether universities and 
colleges are doing enough to support 
vulnerable students.

CHANNEL 4 SAYS YES TO BISEXUAL SHOW
TV fans are about to see a 
whole lot more of Girls 
star Desiree Akhavan now 

that the actress has signed up for a 
brand new Channel 4 comedy.

The Bisexual is a painfully hi-
larious look at the diff erences (and 
similarities) between dating men 
and women from the perspective of 
Leila, played by real-life bi actor/writer 
Akhavan, who fi nds herself doing both 
as she fi nds her feet in London. 

Described as “an honest look at bi-
sexuality and what it means to refuse to 
compromise on what you want”, we have 
high hopes that the show will represent 
bi women in Akhavan’s characteristically 
intelligent and hilarious style. 

Akhavan told DIVA: “Getting 
to play in the sandbox with such 
intelligent collaborators at Sister 
Pictures and Channel 4 is an absolute 
dream come true. They’re the perfect 
partners in crime for a taboo sex 
comedy. And by that I mean they’re 
all perverts.”

Executive producer Naomi de 
Bear added: “Desiree has got the kind 
of sureness of voice as a writer and 
director that’s rare in its honesty and 
hilarity. The Bisexual will be a shame-
lessly raw and questioning look at how 
people are exposed through their sex 
and relationships and the new rules, 
pitfalls and prejudices around that.”

We can’t wait.

CHURCH OF ENGLAND ENTERS INTO LGBT SEGREGATION 
The Church of England 
risks further turmoil 
following a move by 

several Home Counties parishes who 
are threatening a formal split over 
issues including homosexuality as they 
prepare to set up a “shadow synod” to 
uphold traditional Christian teaching.

The Rev Dr Peter Sanlon sparked 
controversy aft er speaking out against 
LGBTI Christians. Linking a Pride event 

to child abuse in a statement 
last month, he then organised 
a gathering of so-called “dis-

gruntled” clergy.
Dr Sanlon told the Tel-

egraph: “If senior leaders 
of the Church of England 
water down the teaching 

of the Church 
of England on 
key issues like 

homosexual-
ity, then 
this synod 
could eas-
ily evolve 
into a new 
Anglican 
jurisdiction 
in England.

“The Archbishop of Canterbury 
has signalled that he is aware of the 
possibility that a signifi cant proportion 
of the church will not accept a change 
in the church’s teaching. This could be 
the beginning of that playing out.”

Sanlon’s comments have been con-
demned by Stonewall as “extremely 
damaging” and contemptuous of 
LGBT people. A spokesperson for the 
campaigning organisation said: “We 
work with many faith leaders who 
support LGBT people and who are 
passionate about equality. Stone-
wall will continue to empower these 
people to share their stories, to help 
dispel the myth that you cannot be 
LGBT and of faith.”

As DIVA went to press, Nicholas 
Chamberlain, the bishop of Grantham, 
became the fi rst bishop to publicly 
state that he’s gay. The move prompt-
ed the Archbishop of Canterbury to 
declare that Chamberlain’s sexuality is 
“completely irrelevant” to his role and 
that it was known about when he was 
appointed. 

Writing about the news in the 
Guardian, DIVA columnist Vicky Beech-
ing said: “It’s a huge step forward to 
see a gay bishop come out.”

Getting bi: Desiree Akhavan
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3 TAKE A STAND: SIT
“It’s about time athletes in such 
positions started taking a stand 
on these matters. Personally 
I refuse to sing God Save The 

Queen as I don’t particularly think celebrating 
the British Empire is something I can stand 
by in good conscience as a queer black trans 

female. Hopefully more players [will] take 
a similar stance and start also sitting down dur-

ing the American and British national anthems.”
Munroe Bergdorf on Facebook, commenting 

after American footballer Colin 
Kaepernick refused to sing the 

American national anthem before 
a game

NOTABLE QUOTABLES SELECTED 
BY JANE CZYZSELSKA

SAIDSH
E

1 GOLDEN GIRL

“I’m not normally that emo-
tional, I don’t cry but step-

ping onto that podium, after the four 
years of hard work, and having a 
shoulder operation in 2013 and 
coming back from that, and the 
challenges that I’ve overcome 
with that, and still managing to 
become world champion, and 
getting the full set of the grand 
slam of titles, yes, it overwhelmed 
me on the podium. I was just like, 
‘Yes! I’ve done it, I’ve made it!’”
Nicola Adams on ITV’s Good Morning Britain, about shedding 
tears after her Olympic triumph

2BETTER ART
“Having trans 
people play trans 
people allows for 
more informed, subtle, 

authentic performance. It makes 
for better art, which is the point. 
When @MattBomer plays a trans sex 
worker, he is telling the world that 
underneath it all, trans women like 
me are still really just men.”
Emmy-nominated Her Story writer 
and actress Jen Richards on Twitter, 
reacting to news that Matt Bomer has 
been cast to play a trans woman in 
new fi lm Anything

4 READ ALL 
ABOUT IT
“During my 
childhood I 
used to read 

the ‘Did you knows’ inside the 
Chappies wrapper but I’ve 
never thought that one day I’d 
read about myself.”
Caster Semenya, the fi rst black 
South African woman to win a 
medal at the Olympic Games 
in 2009, and who won gold 
again in Rio, on being featured 
on the wrapper of the iconic 
South African bubblegum brand, 
Chappies
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“Now that you’ve 
come out as gay, 
when are you 
going to ditch 
the God-stuff?!” 
Over the past 
two years, I’ve 
been asked this 

question more times than Ruby Rose 
has had tattoos. It’s become a conver-
sational staple.

This was one aspect of coming out 
that I hadn’t anticipated. My gay orien-
tation was unacceptable to most of my 
Christian community; I’d expected that. 
But suddenly, as I began stepping into 
LGBT spaces, I realised my Christian 
faith was now unacceptable to some.

This perspective makes total sense. 
After all, religion has done a huge 
amount of damage over the centuries. 
Many LGBT people, myself included, 
carry scars from negative faith-based 
attitudes. I’m the first to admit that 
religion needs to repent; we can’t just 
sweep the harm under the carpet.

But pressure to choose between 
two aspects of my identity gave me a 
strange feeling of déjà vu: Previously, 
my orientation had been kept in the 
closet. Now I was being encouraged to 
closet my faith. 

It’s taken me until my 30s to figure 
out who I am and to feel at home with 

that. Having come this far, I’m not 
allowing any closets in my life – other 
than the one that holds my stereotypi-
cally large collection of checked shirts 
and leather brogues. 

So, letting go of either my orienta-
tion or my faith is not an option. Both 
are crucial parts of who I am. For me, 
living an authentic life means embrac-
ing the two – even if some see them as 
an unusual pairing. 

I’ll be honest – the combination 
hasn’t been easy. Parts of the Bible 
have, at times, been difficult for me to 
process. And I’ve despaired at the way 
some Christians oppose LGBT equality; 
like the Church of England refusing to 
allow same-sex weddings within their 
walls, and penalising priests for marry-
ing their same-sex partners.

So why do I stick around? Despite 
all the difficulties, one thing keeps me 
believing: And that is my sense of a 
genuine relationship with God. 

It might sound weird or kooky, but 
ever since I was a little girl I’ve felt a 
very real connection to Someone up 
there. Someone who, I believe, is the 
Creator – or Source – of everything 
around us.

It’s always felt like a friendship 
more than a religion. Prayer has rarely 
seemed cold or formal; more like an 
honest chat with someone you love 

and trust. I talk to God in everyday lan-
guage, as I would to any friend – about 
my day, my hopes and my fears.

Somehow, despite my rollercoaster 
journey with faith and LGBT identity, 
I’ve been able to divorce the bad 
behaviour of religious people and 
institutions from the Person of God. 
Because of this, my faith has remained 
intact and remains an important part 
of who I am.

Honestly, I think God is as grieved 
by homophobia as we are. The short-
est verse in the New Testament is 
this: “Jesus wept.” I think Jesus has 
shed many tears over the way religion 
damages LGBT people. So, despite all 
the negativity, my connection to God 
hasn’t been tarnished. 

Another thing that keeps my Chris-
tianity alive and kicking is the powerful 
example that inspiring people of 
faith have set. Household names like 
Desmond Tutu and Mother Teresa; and 
more importantly, the myriad of be-
lievers who quietly get on with doing 
good in the world – most of it unseen 
and unknown. 

These people show God’s love in 
action as they “walk the talk”. They 
inspire me that faith can promote kind-
ness, grace and inclusion. Christianity 
should, after all, be a faith centred 
on unconditional love; that’s what it 

VICKY 
BEECHING 
SPEAKS 
CANDIDLY 
ABOUT 
KEEPING 
THE FAITH

Honest To God
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I think 
God is as 
grieved by 
homophobia 
as we are

means to me and why I’m so captivated 
by the example of Jesus’ life and death.

Since coming out, it’s been fasci-
nating to meet lesbians and bisexual 
women from other faiths and chat 
about their relationship with religion. 
Despite coming from different belief 
systems, there are many overlaps in 
our experiences.

Sam Lee-Khan is a friend I met via 
Twitter. She identifies as Muslim and 
lesbian, and her journey with faith and 
sexuality has been extremely difficult. 
Sam’s religious upbringing taught her 
that being gay was deeply sinful; worse 
than committing murder. Same-sex 
relationships were utterly taboo and 
never openly discussed by anyone in 
her community.

The only way Sam survived this was 
through in-depth counselling and by 
slowly coming out to a few trustwor-
thy friends. When she hit her 20s, Sam 
began to wonder if there were other 
Muslim lesbians like her, somewhere 
out there. When she discovered there 
were, and that LGBT Muslim groups 
existed, she finally found safe spaces 
where both parts of her identity were 
affirmed.

I was saddened to hear that Sam 
has faced hostility toward her faith 
from other lesbians in LGBT bars and 
clubs. Despite this, she’s passionate 
about following Islam and prays five 
times a day. Her faith makes her feel 
grounded and when life’s tough it 
brings her great comfort to know that 
Allah is close by.

Ariel Friedlander identifies as les-
bian, Jewish and a rabbi. We met at a 
conference in Liverpool where we both 
spoke on a faith and sexuality panel.

Ariel sees her orientation as a gift 
from God; part of the way she was 
created and designed. But it’s not been 
easy for her – she faces major tensions 
from less progressive parts of Judaism. 
Also, outside of the synagogue, people 
constantly tell her that organised 
religion is the source of many of the 
world’s problems, and question why 
she keeps believing. 

Rabbi Ariel is proud of the way 

Liberal Judaism has promoted equal-
ity: in 2005 they were the first religious 
movement to publish a liturgy for 
same-sex commitment ceremonies.

She’s keen to help other Jews to 
interpret the Torah accurately, show-
ing them that it contains nothing that 
opposes same-sex relationships. Her 
work as a rabbi enables her to change 
hearts and minds in this way, and to 
promote a message of kindness and 
compassion. Women like Ariel and Sam 
are brave pioneers; blazing a trail for 
other Jews and Muslims to follow.

Within Christianity experiences are, 
likewise, varied. Some lesbians and 
bisexual women choose to stay within 
liberal churches and, as a result, rarely 
experience negativity. Denominations 
like the Metropolitan Community 
Church (MCC) or the Quakers have 
provided wonderful, LGBT-affirming 
environments for years. 

For other Christians like me, our 
churches are more traditional, so the 
path has been less simple. One solution 
to this may seem obvious: run a mile 
from the conservative places of worship 
and set up camp in the liberal ones. 

This may sound good in theory. 
But in reality, many of us feel a strong 
sense of home in the worship com-
munities in which we were raised. Our 
friends and family are often there, 
and it feels comfortingly familiar. So, 
despite the difficulties, many of us 
want to stay. 

For me, this has been the hard-
est part: my heart belongs in those 
traditional churches; the Evangelical 
congregations. That’s the place my 
songs are still sung. It’s where I grew 
up and spent my entire adult life.

But most Evangelical churches will 
not allow openly gay people to take 
leadership roles. So, attending them 
feels “triggering” to me; it reminds me 
I can stand in the pews, but I’m not 
welcome to lead the singing or preach 
sermons any more – which I used to do 
when I was in the closet.

So, deciding where to go to church 
is a strange balance. If I attend a liberal 
congregation, I feel I don’t belong as 

it’s not really my faith tradition. Yet, if 
I go to an Evangelical church, I feel like 
a stranger there too as I can only half-
participate due to the glass ceiling. 

In all honesty, my relationship 
with the church is challenging, for all 
the reasons I’ve shared. I still attend 
because it’s important to me; but it 
doesn’t feel like the safe, welcoming 
family it used to. 

Hopefully, as time passes and 
Christianity evolves, being LGBT will 
cease to be a problem there. Then we 
can focus on issues like helping those 
in need, and showing society what 
unconditional love looks like. Bring on 
that day!

We all possess multiple identities – 
different aspects of who we are. Living 
authentically means embracing them 
and being free from the pressure to 
choose. Your identities may or may 
not include religion, but perhaps there 
are other things you’ve felt the need 
to mute, or reject, in order to feel 
accepted.

Some gay and bisexual women have 
said they’ve felt pressure from their 
friendship circle, their family, or work-
place, to present as more “femme”, or 
more “butch”, than they’d like. Or to 
stay quiet about their political views, 
their mental health, or their gender 
identity. It’s sad that we might be out 
of the closet with our orientation, yet 
still be under pressure to erase other 
parts of ourselves to keep others 
happy.

When we live as our true selves, we 
shine our unique light into the world. 
As the poet Ralph Waldo Emerson put 
it: “To be yourself in a world that is 
constantly trying to make you some-
thing else is the greatest accomplish-
ment.” 

May you find the freedom to be 
fully yourself, fully alive and fully 
authentic. This may or may not involve 
religious faith, but regardless: don’t let 
anyone make you choose between the 
crucial and precious aspects of who 
you are.

@vickybeeching
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Are you perhaps 
reading this copy 
of DIVA with the 
Paralympics on in 
the background? 
In our house, 
we’ve been loving 

the summer of sport, gripped by the 
achievements of Team GB in Rio. 

We’re not alone: more than 11 mil-
lion people watched the competition 
in the velodrome the night Laura Trott 
and Jason Kenny both won gold. And 
that means an awful lot of people were 
thrilled not only by the performances 
of our sportsmen and women (more 
about them later), but spent two and a 
half weeks glued to television fronted 
by Clare Balding. Which got me wonder-
ing, not for the first time, why is Clare 
still one of only a handful of gay, bi or 
trans women with a prominent role on 
our airwaves? 

At this time of year, with the new 
series of The Great British Bake Off un-
derway, perhaps the media landscape 
doesn’t feel quite so bereft of LGBT 
presenters; a (straight) friend loves Sue 
Perkins, and maintains she is the teller 
of one of the funniest jokes ever – dur-

ing an attempt to make an upside down 
cake, Sue quipped, “Or cake, as they call 
it in Australia”. 

But once the next Bake Off cham-
pion has been crowned, and the Rio 
Games are a memory, where will we see 
and hear ourselves reflected? We can 
listen to Nick Grimshaw every morning 
on Radio 1, tune in to see which celeb is 
on Graham Norton’s sofa when we get 
home from the pub on a Friday night, 
or catch up with chatty man Alan Carr. 
Fine broadcasters all, but also just the 
first names to pop into my head; there 
are many other gay male presenters I 
could list. Where are the women? 

So many women I speak to tell me 
they want to see themselves and their 
lives reflected in the mainstream media 
– don’t we all have the right to that? 
And most of the gay and bi women who 
do have a presence, including myself, 
are somewhat older – Sue, Clare, Mary 
Portas, Anna Richardson, all into our 
40s and beyond. Adele Roberts, who 
took over the Early Breakfast Show on 
Radio 1 last year, is, I hope, part of a new 
generation of talented lesbian or bi 
presenters. But it seems to me there are 
still so few. 

There may of course be out women 
who are social media stars, for example, 
who I’m not aware of – please do get in 
touch to tell me about them! But Adele 
Roberts herself has commented that 
she feels it’s still difficult for people in 
radio to come out, and she is 10 years 
younger than me. I thought these things 
were supposed to be getting easier. Is 
the problem that we are not nurturing 
LGB talent? Or that the young women 
who will one day replace Clare Balding 
and Sue Perkins just don’t feel able to 
be out?

I recently interviewed Thomas Rees 
and Joshua Bradwell, the couple who 
were told they were “behaving inappro-
priately” because they walked around 
their local Sainsbury’s store in east 
London holding hands. They came into 
our studio a few days after it happened, 
and I could still sense their shock and 
astonishment. They explained how 
after they’d paid for their shopping, a 
security guard asked them to follow 
him outside, where he told them that a 
customer had complained about them. 
They told me they were so shocked, 
they barely reacted; so winded, it didn’t 
occur to them to remonstrate. It was 
only when they got home that it sunk 
in, what had been said to, and about, 
them. In our capital city. In 2016. And 
we wonder why there are still young 
gay and bi people, up and down the 
country, who worry about coming out.

I last played hockey when I was 12. I 
remember few of the game’s rules, even 
though I was in the school team. Yet I 
was transfixed by the women’s Olympic 
hockey final, and the nail-biting penalty 
shoot-out which ended with Team GB 
winning one of its many gold medals – 
even if my wife Sara had to explain the 
rules as the match went along. I loved 
the camaraderie and team spirit that 
the women exhibited. (As has been 
observed many times, men’s football 
could learn a lot from the way all our 
Olympians behave.) And within the 
hockey team was a couple – Kate, the 
captain, and Helen Richardson-Walsh. 
The first same-sex married couple to 
compete together at the Olympics. I felt 
extraordinarily moved by this simple 
fact. Homophobia hasn’t gone away, 
but they’re a golden example of how far 
we have come as a country.

@JaneHillNews

There 
are many 
gay male 
presenters 
I could 
list. Where 
are the 
women?

LESBIAN, BI 
AND TRANS 
WOMEN 
HAVE THE 
RIGHT TO BE 
REPRESENTED 
ON THE 
AIRWAVES, 
SAYS BBC 
NEWSCASTER 
JANE HILL

After the Olympics: 
why I’m missing Clare Balding 
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Where do I 
start? There’s 
so much going 
on in the world: 
from a very 
fiery presiden-
tial race in the 

US where the Republican candidate, 
Donald Trump, spouts hatred towards 
Muslims, Mexicans and women, and 
does not have a care for the state 
of race relations in America. I’m not 
saying Hillary is perfect, but… Then 
we have France, where attempts to 
police women’s morality with a racist 
and sexist burkini ban (thankfully now 
revoked but reminding us yet again of 
the sexism and Islamophobia faced by 
French Muslim women). Here in the UK 
we are seeing Prime Minister Theresa 
May leading the Brexit negotiations 
and warning of “difficult times” ahead. 
No matter which way you voted or how 
one wishes to dress this up, the Leave 
campaign was built on scaremongering 
around immigration and scapegoating 

migrants. Not to mention, the possible 
scrapping of the Human Rights Act to 
usher in a watered down so-called Bill 
of Rights.

Over the last few weeks, I’ve 
received positive feedback about my 
column (DIVA September 243) on 
#BlackLivesMatter alongside some aw-
ful hate mail from those who disagree 
with my stand for equality, freedom 
and justice. So I have been thinking 
a lot about the lesbians and bisexual 
women who are seeking asylum, being 
held in detention centres like criminals, 
and those who are refugees but who 
have no support, ending up suspended 
within a legal infrastructure that works 
against them.

I had the pleasure of spending 
time with an amazing woman called 
Moud Goba, a Zimbabwean lesbian 
refugee and an awesome LGBTI activist 
with more than 10 years’ experience 
working with Black Minority Ethnic 
(BME) LGBTI community groups and in 
running her own small business. Moud, 

also known to me as Nixx, passionately 
supports LGBTI asylum seekers and 
refugees. She currently works as a 
project manager for Micro Rainbow 
International, an organisation that ad-
dresses LGBTI poverty worldwide and 
has previously worked as an asylum 
support worker for the UK Lesbian and 
Gay Immigration Group.

As we laughed, held hands, hugged 
and talked about life, our conversation 
took us to a place that is still so real 
for Moud.

Moud told me that lesbian and bi 
asylum seekers face many challenges 
because of their sexuality and also 
because of their gender as women.

They still have to prove themselves 
and their sexuality as they navigate a 
complex and unsympathetic asylum 
system. 

Lesbian and bisexual asylum seek-
ers may have suffered from violence, 
domestic violence, rape, “corrective” 
rape, sexual abuse, emotional and 
mental abuse or forced marriage. 

WE MUST 
MAKE THE 
UK A SAFER 
HAVEN FOR 
OUR LGBTI 
SISTERS 
WHO ARE 
FLEEING THE 
VIOLENCE OF 
HOMOPHOBIA, 
SAYS PHYLL 
OPOKU-
GYIMAH

Are we family?
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These are just some of the issues they 
face.

Did you know that they face further 
challenges? Challenges such as being 
ostracised by their families, co-nation-
als and religious spaces when they 
discover they are not heterosexual. 
Under these circumstances they are 
left vulnerable and open to being 
abused in order to obtain shelter and 
food. Some are forced into domestic 
servitude, and some struggle and 
stay in abusive relationships because 
they have nowhere else to go. Those 
lesbians and bisexual women who 
are in government accommodation 
for asylum seekers often face abuse 
and homophobia from other refugees 
whose religious or cultural values are 
intolerant of homosexuality. They also 
continue to live in poverty as they re-
ceive £37 a week to live on. This money 
is not only for their upkeep but also 
for transport to their regular reporting 
event at the home office. Most are 
extremely isolated and lack support.

My heart felt and continues to feel 
so heavy for the sisters whose journey 
makes me appreciate my privileges as 
a queer woman of colour, having been 
born in the United Kingdom. Even 
though I face my own challenges, I will 
never know what it is like to leave my 
country of origin to seek a safe haven 
because my sexuality could mean per-
secution, public humiliation, flogging, 
jail, or even worse, the death sentence.

Moud went on to tell me about the 
lesbians and bisexual women in deten-
tion centres who face not only the 
stress of being incarcerated but also 
the challenge of explaining to family 
the status of their claims (if they are 
not out). In detention they also face 
homophobia from other detainees 
from their home countries.

Moud’s eyes glistened and I saw 
pain behind her beautiful smile as she 
told me that detention centres are of-
ten located in difficult-to-get-to places, 
making it hard for partners and family 
to visit. Moud said the emotional and 
mental toll of these experiences 
eventually affects the mental health 
of these lesbians and bisexual women. 
This couples at times with the trauma 
brought from their home countries, 
contributing further to their mental 
health issues.

I will never 
know what 
it is like to 
leave my 
country 
because my 
sexuality 
could mean 
flogging, 
jail or death

What can we do to help these 
women? Let’s raise awareness of the 
challenges that lesbians and bisexual 
women face, not only as lesbians or bi-
sexuals but as women, as minority eth-
nic women, and as asylum seekers. We 
can and should be more welcoming in 
the LGBTI scene and community. Most 
people are not welcoming, and asylum 
seekers feel left out and unwelcome in 
a community they hoped would open 
their arms to them.

Let’s remember, importantly, 
lesbians and bisexual women can also 
be mothers. Mothers whose sexuality 
may be disbelieved because they are 
mothers. Some lesbians and bisexual 
women are forced to flee, leaving 
their children behind. Some have their 
children taken from them when they 
choose to be true to themselves.

Moud told me she believes that the 
LGBTI community needs to under-
stand the issues faced by refugees and 
asylum seekers and welcome them 
into their new communities. They are 
here, they are far from home, they are 
not welcome at home. “Please can we 
make our queer spaces their home 
and space too?” I can’t thank Moud 
Goba enough for sharing her time, 
experience, knowledge and friendship 
with me. You can find out more about 
Micro Rainbow International at micro-
rainbow.org and the work of the UK 
Lesbian and Gay Immigration group at 
uklgig.org.uk.

I also want to introduce DIVA read-
ers to the determined Aderonke Apata, 
a Nigerian human rights campaigner 
and LGBTI equality advocate who has 
been passionately campaigning for a 
fair, humane, dignifying and radical re-
form of the LGBTI asylum application 
system. Aderonke was once detained 
in Yarl’s Wood immigration detention 
centre. She too shares from her own 
experience about the homophobic 
abuse and barriers that lesbian and 
bisexual asylum seekers face in deten-
tion centres.

I asked Aderonke to outline the 
key areas in need of improvement for 
lesbian and bi asylum seekers. She 
told me they need us to speak up for 
them by raising awareness of the their 
plight and calling for an end to their 
detention. She told me of the intersex 
women currently detained in centres 

that don’t accord with their gender 
identities, the need for improved 
decision-making on lesbians and bi 
women’s asylum applications so as to 
avoid claimants being detained in the 
first instance; subsequently avoiding 
hate crimes meted against them in the 
detention centres.

Additionally, she endorses the 
urgent implementation of the recom-
mendations made in the All Party 
Parliamentary Group on Global LGBT 
Rights’ report on the UK’s stance on 
international breaches of LGBT rights 
(published April 2016), and asks policy 
makers to implement the recommen-
dations of the Report of the Inquiry 
into the Use of Immigration Deten-
tion in the United Kingdom, a joint 
inquiry by the All Party Parliamentary 
Group on Refugees and the All Party 
Parliamentary Group on Migration 
(published March 2015), and finally to 
find alternatives to detention.

Hearing from Moud and Aderonke 
confirmed why I rejected the Queen’s 
Honour of an MBE. Nine months on, I 
still stand by what I told DIVA in Janu-
ary: “I don’t believe in empire. I don’t 
believe in, and actively resist, colonial-
ism and its toxic and enduring legacy 
in the Commonwealth, where – among 
many other injustices – LGBTQI people 
are still being persecuted, tortured 
and even killed because of sodomy 
laws, that were put in place by British 
imperialists including in Ghana, my 
parents’ home country.”

So when our sisters flee to the 
UK for safety and refuge, I feel sick 
to my stomach that LGBTI people are 
deported back to countries where they 
will not be safe. I will continue to am-
plify my voice, work with strong, inspir-
ing and motivating women like Moud, 
because I am so proud to belong to a 
community of people – whether that’s 
African, LGBTI or trade unionist – that 
has recognised the need to protect 
LGBTI people, whether we are asylum 
seekers, fellow workers or simply life’s 
travellers.

I’d love to hear from you, dear 
readers. Let me know your thoughts or 
if you have any burning issues that you 
would like to discuss, debate or 
highlight, get in touch. 

@MsLadyPhyll
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In a photograph 
of a little boy 
wearing a t-shirt 
with an image of 
Albert Einstein 
on the front, 
the caption for 
the household-

brand ad reads: “Little scholar... 
your future starts here.” So far, so 
good. Except, in the accompanying 
photo, a little girl wears a cream and 
pink sweater with the letter “G” and, 
bold as you like, her caption trills: 
“The social butterfly... talk of the 
playground.” No, it’s not a women’s 
magazine advert from the 1970s. This 
was Gap Kids 2016 and it was what 
we in the 21st century like to call an 
instant marketing fail. Like the many 
– with and without kids – who com-
plained about the sexist Gap clothing 
ad, my wife Ellie and I metaphorically 
face-palmed when we first heard 

about it.
We are not on Gap’s mailing list 

and Ellie is a science teacher, so be-
fore the media furore broke, we had 
already ordered the Albert Einstein t-
shirt for our 16-month-old daughter, 
Annie. We did consider returning it, 
with the other items we’d purchased 
from Gap Kids, because we were 
enraged, but in the end we felt it 
made more of a point if she wore the 
t-shirt. She looks good in it. She’s got 
hair a bit like Einstein. It suits her.

But this small act of defiance is 
only the beginning of a much bigger 
battle about not allowing our chil-
dren to be put into boxes. Not allow-
ing them to be limited by the society 
we live in. The fact of the matter is, 
there’s a lot of this stuff that’s simply 
out of our control. They’ll go to 
nursery, they’ll go to school, they’ll 
have play-dates at other people’s 
houses. They’ll have friends whose 

parents won’t feel the need to resist 
stereotypes and that, in turn, will 
make their kids use stereotypes.

Whether or not we have kids, we 
must instill in the children in our 
lives the belief that they can be or 
do anything they want, regardless 
of their gender. That the gender ste-
reotypes that say boys can be clever 
geeks while girls must look pretty 
and host parties are out of date. That 
the people who use them have simply 
not caught up with modern life.

The bigger problem is our toy 
manufacturers and their gender-
specific marketing. The stereotypes 
we see in toy marketing link directly 
to the inequalities we experience in 
adult life. The Let Toys Be Toys cam-
paign is asking the toy and publishing 
industries to stop limiting children’s 
interests by promoting some toys 
as only suitable for girls and others 
for boys. The work they are doing 

LET’S STOP  
GENDER 
STEREOTYPING 
OUR 
CHILDREN, 
SAYS HEATHER 
PEACE

Give a girl a digger
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is brilliant. They are parents who 
got together because they’d had 
enough of the outside world limiting 
their children. They joined forces 
to lobby toy stores and publishers 
to change how they operate. To get 
shops to put toys in categories based 
on interests rather than gender. 
The dolls, guns, kitchen and Lego 
sections, rather than entire pink and 
blue floors.

Even toys not specifically labeled 
“for girls” or “for boys” seem to end 
up being separated from one gender 
or the other on these distinct pink 
and blue floors. The science and 
construction sets are missing from 
the girls’ floor and the art, crafts and 
kitchen toys are missing from the 
boys’. Children are like sponges. They 
soak up all the signs and informa-
tion we adults give them, seeking 
to discern the social rules. Gender 
delimitation is the sort of rubbish 
we are showing them and it prevents 
children being able to work out their 
own preferences, making them more 
likely to fall prey to peer pressure 
and if they don’t, becoming targets 
for bullies.

All types of play are important for 
child development. Toys with action, 
construction and technology themes 
encourage kids to be active and help 
them to learn how to solve problems 
and develop their initiative. Toys 
focused more on role-play, arts and 
crafts – like puppets and dolls – allow 
children to practice their communica-
tion and social skills. Surely our chil-
dren, no matter what their gender, 
need to develop all these skills.

Parents 
joined 
forces to 
get shops 
to put toys 
in sections 
based on 
interests 
rather than 
gender

The glamour and beauty toys 
directed at even our youngest girls 
puts a huge and worrying emphasis 
on outward appearance whilst toys 
that reinforce action and violence 
can be a worry because of the mes-
sage it gives to our more sensitive or 
creative boys about what it means 
to be a man. It’s just not right on 
any level. Apparently, before the 
age of 18 months, there’s hardly any 
marketing of toys to boys and girls 
separately. So why does it have to 
start as they get older?

Obviously, Ellie and I aren’t going 
to avoid giving Annie toys “for girls”, 
we just believe in giving her options. 
She already has a doll and a plastic 
tea set for the bath, but she has a 
mat with roads on for her cars and 
her digger. She has the Einstein t-
shirt that she might wear with jeans 
and red trainers but she also has 
flowery playsuits. The temperature 
outside, not her gender, determines 
what we dress her in. Certainly for 
clothes, it’s about whether she can 
move freely in them; jumping, climb-
ing, dancing. She watches me dry 
my hair and quite often helps brush 
it. She’s interested when I’m putting 
on my make-up or jewellery. But she 
also wrestles on the floor with me 
and climbs on things far too high for 
a 16-month-old and digs in the dirt. 
It’s about options. Experimentation. 
I don’t ever want her to be told “you 
can’t because you’re a girl”. She will 
be, I’m sure of it, but I will be there to 
help her navigate that conversation.

We can help bring about quiet 
changes in many simple ways. We 

can challenge stereotypes when we 
hear them. Have discussions about 
stereotyping with the people who 
make the statements. Most times we 
don’t realise we’re doing it, it’s how 
we’ve been brought up. I have to cor-
rect myself sometimes, when looking 
at the baby books of animal pictures 
and I find myself referring to all the 
creatures as a “he”. It’s conditioning. 
Re-engineering it is just about being 
aware of it. We don’t have to be 
militant either, as most people agree 
when it’s pointed out to them. Some-
times we just aren’t aware it’s going 
on because it’s so bloomin’ “normal” 
and everywhere.

At least Annie will know her 
mums were both half-decent foot-
ballers and both her grandfathers 
are awesome cooks. That’s got to 
be helpful for correcting a couple of 
stereotypes.

Liz Nunan, a Gap spokesperson 
stated after ad-gate: “Gap brand has 
always stood for individuality, opti-
mism and creativity. Our intentions 
have always been to celebrate every 
child and we did not intend to offend 
anyone.”

So perhaps the folks at Gap will 
think twice next time. After all, Ham-
leys toy store in London is ditching 
its separate floors for boys and girls 
and replacing the pink and blue signs 
with signs that simply state the types 
of toys sold. 

Changes are coming. And quite 
frankly, they can’t come quickly 
enough.

@heatherpeace
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Out of the still 
smouldering 
ashes of the Brit-
ish political sta-
tus quo, Theresa 
May has emerged 
as our new prime 
minister and 

has appointed out lesbian MP Justine 
Greening to the posts of education 
and women/equalities minister. Green-
ing is the first person in a same-sex 
relationship to hold the latter role. 

On the surface, May’s premiership 
could be seen as a victory for progres-
sive values. As a woman who supports 
same-sex marriage and “social justice” 
– as foregrounded in her first speech 
as PM – she is seen as the harbinger 
of a new, less masculinist politics that 
will raise LGBT women onwards and 
upwards. As the second woman ever to 
hold the office of prime minister in the 
UK, May shoulders an immense burden 
of expectation from women who are 
longing for change within our political 
system. 

Some lesbian feminists, tired of the 
male-dominated world of party poli-
tics, have commented that it’s positive 
to see a woman, even a Conservative 
one, as PM because the fact that the 
PM has almost always been a man is 
a travesty. Furthermore, they believe 
it’s important for a new generation 
of young women (and men) to know 
that it’s possible for a woman to have 
the “top job” in politics. For them, a 
woman at the head of a nation is a 
powerful emblem. 

Regarding Greening, I personally 
believe any minister with an LGBT 
portfolio should be LGBT themselves 
– so despite her being a member of a 
party I despise, I welcome Greening’s 
appointment as the best outcome in 
a less than perfect situation. But is 
this what lesbian feminists have been 
reduced to? Feeling grateful for small 
mercies? I think we deserve better.

May’s womanhood and Greening’s 
sexuality are held up as symbols of 
inspiration and sentiments by those 
who say “you may not agree with her 
politics but you can’t deny that this 
isn’t great for women/LGBT people”. 
Yet herein lies the problem. 

May and Greening’s politics cannot 
be waved airily away in favour of a focus 
on their gender/sexual orientation. They 
hold power and their politics matter 
rather more than the toilets they wee in 
and the people they spoon at night. 

Was May advocating for all women 
when she voted against allowing same-
sex couples to adopt in 2002*? Was 
she thinking of the most marginalised 
women when she voted to repeal the 
Human Rights Act earlier this year? 
Did she consider the plight of work-
ing class women when she voted for 
the Bedroom Tax? Was the welfare 
of vulnerable immigrant women at 
the forefront of her mind when she 
voted against banning the immigration 
detention of pregnant women? 

Was Greening thinking of a fairer, 
kinder society for all when she voted 
to limit Employment and Support 
Allowance for people suffering from 

cancer? Did she think of young LGBT 
women struggling to become educated 
and self-sufficient so that they can 
leave abusive family situations when 
she voted to cut financial support for 
16- to 19-year-olds in further education 
and training? I hardly think so. 

There is very little value in being 
considered an “inspiration” to LGBT 
women who exist on the margins of 
society, neglected by a Conservative 
government intent on completing a 
“money first, people second” neo-
liberal project to the detriment of 
those who are most vulnerable. 

We can only make use of “inspira-
tion” if we have the material resources 
and secure legal rights to make the 
most of our self-belief. Emblems are 
not enough. We require investment 
and support to heal crises, not auster-
ity policies hidden behind obfuscatory 
statements. 

In May’s first speech as PM she 
remarked: “When it comes to opportu-
nity, we won’t entrench the advan-
tages of the fortunate few. We will do 
everything we can to help anybody, 
whatever your background…” 

These are admirable promises, but 
they are empty and dishonest. Anyone 
can view May’s voting record and see 
for themselves that her words and 
actions do not align. In fact, they are 
diametrically opposed. Hollow rhetoric 
will not save us; we need real 
progressive action of the type May and 
Greening refuse to offer.

@KesienaBoom

For some, a 
woman at 
the head of 
a nation is 
a powerful 
emblem 

KESIENA BOOM 
EXPLAINS WHY 
THERESA MAY 
AND JUSTINE 
GREENING 
AREN’T 
ENOUGH FOR 
LGBT WOMEN

Hollow words
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London show tickets now on sale
Find out more at fertilityshow.co.uk

London Olympia 5 - 6 November 2016
Manchester Central 25 - 26 March 2017

The essential event for 
your fertility journey

60 talks by top 
 fertility experts

100 exhibitors

Fertility clinics from 
 the UK and abroad

Advice for single 
 women and same 
 sex couples 

Fertility assessments 
 and consultations

Medical and 
 complementary 
 alternatives

The Fertility Show is organised and presented by River Street Live

In association with



If there’s one 
thing I absolutely 
love to own up 
to, after a few 
beers, it’s this:

I fancy Hillary 
Clinton.

Usually I’ll be 
accused of having a “thing” for power-
ful women, but – as far as I can tell – 
it’s more about the pantsuits. Which, I 
guess, go hand-in-hand with the power 
thing. That I can’t help.

Although I’m not drunk now, I 
promise, I’ve decided it’s about time I 
committed my crush on the (hopefully, 
please god) next POTUS to print. Unfor-
tunately, this means I have something 
in common with a fair few right-wing 
American tabloid hacks, and that is 
my obsession with Clinton’s sexuality. 
Having said that, thankfully the likes 
of ultra-conservative bollocks-chatting 
radio host Glenn Beck (who has sug-
gested that Clinton is gay) and I have 
different definitions of the word “lesbi-
an”. I define lesbians as women who are 
exclusively sexually attracted to other 
women. The American far-right, more 
often than not, would define “lesbian” 
as “degenerate witch”.  

The string of American tabloid 
Globe magazine cover stories about 
Clinton having slept with women – if 
anything – detracts from the credibility 
of the entire theory. But I can’t help lov-
ing the idea of an alleged lesbian (albeit 
a deeply closeted one) moving in on the 
Oval Office. Meanwhile, the right-wing 

media is hurling the word “lesbian” at 
the presidential hopeful like a mouldy 
cabbage. So it’s hardly surprising that 
these rumours about Hillary’s sexuality 
always seem to surface when she’s mak-
ing a bid for more power. 

In 2000, when Clinton ran for the 
Senate, the National Enquirer (another 
tabloid) quoted a Republican strategist 
who suggested that Clinton is bisexual 
and has cheated on her husband with 
women. Sixteen years later, Hillary is 
running for a slightly higher position 
and the Right are still lobbing that les-
bian cabbage, in an attempt to hinder 
her success. There’s still something 
very witch hunt-like about this line of 
“criticising” a woman. Once the word 
“lesbian” is out there, it really seems to 
stick. As do all the pointing fingers. 

The National Enquirer in particular 
is still at it with headlines like (from 
this year) “Hillary Clinton Lesbian Panic 
As Rumours Explode”. Which sounds, 
to be perfectly honest, quite exciting. 
What is a “lesbian panic”? I think I had 
one when my cat went missing the 
other day, but I can’t be sure. Either 
way, this headline is an utter firework 
display of gutter-dwelling bigotry. So 
much so that it’s retro and borderline 
cute. Speculations about powerful 
women’s sexuality must go back to the 
Stone Age, at least. I mean, it’s hard to 
imagine that particularly strong female 
organisms emerging from the primor-
dial ooze weren’t (mutteringly) called 
dykes by weaker male ones. 

It’s depressing that, aeons later, 

“lesbian” is still the go-to slur when it 
comes to bringing down women in high 
places. From the bigot’s perspective, 
it probably goes something like this: 
“Lesbians are mannish and women suc-
ceed by behaving mannishly. Oh, and 
they are also involved in a conspiracy to 
bring civilisation to its knees by under-
mining family values.” Something like 
that. Homophobes are given enough 
of a platform for their reasoning to be 
understood (if considered dumber than 
a pillowcase full of Play-Doh). 

Obviously, Hillary Clinton’s sexual-
ity (and let’s face it, she’s probably 
straight) shouldn’t matter in the 
slightest. But we’re not living in an 
ideal world where LGBT people aren’t 
desperate to see queers in power and 
those who hate us aren’t fixated on 
seeing us out of it. So, bizarrely, there 
are people from all over the political 
spectrum who would absolutely love 
for the lesbian rumours to be true. And 
that, perhaps, is why these daft nug-
gets of gossip persist. 

Meanwhile, it’s nice to have come 
clean (in a sober way) about my Hillary 
crush. I’ll be ready and waiting to say, 
“Gooble gobble, one of us”, should she 
use her inaugural address as a 
platform for the most stately coming 
out announcement in history. Sadly, I 
think that’s about as likely as ever 
getting to see Donald Trump’s natural 
skin tone. But I can hope. Both me and  
the homophobes.

@EleanorMargolis

“Lesbian” 
is still 
the go-to 
slur when 
it comes 
to bring-
ing down 
women in 
high places

ELEANOR 
MARGOLIS 
AND THE 
US TABLOID 
MEDIA SHARE 
A STRANGE 
OBSESSION 
WITH 
CLINTON’S 
SEXUALITY

My pant-suit fancy for POTUS hopeful Hillary
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Education for all: Experts debate 

the failure of schools to provide 

relevant sex and relationships 

eduction for LGBT pupils

My sole memory of sex education is 
learning the apparently vital life skill 
of how to put a condom on a banana. 
While it’s great that so many pieces 
of fruit are practising safe sex, I’m not 
even sure how many straight women 
have ever had to sheath one of their 
five-a-day. As a teenage lesbian, this 
particular parlour game was irrelevant 
to my personal development. The 
lesson was made all the more ironic 
because at that time, whenever we got 
the chance, me and my best female 
friend would sneak off to secretly 
snog each other in the PSHE (Personal, 
Social & Health Education) room.

In that one painfully inadequate 
but undeniably fruity sex ed class, 
there was no discussion of same-sex 
relationships, bisexual identities or 
trans issues, yet the all-girls school I at-
tended (I know, jackpot right?) turned 
out to be a breeding ground for les-

Better
Harder

Could do

if tried 
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bians and bi women, as most schools 
are – we’re here, we’re queer, please 
stop ignoring our Sex and Relationship 
Education (SRE) needs.

When you ask people about their 
experience of sex education, tales 
of awkwardness and misinformation 
abound. My girlfriend was so bewil-
dered by her primary school SRE she 
went home and stressed her parents 
out by telling them, “Today we had 
sex”. Don’t panic, no-one needs to 
be put on a register. It was just a very 
confusing class.

When I invited DIVA readers to 
share their stories, time and time 
again they spoke of a heteronormative 
lesson plan, which wasn’t particularly 
informative even for the straight stu-
dents, and in most cases completely 
omitted any discussion of LGBT sex or 
relationships. The use of scare tactics 
in the place of useful information 
was common. “My memories of sex 
education are basically, ‘Don’t have sex 
because you’ll get Aids’,” reminisces 
Ange. Ah school, the best days of your 
life… apparently.

To find out if things have improved 
since my time in uniform, I went along 
to Stonewall’s annual Education For 
All conference. Sadly, it turns out most 
SRE is still pretty feeble and barely any 
covers LGBT issues.

The recent SRE: Shh… No Talking 
report by the Terrence Higgins Trust 
highlights how dire the situation is. Of 
the 900 young people surveyed, 97% 
thought SRE should be LGBT-inclusive, 
but only 5% had been taught anything 
about LGBT relationships and just 
3% reported any mention of gender 
identity. It’s not only LGBT teenagers 
who are being let down. Shockingly, 
75% of respondents weren’t taught 
about consent.

Ofsted, the UK government’s 
education watchdog, confirms that 
the time devoted to SRE in schools is 
insufficient and that much of what is 
taught is of a poor standard. It’s been 
16 years since the official SRE guidance 
was updated. That means it’s older 

than most of the students currently 
receiving SRE. Things have changed 
since 2000. We now have dating apps 
and marriage equality (hurrah), but it’s 
not all progress and nude selfies. In the 
last three years, one in six LGBT people 
have experienced homophobic hate 
crime and nearly half of trans people 
under 26 have attempted suicide.

What’s being taught in schools 
needs to match the reality young 
people live in and equip them with the 
knowledge to navigate their own sexu-
ality. To omit homosexuality, bisexual-
ity and gender identity from the dis-
cussion puts their physical, emotional 
and mental wellbeing at risk, while 
reinforcing the marginalised, less-than 
status of LGBT people. It makes us 
seem abnormal, both to ourselves and 
to our straight classmates. LGBT issues 
and voices shouldn’t be sidelined and 
silenced any longer. Like it or not, we 
are part of the population, both in the 
world at large and in the classroom.

What message does it send to 
queer young people when they regu-
larly hear the word “gay” used as an 
insult in the playground and then don’t 
hear it at all during PSHE classes about 
healthy relationships? 

I spoke to celebrity stylist, out 
gay TV star and my personal fashion 
icon, Gok Wan, about the importance 
of inclusion. “Had there been proper 
education for LGBT people or even 
just a conversation, then it would have 
been a lot easier for me at school,” he 
admits. “When you start talking about 
it, those kids will start hearing it, and it 
will all feel very, very normal. But the 
information, service, support and guid-
ance have got to be there.”

Juno Dawson, fabulous trans-
woman, young adult fiction novelist, 
and former PSHE teacher, agrees: “It 
always comes back to education and 
representation. If we don’t understand 
ourselves, we exist in a state of anxi-
ety. That narrative is just too common 
for young LGBTQ people still.”

Section 28, the law which made it 
illegal for teachers to “promote” or 

even talk about homosexuality, was 
abolished way back in 2002, so why is 
it still taboo 14 years later?

I talked to bisexual Head of PSHRE, 
Louise Pope, to find out. “There’s a lot 
of teachers out there who are under 
the illusion that Section 28’s still a real 
thing. That’s dangerous and very wor-
rying,” she explains. “And many teach-
ers genuinely feel out of their comfort 
zone, which is just a teacher-training 
issue. But teachers need to have the 
little nudge in the right direction, that, 
‘Yes, this is your responsibility. Yes, 
you do need to be comfortable talking 
about the diversity of sexual expres-
sion in the world’.”

Along with the Terrence Higgins 
Trust and human rights charity, the 
Peter Tatchell Foundation, Stonewall is 
lobbying the government for LGBT-
inclusive sex education to be made 
compulsory for all schools. Louise be-
lieves that this is the essential next step, 
saying, “Until we have that, it’s always 
going to be hit and miss and we can’t af-
ford that. We’re talking about children’s 
safety, health and wellbeing”.

In the UK, SRE is legally required in 
all state-run high schools, but it doesn’t 
have to include anything LGBT. Acad-
emies, free schools, private schools and 
primaries aren’t required to provide SRE 
at all. The government has repeatedly 
voted against laws to make inclusive 
SRE mandatory, despite the recommen-
dations of teachers, parents and the 
Commons Education Select Committee 
– the very experts they appointed to 
advise them on this stuff.

It’s not just about teaching young 
people about sex. It’s about creating 
an educational culture of inclusion 
and acceptance where LGBT students 
don’t feel ostracised. Dr Masuma 
Rahim, a clinical psychologist who 
specialises in LGBT youth, warns of the 
dangers facing the adolescent queer 
community. “LGBT teenagers are four 
times as likely to be depressed as their 
heterosexual peers. They’re three 
times as likely to present with clinical 
anxiety, twice as likely to use illicit sub-

“A lot of 
teachers 
out there 
are under 
the illusion 
that 
Section 
28’s still a 
real thing”

TOO MANY 
SCHOOLS 
ARE STILL 
FAILING THEIR 
STUDENTS 
WHEN IT 
COMES 
TO LGBT-
INCLUSIVE SEX 
EDUCATION 
ROXY BOURDILLON 
REPORTS
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SRE: SHH… NO 
TALKING SURVEY 
BY THE TERRENCE 
HIGGINS TRUST
#ENDTHESILENCE 
SOURCE: THT.ORG.UK

97% Thought SRE should 
be LGBT-inclusive

95% Weren’t taught about 
LGBT relationships

97% Weren’t taught about 
gender identity

75% Weren’t taught 
about consent

50% Rated their SRE as 
“poor” or “terrible”

14% 
Didn’t receive 
any SRE at all

and six times as likely to kill them-
selves.” These sobering statistics ham-
mer home that it isn’t just misleading, 
but also potentially life-threatening 
to discuss heterosexuality exclusively, 
as if homosexual, bi and trans people 
don’t or shouldn’t exist.

So what should a sex ed lesson 
look like? Peter Tatchell assesses SRE 
in UK schools as “mostly vague and 
euphemistic, with too little detail and 
not enough explicitness to be of prac-
tical benefit”. Instead, he suggests “a 
positive ethical framework” of “mutual 
consent, reciprocal respect and shared 
fulfilment, regardless of whether peo-
ple are married or single, monogamous 
or promiscuous or hetero, bi or homo”.

It’s clear that more time, training 
and funding needs to be dedicated 
to SRE and that LGBT-inclusive SRE 
needs to be made mandatory in all UK 
schools. At the Stonewall conference 
I feel encouraged when I discover 
there are a few standout schools and 
education authorities leading the way, 
as recognised by Stonewall’s Education 
Equality Index.

As well as inclusive PSHE, LGBT 
students benefit significantly from 
the creation of supportive networks. 
Louise facilitates an equalities group, 
“who have taken it upon themselves to 
make sure that the school is a safe and 
equal place for all students”. Together 
they run campaigns and initiatives to 
coincide with LGBT Pride, Anti-Bullying 

Week, International Day Against Homo-
phobia, Transphobia and Biphobia and 
LGBT History Month. Other projects are 
more ad hoc, such as the group’s reac-
tion to the Orlando shootings.

“We have a memorial in my 
classroom where students have 
written their responses. It stands as 
a marker that we felt hurt by this, we 
won’t allow this to happen here and it 
shouldn’t have happened there.” Many 
schools didn’t mention the massacre 
at all, or brought it up but with no 
acknowledgement of it being an attack 
against LGBT people of colour. Every 
student in Louise’s school had the op-
portunity to discuss Orlando during a 
PSHE lesson.

The result of this inclusive, open-
dialogue approach to LGBT issues? 
“We now have a school where students 
are comfortable talking about their 
sexuality and the questions they have 
about their gender identity, where stu-
dents are respected and have a voice.”

It sounds to me like an LGBT teen 
utopia, and a far cry from the 
banana-gate of my youth. Learning 
how fantastic schools can be in their 
approach to SRE gives me hope for the 
future and even makes me pine to be a 
teenager again just so I can join in the 
fun. And after my first time round, I 
didn’t think anything could do that.

stonewall.org.uk
petertatchellfoundation.org

“If we don’t 
understand 
ourselves, 
we exist in 
a state of 
anxiety”

(From left) MP Yvette Cooper, Dr 

Masuma Rahim, a clinical psychologist 

who specialises in LGBT youth, 

and Stonewall CEO Ruth Hunt
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“Straight 
girls 
snogging 
their mates 
for ‘a laugh’ 
cements 
the idea 
that all 
genuine 
bi women 
are that 
drunk girl”

B
i-curious (or “ques-
tioning”) women don’t 
always get the best 
press, let’s face it. 
That is, unless they’re 
hot celebs putting it 
on for the paps and 
the hetero masses. 
Gather a group of 
lesbian and bi friends 
and you can guaran-
tee that at least half 
of them will have 

some tale of woe to relate involving 
a girl who “experimented” with them, 
chewed them up and spat them out. 
On the other hand, however, you might 
also hear a few stories of honest, no-
strings fun which left everyone smiling. 
So what do we really think about the 
phenomenon of bi-curiosity? 

First let’s take a look at the defini-
tion. Some argue that bi-curiosity is 
the state of trying or wanting to try 
a sexual experience with a woman, 
but not being entirely sure that you’re 
actually bisexual. Others say that a 
bi-curious woman is just a bisexual 
woman who hasn’t had a sexual experi-
ence with a woman yet, but has been 
with a man. There are even women we 
might want to call “bi-curious” as a re-
sult of their behaviour and/or desired 
intimate partners, who still identify as 
straight and claim not to be attracted 
to women at all. Perhaps all three are 
alternative definitions of the word?

Not every firmly lesbian or bi-identi-
fied woman is keen to be part of this 
particular playground. And yet others, 
provided their potential intimate part-
ner is honest with them, are prepared 
to take the risk. Is this all a case of 
needless – and somewhat confusing – 
sexuality semantics? Or do we have a 
real obligation to thrash this one out 
once and for all? DIVA decided to ask a 
cross-section of self-identified straight, 
bi-curious, bisexual and lesbian women 
for their thoughts.

Geneviève LeJeune, who identifies 

as bisexual, runs Skirt Club. Skirt is 
“an underground community for girls 
who play with girls” where “women 
do what they want without worrying 
what anyone else thinks”. She tells 
DIVA that many of Skirt’s members 
identify as a Kinsey 1, or even as 
straight, when they sign up on the 
website for membership. 

“The majority of our members are 
sitting on the heterosexual side of 
the scale,” she reveals. “A lot of them 
say things like, ‘I’ll only live once, this 
is something I’d like to try and I want 
to do it in a safe, private way’. There’s 
certainly a trend for women seeing 
same-sex sexual encounters as more 
socially acceptable and even cool, in 
part due to pop culture. Skirt Club 
gives these women space to experi-
ment in an environment where they’re 
anonymous, only in the company of 
other women and not performing 
for a man.” Geneviève is adamant 
that although it is a supportive and 
respectful environment, “it is not 
designed as a club to meet a partner 
at – it really is a place for frivolity and 
no-strings fun”.

“I call myself primarily straight as 
I’m very rarely attracted to women,” 
says Lauren, 25. “I’ve slept with a 
woman I wasn’t attracted to – I enjoyed 
myself despite that – and made out 
with a few that I most definitely was. 
I’ve only ever once seriously consid-
ered going out on a date with a woman 
though. I wouldn’t say it is impossible 
that I could fall for a woman and want 
a romantic relationship but I think it’s 
fairly unlikely.”

Lauren believes this could be 
something to do with how she has 
been affected by social condition-
ing. “I sometimes wonder whether 
my reluctance to pursue and have 
sex with women is a result of being 
a child/teenager in a time and place 
where same-sex relationships were not 
as acceptable as they are now. Also 
perhaps not really having any same-sex 

experiences until I was 18, or desires 
until I was 21, has made me feel less 
confident because I missed out on the 
teenage fumbling.”

“I’m not comfortable with labels,” 
Catherine, 39, tells DIVA. “But I guess 
that if I had to define myself, ‘bi-
curious’ seems accurate. Even though 
all my relationships have been with 
men so far, I wouldn’t say I’m strictly 
heterosexual because relationships, in 
my opinion, are about love, and I had a 
huge crush on a woman when I was in 
my 20s.”

Has she ever had the opportunity 
to act on her desire for women? “I’ve 
never felt attracted enough, or the mo-
ment didn’t feel right,” she responds. 
“But should I be in a situation where 
I fall in love with a woman again, I’m 
pretty sure I wouldn’t give it a second 
thought. As for being a ‘tourist’, I’d 
say it depends: if it’s very clear for 
everybody involved that it’s ‘just for 
a try’ and people are ok with it, why 
not? But playing with – and eventually 
hurting – people’s feelings is not ok. 
As [the author] Hanif Kureishi puts it: 
‘You can, of course, experiment with 
your own life. Maybe you shouldn’t do 
it with other people’s.’”

“Funnily enough, bi-curious women 
account for most of the casual sex 
I’ve had,” relates Bonnie, 33, who 
identifies as bisexual. “I connect with 
everyone individually, and I’m not re-
ally bothered by the experiences they 
have/haven’t had previously. As long 
as you’re both into it and communicat-
ing, it can be a lot of fun. It annoys me 
when people gate-keep these things. 
Sexual orientation can be really fluid 
for some people, and there’s nothing 
wrong with that. Women are allowed 
to feel attractions and explore them 
without being accused of anything. As 
long as they’re being honest with their 
partners it’s no one else’s business.”

“‘Bi-curious’ women make me 
fume,” says Katie, 28, who also identi-
fies as bisexual and a keen bi activist. 

WOULD 
YOU DATE A 
BI-CURIOUS 
WOMAN? 
CHARLOTTE 
DINGLE 
TALKED TO 
LESBIANS AND 
BI WOMEN 
AND FOUND 
OPINION 
DIVIDED

Taking on the tourists? 
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“We do all this work to improve bi 
visibility and smash stereotypes about 
bisexual women and then they essen-
tially undo that work by coming along 
and reinforcing those stereotypes. I 
don’t want someone to use me as an 
experiment. I don’t want my identity 
belittled by people who treat it as a 
hobby, distraction or titillation to get 
off with a woman. Not only am I sick 
of being let down by women who just 
wanted to ‘see what it was like’, I’m 
also kind of tired of seeing photos of 
drunk straight-identified girls snogging 
their mates for ‘a laugh’ on Facebook. 
This cements the idea that all genu-
inely bi women are that drunk girl.” 

Amy, 40, identifies as lesbian. “I dat-
ed a woman for a month who I would 
definitely have described as bi-curi-
ous,” she recalls. “I was her first female 
sexual partner and we met at the same 
party where she dumped her then-
boyfriend. After we slept together 
once she became very strange towards 
me and our intimacy was reduced to 
kissing and hugging. I thought initially 
that she’d just lost interest in me. But 
when I finally confronted her about it, 
she confessed that she just didn’t enjoy 
having sex with a woman. I felt used 
and humiliated.” The experience left 
Amy determined to only ever pursue 
lesbian partners in future. “I would 
never date a woman who is attracted 
to men again,” she sighs. “Bi women, 
bi-curious women – they’re all off-
limits to me now.”

It’s clear, then, that “bi-curious” can 
prove both a somewhat nebulous term 
and ethically dubious concept, with 
varied interpretations of and reactions 
to it. Some fall on the side of freedom 
of self-expression and self-discovery. 
Others view it as a dangerous, 
manipulative phenomenon which is 
both an insult and a risk to the lesbian 
and bi community.

What do you think? Tweet @DIVAmagazine 
#DIVAdebate.
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Warrior Poet: Audre Lorde, pictured 

in 1980. Opposite page: Marsha 

P Johnson and Gladys Bentley
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OCTOBER 
IS BLACK 
HISTORY 
MONTH. 
CHARDINE 
TAYLOR-
STONE FINDS 
INSPIRATION IN 
THE LIVES OF 
ICONIC LGBTQ 
WOMEN OF 
COLOUR

MARSHA P JOHNSON
The Stonewall Riots of 1969 marked a 
seminal moment in our LGBTQ history. 
Stonewall sparked a movement that 
led to the first Pride marches and a 
generation fighting for their rights to 
love and desire who they wanted, with 
no apologies. Marsha P Johnson is a 
name we should all know as she is re-
ported to have been the first to show 
resistance outside the Stonewall Inn 
where she was a regular. A black trans 
woman, Marsha went on to become 
a leader in the fight for trans rights in 
the 70s and 80s and was becoming a 
well-known and respected HIV activist 
in New York before her unresolved 
death in 1992. Recent accounts of the 
Stonewall Riots have whitewashed her 
pivotal role, depicting young white gay 
cis men as first to resist police brutal-
ity. The erasure of Marsha P Johnson is 
a loss to us all. It is her legacy and her 
courage to say “no” and take action 
that night outside the Stonewall Inn 
on her 25th birthday that paved the 
way for all LGBTQs to be where we are 
today. 

THE COMBAHEE RIVER COLLECTIVE
We are all familiar with “identity poli-
tics” but how many know that the term 
was created by a group of black lesbian 
feminists in the 1980s? The Combahee 
River Collective (CRC) was active from 
1974 to 1980 and was named in honour 
of black liberationist Harriet Tubman 
and the Combahee River raid of 1863, 
in which she freed hundreds of slaves. 
The CRC membership sounds like a 
roll-call of the most important black 
feminists from second-wave feminism. 
A fluid group, noted members included 
Barbara Smith, Beverly Smith, Cheryl 
Clarke, Demita Frazier, Akasha Gloria 
Hull, Audre Lorde and Chirlane McCray 
(now married to the mayor of New 
York). Every one of these women con-
tinued to fight for the rights of women 
of colour after the demise of CRC and 
deserve to be better known. The CRC’s 
Black Feminist statement was a chal-
lenge to the culture of racism within 
white feminist spaces and misogyny in 
the black civil rights movement. Sadly, 
we are still having these conversations 
and much of the racism and misogyny 
that was unpicked by the CRC is just 
as relevant today. It’s because of these 
great minds and spirits getting together 
that we now have a term that validates 
our lived experiences of the multiple 

oppressions we face as LGBTQ people. 
So when naysayers complain about 
“identity politics”, be sure to tell them 
who created the term and the power 
behind it. It’s not the invention of the 
postmodern feminist generation.

GLADYS BENTLEY
A talented blues singer and out 
lesbian, Gladys Bentley is one of the 
iconic figures of the Harlem Renais-
sance. A lover of the most dapper 
suits, she performed under the stage 
name Bobbie Minton and had hits such 
as How Much Can I Stand? and Wild 
Geese Blues, which she sang as a head-
liner at the legendary Cotton Club. Her 
popularity in 1930s Harlem reflects the 
underground sexual and gender revo-
lution being explored and celebrated 
by queer black creatives who were out 
to challenge the more conservative 
views of black organisations such as 
the NAACP. Gladys Bentley’s life maps 
the changing visibility and acceptance 
of black gender expressions. From 
suited and booted “bulldagger” in the 
1930s to ditching masculine attire for 
feminine dress and declaring herself “a 
woman again”, in oppressive, McCa-
rthyite, 1950s America. Bentley’s initial 
joy in her self-expression, individuality 
and love of women is an important 
story in the history of masculine-of-
centre women.

AUDRE LORDE
I often joke that Audre Lorde quotes 
are every black feminist’s favourite 
meme and with good reason. Her 
works – such as Zami and Sister 
Outsider – are irresistibly quotable, 
showing her talent for communicating 
across class, location and education. 
Her words, “the master’s tools will 
never dismantle the master’s house”, 
challenge us to think outside the usual 
institutional bureaucracy when it 
comes to challenging the status quo. 
Lorde described herself as Black, 
Lesbian, Feminist, Mother, Warrior, 
Poet. She sowed the seeds for us to 
think about intersectionality, the 
multiple oppressions and privileges 
that make up our lived experience. 
There is a direct lineage from her ideas 
to what drives the current wave of 
black feminism and black liberation 
activism today. Audre Lorde is 
particularly special to me as it is her 
writings on self-care as “political 
warfare” that inspire my creative work 

and activism to create spaces and 
visibility for black working-class 
women, such as Black Girls’ Picnic. I’ve 
described Black Girls’ Picnic as a 
movement in “collective self-care” and 
as a place of respite from the daily 
fight against injustice, in which black 
women have always been at the 
forefront. To quote one of my 
favourite Audre Lorde memes, 
“Women are powerful and dangerous”. 
When times are hard, I say to myself: 
“What would Audre Lorde do? How 
can I be powerful and dangerous?” 
And then I move forward in the best 
way that I can.
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Gone are the days of shame and secrecy 
and living a half life in the closet; we’ve 
kicked and screamed our way out and 
ripped that closet door off  its hinges and 
today, the achievements of the LGBTQI+ 
community are regularly celebrated in 
mainstream newspapers, at glitzy awards 
ceremonies, and at fancy government 
receptions.
Here at DIVA HQ, we believe that’s some-
thing worth shouting about, and that’s why 
we’re proud to present the inaugural DIVA 
Power List, celebrating some truly amazing 
individuals from our community; people 
who are doing everything in their power 
to make life that little bit better for the 
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and 
intersex communities. Sometimes with 
blood, sweat and tears. Sometimes just by 
being themselves. 
We asked you to vote for the people who 
inspire you – community heroes, celebri-
ties, business leaders and politicians – and 
were overwhelmed with the sheer number 
of votes we received. We initially envis-

aged a Top 50 but as the votes continued 
to pour in, we realised we had to change 
our plans and instead make it a Top 100 – 
the biggest list we’ve ever done. Even with 
the list capped at 100 there still wasn’t 
enough room for everyone. Ten years ago 
it may have been enough to win a place 
on a list like this simply by being out; now 
what you do and say to create change and 
make it easier for others to come out is 
also important.
We’re thrilled with the list and had such 
fun putting together these pages, which 
demonstrate just how rich and diverse our 
community is. We’ve got A-list celebrities 
in there like Cara Delevingne, community 
heroes Kayza Rose, Sarah Graham and 

Chardine Taylor-Stone, and rising stars 
like YouTubers Rose and Rosie, who 
told us they were “overwhelmed” to 
make the list. 
“It’s such an incredibly overwhelm-

ing feeling to be voted so highly 
alongside some of our biggest inspira-

tions!” the former DIVA cover stars said. 

WE’RE 
DELIGHTED 
TO PRESENT 
THE FIRST DIVA 
POWER LIST AS 
VOTED FOR BY 
YOU
WORDS CARRIE LYELL

DIVA
Power

2016List

the

Have 
your say!

#DIVApowerlist

Follow DIVA

@divamagazine
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NICOLA
ADAMS MBE
BOXER & OLYMPIC GOLD MEDALLIST
It’s been an incredible year for Nicola Adams. 
Victory over France’s Sarah Ourahmoune in the fl yweight 
fi nal in Rio last month saw the 33-year-old become the fi rst 
British boxer to win back-to-back Olympic gold medals since 
Harry Mallin in 1924, a stunning achievement cementing 
her place as the world’s number one, having already won 
Commonwealth, European, European Games and World 
Championships, the fi rst female boxer ever to have won all 
fi ve major titles  and the most accomplished British amateur 
boxer of all time. 
“It’s a nice title to have,” the Leeds-born fi ghter told the 
Guardian recently . “I’ve had a massive amount of support 
from Yorkshire and the rest of the nation. I feel like I have all 
their support in the ring with me, every punch I was throw-
ing.”
Victory in Rio was a very personal milestone for the boxer, 
who underwent a shoulder operation aft er London 2012 and 
spent six weeks with her ankle in a cast, and it was obviously 
extremely emotional for the normally stoic Adams, who 
cried during the medal ceremony. But the fearless fi ghter 

wasn’t going to let injury get in her way, telling the Daily Star 
post-Rio: “If you dedicate yourself, you can achieve anything. 
You shouldn’t let anything deter you from your goals.”  
And just when you thought Adams had won everything there 
was to win, your votes have propelled the history-maker to 
the top of the inaugural DIVA Power List, a celebration of 
LGBTQI+ people doing incredible things in our community.
That community is important to Adams, who has “always 
been out” as bisexual, and her incredible win four years ago 
saw her become the fi rst LGBT person to win boxing gold. 
She’s only too aware how key visibility is and knows the 
power she has to inspire others just be being herself. “It’s 
a good thing there are out athletes,” she said recently. “It 
shows people who might not be out, who are afraid to be 
themselves, that you can still do well.”
What’s next for Adams? Aft er some well-deserved time 
off , she will have to decide whether or not to go for a third 
Olympic title in Tokyo or turn professional. And could a 
damehood be on the cards? “That would go down really 
nicely,” she says. 
We can’t think of anyone more deserving! 

@NicolaAdamsMBE

“We feel so grateful to have an audience 
that continues to encourage and inspire us 
to spread laughter, love and positivity. To 
know that we might be making a diff erence to 
someone’s life is a real honour, and we want 
our viewers and everyone who voted to know 
that we truly love and respect them.”
There are bona fi de national treasures on 
our list, like Clare Balding at number two. 
She told DIVA: “I’m amazed and delighted 
that I’m considered inspirational, although 
I suspect it’s more to do with my job as a 
sports presenter than anything else. How-
ever, I’ve tried hard to promote the message 
that we should celebrate diversity, be proud 
of who we are and who we love and to do 
our best to defend and protect those who 
are compromised and belittled by bigotry.”
Six-time DIVA cover star Heather Peace won 
a phenomenal amount of votes to make it to 
number three and joins fellow columnists Jack 
Monroe, Vicky Beeching, Phyll Opoku-Gyimah, 
Jane Hill and Sophie Ward in the top 20. 
“I’m honoured to have been voted so high on 
the list and amongst company that I fi nd in-
spiring,” Heather says. “I don’t feel that I nec-

essarily try in any way. I’m lucky to be in a job 
that I love and to have a supportive partner 
and a wonderful daughter. If my visibility as a 
lesbian, married, working mother is a help to 
anyone then that’s a huge compliment. Thank 
you to everyone who voted for me. It means 
so much.” 
In addition to women, the DIVA Power List 
also includes some trans men and non-binary 
people, such as fi lmmaker Jake Graf and Jack 
Monroe, whose support for women in the 
community has been recognised, and we were 
delighted to see such inclusive voting from 
our readership. We contacted those trans men 
and non-binary people to let them know they 
had made the list, and they were very happy 

to be included – so long as it was clear this 
wasn’t purely a list of women. Jake told us: “I 
was a part of the lesbian scene for over a dec-
ade, and although I always knew that I didn’t 
truly belong there, I felt a sense of acceptance 
and community that I hadn’t found elsewhere. 
Having graced the cover of DIVA, and featured 
many times on its pages, I fi nd it fl attering 
that I am still in the lesbian consciousness, 
and honoured to be in the Power List.”
Even with a Top 100, we know there will be 
some who are disappointed not to have made 
it onto these pages (please vote for them 
next year!). But the fi nal list, we hope, is an ac-
curate representation of the heroes and role 
models in our wonderful LGBTQI+ community 
and proof, if proof were needed, that this 
community is brimming with talented and bril-
liant individuals who are increasing LGBTQI+ 
visibility in their own unique ways. 
So without further ado, we’re delighted to 
present the fi rst DIVA Power List. We’d love to 
hear what you think of it. And don’t forget to 
cast your vote for the DIVA Power List 2017! 

divapowerlist.com

DIVA
Power

2016List

the
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Spraggan earned a standing ova-
tion with her X Factor audition 
song Beer Fear in 2012 and went 
on to become a household name. 
She married partner Georgina 
Gordon in true rock-star style in 
June 2016. @ lspraggan

7 
JACK MONROE
WRITER, JOURNALIST, ACTIVIST 
& POLITICAL COMMENTATOR

Since coming out as non-binary transgender in 
October 2015, food writer and LGBT activist 
Jack Monroe has brought greater understand-
ing to non-binary identities. Monroe also 
talks openly about their struggles with 
mental health, helping to shine a light on 
the issues that many young LGBT people 
face every day. @ MxJackMonroe

4 
VICKY BEECHING
THEOLOGIAN, 
BROADCASTER & 
LGBT CAMPAIGNER

Another new DIVA columnist, 
Songs Of Praise guest presenter 
Beeching came out as gay in 2014 
at the age of 35. Her role as an in-
ternational thought-leader within 
a very traditional, conservative 
branch of Christianity made her 
coming out controversial. She 
now works at the intersection of 
LGBT equality and faith, cam-
paigning to make religion a wel-
coming place for all. @ vickybeeching

3  
HEATHER PEACE
ACTRESS, MUSICIAN &
LGBT RIGHTS ACTIVIST

One of our new column-
ists, Peace juggles writing 
for DIVA with music and TV 
projects, and still found time 
this year for a fi rst birthday 
party for her baby 
daughter, Annie.
@ heatherpeace

9 
SUE PERKINS
BROADCASTER, 
COMEDIAN & WRITER

         In the past few years the 
much-loved GBBO presenter 
has been busy, 
travelling up the 
Mekong River 
and hosting 
several new 
shows including 
Insert Name Here, 
not to mention 
writing a (rather 
splendid) book.  
She is currently on 
tour with Specta-
cles, so look out for 
her at a venue near 
you. @ sueperkins

8  
LUCY SPRAGGAN
SINGER &
SONGWRITER

2
  CLARE

BALDING OBE
PRESENTER, WRITER
& BROADCASTER

Clare Balding’s return 
from the Rio Olympics 
shows her to be one of 
UK’s leading broadcasters, 
having already won the 
BAFTA Special Award and 
RTS Presenter of the Year 
Award for her expert cov-
erage of the London 2012 
Olympic and Paralympic 
Games. The former DIVA 
cover star has always been 
an incredible role model 
for the LGBT commu-
nity, supporting several 
charities and acting as 
an inspiration to all who 
meet her. @ clarebalding

10 
CLAIRE HARVEY
SENIOR LEADERSHIP CONSULTANT
KPMG & PARALYMPIAN

Paralympian Harvey works with several 
charities promoting inclusion in sport. 
On making the top 10, she said: “I feel 
humble to be included.
LGBT women are such a talented and 
spectacular bunch, we owe it to each 
other to help everyone fi nd their place 
to shine.” @ harveysprout

5&6  
ROSE ELLEN DIX &
ROSIE SPAUGHTON
YOUTUBE STARS

Rose and Rosie are YouTubers 
and infl uencers who broke the 
internet when they appeared 
on the cover of DIVA in January 
2015. Married a few months later, 
the dynamic couple are destined 
for big things, winning the 2016 
Celebrity Rising Star Award at 
the British LGBT Awards.
@ RoseEllenDix, @ RoxeteraRibbons
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14 
SOPHIE WARD
ACTRESS

A former Vogue model, Sophie 
Ward was one the fi rst famous 
actresses to come out as a lesbian. 
She regularly lends her voice to 
LGBT issues, with a focus on alter-
native parenting. She is currently 
performing in a play written by her 
wife, Rena Brannan, in LA.
@ sophieannaward

16  
PHYLL OPOKU-GYIMAH
CO-FOUNDER - UK BLACK PRIDE 
& TRUSTEE OF STONEWALL

“Lady” Phyll is a trustee of Stonewall and 
the executive director and co-founder of 

UK Black Pride, a charity launched 
10 years ago that aims to pro-

mote unity within black LGBT 
communities. @ MsLadyPhyll

18 
RILEY CARTER MILLINGTON
ACTOR

Actor Riley made history last year when he became the 
fi rst trans man to play a trans character in a British soap, 
and his role as Kyle Slater in EastEnders represents an 
important milestone in trans visibility. @ MrRileyCarter1

15 
RUBY TANDOH
FOOD WRITER

Former DIVA cover star Tandoh fi rst found fame 
as a fi nalist on The Great British Bake Off  in 
2013. Since then, she’s released two delicious 
cookbooks, Crumb and Flavour. Tandoh came out 
as queer on Twitter last year. @ rubytandoh

17 
CARA DELEVINGNE
ACTRESS & MODEL

          Suicide Squad star Cara Delevingne came out as 
bisexual in an interview with Vogue last year, shutting 
down those who claimed it was a phase by saying, “I am 
who I am”. She is in a relationship with musician Annie 
Clark. @ Caradelevingne

19&20
  HELEN RICHARDSON-WALSH 

&  KATE RICHARDSON-WALSH 
MBE
GOLD MEDALLISTS AT RIO 
2016 - TEAM GB HOCKEY

The fi rst same-sex married couple to compete together at 
the Olympics. @ h_richardson8, @ katewalsh11

11 
RUTH HUNT
CEO - STONEWALL

During her time as CEO of 
Stonewall, Ruth Hunt has 
worked tirelessly to bring the 
organisation closer to margin-
alised communities under the 
LGBT umbrella. Hunt’s principled 
leadership saw Stonewall apolo-
gise for not campaigning for 
trans equality previously 
and launch an extensive 
consultation with over 
700 trans people from 
across the UK. @ ruth_hunt

12  
MUNROE
BERGDORF
DJ, WRITER, ACTIVIST & FEMINIST

Transgender model and DJ Bergdorf has 
been featured in a national advertising 
campaign for Uniqlo. She was named 
Marie Claire’s New Beauty Icon in their 

Redefi ning Beauty feature and as one 
of ES Magazine’s New Feminist Icons. 
She’s featured in a BBC viral video 
Things Not To Say To A Trans Person 
and the CNN documentary My 

Transgender Life. She also regularly 
gives her her time to trans youth 
charities. @ MunroeBergdorf

13 
JANE HILL
TV NEWSREADER 
& JOURNALIST

Popular BBC News 
anchor Hill came out in 
the BBC’s staff  maga-
zine in 2009. The DIVA 
columnist is passionate 
about better LGBT rep-
resentation on television 
and is an incredible role 
model for lesbians and bi 
women. In October 2014, 
she married TV camera 
woman Sara Shepherd. 
@ JaneHillNews
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21  SANDI TOKSVIG OBE
Host of BBC quiz show QI & co-founder 
of the Women’s Equality Party. 
@ sanditoksvig

22 PARIS LEES
Writer, presenter, trans activist and 
media commentator. @ ParisLees

23  KATIE SALMON
The fi rst person on Love Island to 
choose a same-sex date. @ katiesalmon24

24  MEGAN EVANS &
WHITNEY KAY BACON
Married YouTubers who campaign for 
femme visibility. @ WhatWeganDid

25  HANNAH WINTERBOURNE
Captain in the British Army and trans 
activist. @ hannahw253

26 MHAIRI BLACK
SNP MP for Paisley & Renfrewshire 
South and the UK’s youngest MP in over 
100 years. @ MhairiBlack

27  SUSAN CALMAN
Scottish comedian who recorded 
her fi rst sitcom for Radio 4 last year. 
@ SusanCalman

28 SARAH GARRETT
Co-founder of the UK’s biggest diversity 
events company producing the 
Alternative Parenting Show, British LGBT 
Awards and more. @ SarahGarrettSPM

29  SURAN DICKSON
Founder and CEO of Diversity Role 
Models, a charity which tackles ‘phobic 
bullying. @ surandickson

30   JAKE GRAF
Award-winning writer, director, actor 
and trans activist. @ JakeGraf1

31  JAN GOODING
Group brand director at Aviva and 
Stonewall chair of trustees. @ Jan_Gooding

32  ELLY BARNES MBE
Founder of schools charity Educate & 
Celebrate. @ elly_barnes

33  JACQUI GAVIN
Trans activist and vice-chair of a:gender, 
the civil service trans staff  network. 
@ jacqui_gavin

34  TAZ THORNTON
Inspirational speaker, writer and 
empowerment strategist. @ TazThornton

35  JACQUIE LAWRENCE
BAFTA award-winning producer and 
author of Diff erent For Girls. @ jac_lawrence

36  KAYZA ROSE
Head of media production at UK Black 
Pride and co-founder of BlackOutLDN. 
@ KayzaRose

37  CINDY EDWARDS
Founder and director of L Fest and L Fest 
Del Mar.  @ LFestEvents

38  ANNIE WALLACE
The fi rst trans woman to play a 
recurring character in a UK soap. 
@ anniewallace

39  MICHELLE HARDWICK
Emmerdale actress who married long-
term girlfriend Rosie Nicoll last year. 
@ ChelleHardwick

40  HANNAH BLYTHYN
First LGBT politician to be elected to the 
Welsh Assembly. @ hannahblythyn

41  HORSE MCDONALD
Scottish singer-songwriter and 
supporter of LGBT rights. @ horsemusic

42  REBECCA ROOT
Trans activist and star of BBC sitcom Boy 
Meets Girl. @ rebeccaroot1969

43  LUISA BRADSHAW-WHITE
Bad Girls, Holby City and EastEnders 
actress, and former DIVA cover star. 
@ BLuisaW

44  CLAUDIA BRIND-WOODY
Vice president and managing director, 
Global Intellectual Property Licensing, 
IBM. @ BrindWoody

45 SARAH GRAHAM
Intersex activist, comedian, addictions 
therapist and consultant. @ SarahGraham69

46 INGA BEALE
Lloyd’s of London CEO. @ IngaBeale

47  JUNO ROCHE
Trans rights activist and patron of 
CliniQ, a sexual heath centre for trans 
people. @ justjuno1

48 VAL MCDERMID
Award-winning crime writer. @ valmcdermid

49 CATHRYN WRIGHT
Stonewall MD overseeing operational, 
fundraising and business development. 
@ stonewalluk

50  ALICYA EYO
Star of TV shows including Emmerdale 
and Bad Girls. @ Alicya75

51 DAWN AIREY
Getty Images CEO. @ dawn_airey

52  ANGELA EAGLE
Labour Party MP for Wallasey and the 
fi rst lesbian to take part in PMQ’s from 
the dispatch box. @ angelaeagle

53  MEG-JOHN BARKER
Non-binary trans author, 
psychotherapist and activist-academic. 
Founding member of BiUK. @ megjohnbarker

54 KEZIA DUGDALE
Leader of the Scottish Labour Party who 
came out earlier this year. @ kezdugdale

55 LIZ CARR
Actress, comedian, presenter and 
disability rights activist. 

56  STELLA DUFFY OBE
Novelist, playwright and theatre 
director. @ stellduff y

57 RUTH DAVIDSON
Leader of the Scottish Conservative 
party. @ RuthDavidsonMSP
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58  LIBBY BAXTER-WILLIAMS
Bi activist and editor of Biscuit 
magazine. @ Biscuitmag

59 ALISON CAMPS
Pride In London director. @ AliCamps

60  CAROL ANN DUFFY DBE FRSL
Poet and playwright and the fi rst lesbian 
to hold the position of Poet Laureate. 
@ CarolAnnDuff y

61 HOLLY GREENBERRY
Intersex campaigner and co-founder of 
Intersex UK. @ intersexuk

62 AYLA HOLDOM
Flight Lieutenant and RAF search and 
rescue pilot. @ AylaHoldom

63 AMY LAMÉ
Activist, broadcaster, presenter and 
author. @ amylame

64 JACKIE KAY MBE FRSE
Scottish Poet Laureate and author who 
was appointed Scots Makar this year. 
@ JackieKayPoet

65 CLEMMIE MOODIE
Journalist and former associate features 
editor at the Daily Mirror. @ clemmiemoodie

66 PRATIBHA PARMAR
Writer, director and fi lm producer. 
@ kalifi lms

67 DAISY REEVES
Partner at law fi rm Berwin Leighton 
Paisner. @ BLPLaw

68 ROSIE WILBY
Comedian, musician, writer and 
broadcaster. @ rosiewilby

69 HOPE POWELL CBE
Former England women’s football 
coach. @ PFA

70 JULIETTE PRAIS
Co-founder of Pink Lobster Dating. 
@ FemmeDating

71 ANNA RICHARDSON
TV presenter and writer who appeared 
on the cover of DIVA in April 2016.  
@ AnnaRichardso

72 NATALIE GAMBLE
Leading fertility lawyer. @ NatalieGamble_

73 CHARDINE TAYLOR-STONE
Writer, producer, activist and Big Joanie 
drummer. @ misschazmatazz

74 KAITE WELSH
Telegraph columnist and Creative 
Scotland literature offi  cer. @ kaitewelsh

75 CAMPBELL X
Film director, artivist and writer. 
@ CampbellX

76 RIA JONES
Singer and West End leading lady, 
currently starring in Sunset Boulevard. 
@ RiaJones67

77 ALICE ARNOLD
Former Radio 4 newsreader and wife of 
Clare Balding. @ alicearnold1

78 HANNAH BARDELL
SNP MP for Livingston. @ HannahB4LiviMP

79 HANNAH MCKENZIE
Deputy Chair of Société Générale LGBT 
network. @ SocGen_UK

80 ALI BERRYMAN
Chief Operating Offi  cer at Barclaycard 
UK. @ beenaberry75

81 MOUD GOBA
Stage manager and founding member of 
UK Black Pride. @ MsMGoba

82  HELEN CAMPBELL FRSA
Senior manager at PwC and co-founder 
of PwC’s LGBT employee network. 
@ helen12424

83 LOU ENGLEFIELD
Director of Pride Sports. @ LouEnglefi eld

84 MAGGI HAMBLING CBE
Contemporary painter and sculptor. 
@ Suff olkArtist

85 MARGOT JAMES
MP for Stourbridge and Minister 
for Small Business, Consumers and 
Corporate responsibility. @ margot_james_mp

86 ROSE NEELAM
Faith communities offi  cer at UK Black 
Pride. @ Imambutchboi

87 CASEY STONEY MBE
Arsenal Ladies footballer with 118 caps 
for England. @ CaseyStoney

88 SAM TRUELOVE MBE
Lieutenant Commander in the Royal 
Navy. @ samfi sh01

89 GINA YASHERE
Comedian and TV personality. @ ginayashere

90 SALLY WALTON
Team GB Hockey player and gold 
medallist at Rio 2016. @ sallywalton23

91 SARAH WATERS
Award-winning author of novels 
including Fingersmith.

92 SAM FOX
Actress, model and Celebrity Big Brother 
housemate. @ SamFoxCom

93 LINDA BELLOS OBE
Leading UK equality law specialist and 
former Labour councillor. @BellosLinda

94 JEN BRISTER
Stand-up comedian. @ JenBrister

95 AJ HIGGINSON
OutNews Global editor and mental 
health advocate. @ outnewsglobal

96 HELEN SCOTT
Radio, TV and YouTube presenter. 
@ HelenScottUK

97 HELEN OAKLEIGH
Actress, writer and director. @ Helen_Oakleigh

98 SUE SANDERS
Chair of Schools OUT. @ suesanders03

99 DEBI STEVEN
Founder of Action Breaks Silence, 
a charity working with women and 
children in India. @ ActBreakSilence

100 SARAH ROCK
Construction lawyer at Herbert Smith 
Freehills. @ sarahrocklaw
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Download the UK’s 
fi rst sperm donor app
Finding your ideal donor just got easier. 

 Search for the London Sperm Bank app, download 
 for free and start your family on the go!

• The largest database of UK recruited donors 
• Create a wish-list of your ideal donor characteristics
• Receive alerts as soon as new donors are available
• Browse, select and purchase in 3 simple steps

Apple, the Apple logo, and iPhone are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc.
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Described by Time magazine as “the 
gift that keeps on giving”, writer and 
academic Roxane Gay’s star has been 
on the rise since the publication of her 
novel, An Untamed State, in 2014. Bad 
Feminist, an insightful collection of 
essays published the same year, won 
praise for the way it tackled issues of 
race, gender and sexuality, and her ea-
gerly anticipated new novel Hunger is 
released later this year. Busy? Yes. But 
somehow, Gay has found time to co-
write the new Black Panther comic se-
ries, describing it as “the most bizarre 
thing I’ve ever done”. DIVA caught up 
with her to find out more about being 
the first black woman to write a comic 
book series for Marvel, and what to 
expect from World Of Wakanda. 

DIVA: We were so excited to hear that 
Marvel had asked you to write World 
Of Wakanda, a spin-off of the Black 
Panther series. According to a study 
in Digital Spy, female characters 
make up just over 30% of the Marvel 
Universe and 31% of the DC Universe. 
They also tend to be good or neutral 
rather than evil, and male villains 
outnumber all female characters put 
together. How are you going to buck 
(and queer) this sorry trend?
ROXANE GAY: I do have a woman vil-
lain in the narrative arc I am planning 
and 97% of the characters I am writing 
are women. I reckon that is bucking the 
trend, somewhat. 
 
Almost half of all comic book read-
ers are female and there’s a sizeable 
queer fan-base too because stories 
about outsiders also appeal to those 
of us who are marginalised. With 
your gig and Marvel’s announcement 
that the new Iron Man will be a black 
woman, would you say that in the 
context of the Black Lives Matter 
movement Marvel is starting to ad-
dress race issues more, too?  
I don’t think there is a direct correla-
tion between Black Lives Matter and 
Marvel addressing race more. The lack 
of representation in comics, for people 
of colour and queer people – really 
anyone who is different – has long 
been an issue. It is great to have an 
opportunity to write characters who 
share identities with me. Marvel, with 
their recent initiatives, seems to finally 
be stepping up to do what should have 
long been done; allow everyone to see 
something of themselves in comics. 

The website .Mic recently ran an 
article on how female superheroes 
are depicted on movie posters, with 
their curves emphasised over battle 
readiness. How would you like to see 
black queer female bodies repre-
sented in World Of Wakanda?
I want to offer body diversity; strong 
bodies of women who are fierce fight-
ers and also have a softer side.  

Guardians Of The Galaxy was the 
only film from Marvel Studios so far 
to pass the Bechdel Test; even then it 
was not considered a feminist movie. 
Why is it so hard to make intersec-
tional feminist super-hero movies? 
It’s probably hard because it’s men 
making these movies. They don’t seem 
to really think about women as real 
people who have concerns other than 
being attractive to men, and they 
rarely portray women who are capable 
and extraordinary. 
 
There are tons of queer/trans/BAME 
(black, Asian, minority ethnic) su-
perheroes in comic books yet when 
they get to the screen they morph 
into white, cis, heterosexual men or 
women… why is this?
Because bending to the supposed norm 
is easier than seeing the people who 
populate this world, as the unique, 
diverse, and complex people they are.  

You’ve talked about how much you 
detest the ways in which sexual 
violence is repackaged as entertain-
ment in TV and film. But this doesn’t 
seem to be the case in the plot lines 
for female characters in superhero 
movies. Why do you think this is?
Superheroes are generally dealing with 
extraordinary problems – villains who 
threaten to destroy the world more than 
who threaten to destroy the female 
body and spirit. Sadly, sexual violence 
is abhorrent but ordinary. It happens so 
often that there isn’t a lot of space for it 
in superhero stories. One recent excep-
tion is the first season of Marvel’s Jessica 
Jones, where Jones is both a superhero 
and a survivor of sexual violence and 
both of these things are explored. 

The dead lesbian trope has recently 
become something that the white, 
heterosexual head honchos of 
mainstream TV have been forced to 
address, but for bisexuals it’s more 
bleak because there are so few bi 

characters in the first place. What 
three things you would advise when 
writing bi characters for TV or film?
1. Create bisexual male characters. 
It is always, always women who are 
bisexual in film and television, as if this 
is an identity that only women inhabit. 
Such is not the case.
2. Portray bisexual people who are 
more than their sexuality while avoid-
ing the tired clichés about bisexuality.  
3. See 1 and 2. 
  
In an interview recently, you talked 
about social media being your 
secret super-power. Suddenly this 
shy person gets to communicate 
through this multi-headed hydra-like 
medium. Can you say more?
I’m just pretty shy and quiet but via 
social media, a lot of the barriers to 
social interaction are not there. I can 
say exactly what I want to say, how I 
want to say it, when I want to say it. I 
can be witty without worrying about 
timing or how it might land. I can be 
flirtatious and confident. I’m a writer. 
I am most comfortable with words. 
Social media allows me to use what 
makes me most powerful. 
 
Can you tell us about your most inter-
esting solicitations, erotic or other-
wise, from lesbians or bi women?
They are pretty much all interesting. 
It is always deeply flattering when 
a woman expresses interest in me. 
Now that my career has taken off, 
I have found that women are quite 
bold. Generally, when they meet me 
in signing lines at events, they make 
their interest plainly known, lots of eye 
contact, witty banter. I’m not available 
but I am not blind or dead. It’s nice to 
be wanted and I love to banter back. 

We love your writing; particularly 
your novel An Untamed State, and the 
beautiful and warm piece about the 
second-to-last girlfriend you loved, 
published on Autostraddle. You said 
that this Marvel gig was too special 
to turn down (much to your agent’s 
chagrin) but you can basically turn 
your hand to writing anything. What 
is the next writing challenge you’d like 
to have a crack at?
The next challenge I’d like to take on is 
writing for television. We shall see 
what happens.

World Of Wakanda is released in November.

“Marvel 
is finally 
stepping 
up to allow 
everyone 
to see 
something 
of them-
selves in 
comics”

BISEXUAL 
WRITER 
ROXANE GAY 
TALKS TO JANE 
CZYZSELSKA 
ABOUT 
BEING THE 
FIRST BLACK 
WOMAN 
TO WRITE A 
COMIC BOOK 
SERIES FOR 
MARVEL
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How does it feel to be part of monumen-
tal change in your lifetime? To be part 
of history not because you were swept 
up in events, a force majeure, or a bit 
part in someone else’s war, but because 
you effected change through your own 
agency and determination? All of you 
reading this article will have been part 
of that movement. All of you are part of 
that history. You stood against the tide 
of public opinion and calmed the waters 
for your own and coming generations 
with new laws that you fought for and 
civil rights that you claimed. You did it 
through the grandest of gestures and 
toughest of fights and you did it with 
the smallest and most personal of your 
choices. You did it with love.

The last 50 years, and the past few 

in particular, have seen momentous 
change in British law and attitudes 
towards LGBT people. We still have so 
far to go (when lesbian couples waltz 
around on Strictly Come Dancing and 
you don’t have to think about how 
safe you are in public before you touch 
your girlfriend’s shoulder) but we have 
many new freedoms, and chief among 
those is the legal recognition of our 
right to exist, form families, marry, 
divorce and be at the hospital bedside 
of our loved ones. 

Gay men are no longer criminalised 
merely by the fact of their existence 
(since the repeal of the Criminal Law 
Amendment Act in 1967) or subjected 
to demeaning, legally-mandated 
medical and psychiatric procedures in 

order to correct them (the imposition 
of which led to Alan Turing’s suicide 
in 1954).

As recently as the 1990s, les-
bian mothers were losing custody of 
their children to their ex-husbands 
purely on the basis of their sexuality 
or whether they were perceived as 
“good” (closeted) lesbians, or “bad” 
(open) lesbians. Today, the suitability 
of lesbians to parent is not even open 
to debate and we are celebrated 
for proposing to our girlfriends on 
Olympic rugby fields in front of the 
world’s press. In this country, we can 
make the same questionable relation-
ship choices as our straight friends, 
though perhaps not in Hackney Road 
Sainsbury’s on a Monday. We might 
not scare the horses but we sure can 
spook the shoppers.

My Korean-American wife moved to 
England from Los Angeles to be with 
me in 1996. Contrary to everyone’s 
expectations, America was even further 
behind LGBT rights than the UK. There 
was no legal way to recognise our rela-
tionship in either place, and therefore 
no imminent possibility of our staying 
together in the same country. But, after 
much hard work from pressure groups 
such as Stonewall Immigration, the Blair 
government introduced a policy for 
same-sex couples. By following every 
little by-way of this labyrinthine new 
legislation for four years, we obtained 
an indefinite leave-to-remain for Rena. 
The legend “unmarried partner of 
Sophie Ward” was writ large across the 
visa in her passport, leading to many 
strange interviews at various interna-
tional borders, but we sobbed as we 
realised we could now officially stay 
together. We celebrated with a commit-
ment ceremony in 2000. We felt mar-
ried that day but we had no idea that 
within 15 years equal marriage would be 
established under UK law.

The understanding that it was 
thanks to all the LGBT activists who 
had come before us, by campaigning or 

Women 
were 
simply 
defining 
their own 
freedoms, 
the same 
freedoms 
afforded 
to men of 
their day 

SOPHIE WARD 
INTRODUCES 
A NEW BOOK 
OF PORTRAITS 
CELEBRATING 
LGBT PEOPLE, 
OUR ALLIES 
AND OUR 
ICONS

Speak its name

Although married, writer and 

gardener Vita Sackville-West 

had relationships with women, 

including Virginia Woolf (opposite), 

whose novel Orlando features 

a hero who changes sex 
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just living their lives openly, is central 
to the analysis of the advance of gay 
rights and acceptance. A new book, 
published by the National Portrait Gal-
lery, celebrates the many lesbians, gay 
men and famous allies, from James I 
of England and VI of Scotland to Eliza-
beth Taylor and Kate Tempest, whose 
portraits form part of their archives. 
Written by Christopher Tinker with a 
full and very personal introduction by 
Simon Callow, the book and accompa-
nying talks at the gallery include over a 

hundred paintings and photographs in 
chronological order with a biogra-
phy and telling quotation from each 
subject. The format allows for many 
happy hours reading about favourite 
icons and discovering new ones. Unsur-
prisingly, the ratio of male to female 
portraits noticeably increases after the 
1900s (thank you, Bloomsbury women) 
but those early lesbian pioneers make 
fascinating reading.

Did you know about the artist Rosa 
Bonheur (1822-99)? I didn’t, and now 

long to see an exhibition of her work. 
Admired by Queen Victoria, who surely 
did not know about her private life, 
Bonheur was born in Paris and trained 
at the Louvre’s art school. She lived 
with Nathalie Micas and later Anna 
Klumpke and was awarded the Légion 
d’Honneur in 1865. Sadly, her picture 
does not show her dressed in the male 
attire that she had to seek authorisa-
tion to wear from the prefect of police.

Another artist with a preference 
for masculine clothing, Gluck (Han-

Patricia Highsmith, author of lesbian 

romance The Price Of Salt, filmed as 

Carol. Opposite: artist and gender 

rebel Hannah “Gluck” Gluckstein
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nah Gluckstein 1895-1978), painted a 
self-portrait uninhibited by notions 
of propriety. A striking individual who 
had affairs with society florist Con-
stance Spry, socialite Nesta Obermer 
and journalist Edith Shackleton, Gluck 
also rejected gender prefixes and 
other societal impositions and found 
continuing success as an artist into 
later life. You can read more in Gluck: 
Her Biography by Diana Souhami.

A luminous portrait of Radclyffe 
Hall (1880-1943) by Charles Buchel 
defies my preconceptions of the writer 
as a tormented woman. Comfortable 
in her mannish turn-of-the-century 
costume and cropped hair, the author 
of The Well of Loneliness gazes with 
an intelligent serenity away from the 
artist. When I was first questioning 
my sexual orientation and longing 
to know more about the feelings I 
could no longer ignore, a colleague 
suggested I read Hall’s famous novel. 
While helping me understand that I 
had found my people, the book further 
confused me by so clearly confirming 
my burgeoning identity as an outsider. 
It was reassuring to know that such tal-
ented and brave women had forged a 
path long before my lifetime but those 
lives seemed so difficult and, as the 
title of her novel emphasises without 
subtlety, lonely.

In addition to this confusion was a 
recognition of a female instinct, re-en-
forced by the lives of many of the early 
lesbian pioneers featured in Speak Its 
Name, to behave and dress like men. By 
the 1950s, this desire was demonstrated 
in the adoption of a butch lesbian 
persona and by the time I was aware 
of these identities, they were featuring 
in right-wing newspapers as figures 
of fun and frequent beneficiaries of 
grants from Ken Livingstone’s GLC. As a 
child, I had been labelled a “tomboy”, a 
perfectly acceptable tribe in the 1970s, 
when wearing dungarees, climbing 
trees and building Lego forts were seen 
as fashionable not aberrant, but I did 
not want to be a man. What I recognise 
when I look at the National Portrait Gal-
lery’s distinctive portraits now, is that 
the women were often simply defining 
their own freedoms, the same freedoms 

afforded to men of their day, by liberat-
ing themselves from restrictive clothing 
and social expectations.

What is certainly clear in Speak 
Its Name is the exceedingly complex 
nature of homosexual identity. Not 
that heterosexual sexuality is straight-
forward, but put together a volume 
of portraits about gay people from 
the last century and the result covers 
individuals from Danny La Rue to Tony 
Warren, Joe Orton to Joan Collins. Do 
lesbians have straight male icons in 
the same way that gay men do? There 
is no Hugh Jackman to counter Julie 
Andrews, no Richard Attenborough 
to meet Angela Lansbury. Ultimately, 
about a third of the portraits are of 
women and many of those are allies to 
the gay community and not them-
selves L, B or T.

Still, what women! Alice B Toklas 
and Patricia Highsmith, Greta Garbo 
and Marlene Dietrich, Josephine Baker, 
Billie Jean King and Maggi Hambling. 
So many brilliant and fascinating 
lesbians and bisexual women living 
their lives to the fullest and in doing so 
letting the world know who they were.

These portraits are significant 
not only because these women were 
successful in their own sphere but 
because they tell us and future gen-
erations that their lives are possible. 
When we are discovering who we are, 
we look to these women to guide us. 
Radclyffe Hall may have given me a 
somewhat mixed message, but Stella 
Duffy wrote about sexy lesbians with 
modern relationship troubles. Sarah 
Waters and Val McDermid were also 
out authors including lesbian charac-
ters in their fiction. For full disclosure, 
an early photo of me, taken by Trevor 
Leighton, is included. I don’t pretend to 
possess the kudos of the subjects that 
surround me, only acknowledge the 
debt that I owe them.

These days, young lesbians coming 
out may also turn to sportswomen 
and DJs, models and reality stars to 
show them their lives are possible in 
the face of what can still be prejudice, 
at home, at school, at work. Last week 
my son invited me to his work event 
to meet some of his colleagues. As 

usual, he introduced me as his mum 
and my wife as his stepmum. “Where 
do you live?” one woman, of a similar 
age to us, asked me. I told her I was in 
Hackney. “And where do you live?” 
she enquired of Rena. “Yup, Hackney,” 
Rena replied. “How funny,” said the 
woman. Notwithstanding her limited 
conversation, we were surprised that 
she hadn’t understood we were a 
couple. Later, she told my son she had 
never met a lesbian before. Clearly, 
this is unlikely. But what it demon-
strated is the importance of coming 
out, repeatedly, at times exhaustingly, 
to everyone you meet. The National 
Portrait Gallery is doing its bit to 
document the wealth of lesbian 
history, it is up to us to look our peers 
in the eye and tell them who we are. 
Never mind wells of loneliness, let’s 
flood the vaults.

Speak Its Name is on sale from 3 November, priced 
£16.95. For more details about related events at the 
National Portrait Gallery, visit npg.org.uk.

Gluck 
rejected 
gender 
prefixes 
and other 
societal 
impositions
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MEMOIR
RECKONING
Magda Szubanski

Magda Szubanski 
is better known as 
Sharon Strzelecki 
in iconic Australian 
comedy Kath And 
Kim. So it comes as 

a glorious surprise that her talents as a 
serious writer more than match her skills 
as a comic performer. Her coming out in 
2012 was the culmination of a long strug-
gle, which this masterful memoir depicts 
in luminous prose. She begins with the 
story of her father, whose tales of life as 
an assassin in the Polish resistance are a 
powerful start to her compelling story. 
Reckoning is full of witty, delightful and 
occasionally savage observations about 
childhood, sexuality, family and fame. 
Even if you’ve never heard of Szubanski, 
her story is a must-read.
Text Publishing, £12.99

GRAPHIC NOVEL
FOR THE 
LOVE 
OF GOD, 
MARIE!
Jade Sarson

Jade Sarson, winner 
of the 2014 Myriad 
First Graphic Novel 

competition, is an new exciting writer 
and artist. Though there is a healthy and 
growing representation of lesbian and 
bisexual characters in graphic novels, For 
The Love Of God, Marie! brings a freshness 
and accessibility to the genre, especially in 
her frank depictions of lust, love and loads 
of sex. Following Marie from the 1960s to 
the 1990s, Sarson shows how her strict 
Catholic upbringing was full of contradic-
tions, and could do little to repress her 
exuberance, empathy and desire. This 
wonderful book captures the flaws, fail-
ings, resilience and humour in a wide cast 
of characters. 
Myriad, £16.99

FICTION

THE REGULARS
Georgia Clark

Evie, Krista and Willow are struggling with the usual trials of being 20-some-
thing Brooklynites, trying to make rent, find love and climb the career ladder. 
Then they discover Pretty – a magic potion, a drop of which gives them the 
gift of heart-stopping beauty for a week. Suddenly, all doors are open to the 
trio, casting directors are desperate to put them in front of the camera, and 
everyone, men and women, fall at their feet. But beauty comes with risks as 
well as rewards, and the girls soon find themselves longing to be “regular” 
again. Chick lit has never been so queer, so feminist, or so much fun!
Simon & Schuster, £12.99

BOOKS

BIOGRAPHY
LIVING IN SQUARES, LOVING 
IN TRIANGLES: THE LIVES AND 
LOVES OF VIRGINIA WOOLF AND 
THE BLOOMSBURY GROUP
Amy Licence

Sisters Virginia Woolf and Vanessa Bell are known for their 
contributions to modernism. But their experimentations did not 
end on the page or the canvas; the sisters led deeply queer lives. 
Though they were both married, the sisters refused the strictures 

of heterosexual monogamy. Their unconventional lives placed them at the heart of the 
Bloomsbury Group, a bunch of artists and intellectuals who lived, worked and had affairs 
around London’s iconic squares. Amy Licence asks, what led the Virginia and Vanessa to 
make these choices? And what did it feel like, a century ago, to push at and sometimes 
break the boundaries of social convention? Living In Squares, Loving In Triangles is a 
thorough, pacy and informative take on queer characters that continue to fascinate us. 
Amberley, £9.99
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PERSONAL SHOPPER
Dir Olivier Assayas

 

It’s easy to see how this bravely bizarre 
film garnered both boos and positive 
reviews at Cannes. As a personal shopper 
slash spiritualist medium, Kristen Stewart 
could be illuminating the way staff move 
like spectres through the lives of the rich, 
or it could just be an excuse for plenty of 
product placement by Chanel. However, 
the movie’s techy twist on the ghost story 
will convince millennials and it offers an 
intriguing update on the usual marriage of 
female sexuality and horror. As well as 
giving us the queerest straight girl I’ve 
ever seen on screen, K-Stew carries off 
slightly camp thrills with a mesmeric 
performance.  
In cinemas 28 October

THE GIRL WITH 
ALL THE GIFTS
Dir Colm McCarthy

 

As children strapped into wheelchairs are 
rolled by soldiers into a concrete 
classroom, it’s hard to puzzle out which 
genres are being blended. Dystopic school 
story? Sci-fi body horror? But even if you 
haven’t read the bestselling book, it 
quickly becomes clear that Melanie 
(brilliant 12-year-old newcomer Sennia 
Nanua) is the central figure in a monster 
story, which like any good Frankenfable 
raises interesting questions about what it 
means to be human. With three meaty 
female lead roles, a young black star and 
a pinch of gay subtext in Melanie’s passion 
for her teacher, this uneven thriller is more 
intersectional than most of the main-
stream.  
In cinemas 23 September

NEWEST LGBT CINEMA
LONDON FILM FESTIVAL
Get yourself down to London’s Southbank 
to catch the latest queer cinema before 
it’s on general release. We’re getting 
tickets for Ingrid Jungermann’s hipster 
drama Women Who Kill, road-trip ro-
mance Lovesong, inspiring documentary 
Jewel’s Catch One and Irish romcom A 
Date For Mad Mary. 
BFI London Film Festival takes place 5-16 
October. Get tickets at bfi.org.uk/lff.

UP-AND-COMING QUEER 
FILMMAKERS
THE IRIS PRIZE
Filmmakers from around the world 
submit queer-interest shorts for the Iris 
Prize, hoping to win £30,000 to make 
their next film (previous winners include 
Dee Rees, director of Pariah). Spot future 
talent and enjoy LGBT features at the 
week-long festival in Cardiff before find-
ing out who’s this year’s winner. 
The Iris Prize takes place 12-16 October. 
Find out more at irisprize.org.

LESBIAN THRILLER QUEEN
ADAPTING MISS HIGHSMITH
Oscar-nominated romance Carol is just 
one of many film adaptations of books by 
Patricia Highsmith. This year, Filmhouse 
is showing movies inspired by the lesbian 
“queen of the thriller” at venues across 
the UK, including London’s Rio and 18 
Picturehouse cinemas. We’re looking 
forward to Anthony Minghella’s classic 
The Talented Mr Ripley (16 October). 
Find out more at filmhousecinema.com.

UNDER THE SHADOW 
Dir Babak Anvari

Of the three scary movies reviewed here for Halloween-month thrills, this is 
the one most likely to make you gnaw on your fist. I actually yelped in fear 
at various points during this increasingly jumpy spookfest, set in a missile-
targeted Tehran during the 1980s Iran/Iraq war. With their apartment under 
fire, Shideh (Narges Rashidi) and her small daughter Dorsa (Avin Manshadi) 
become aware that something even more frightening has infiltrated its walls. 
Frustrated by a repressive political atmosphere, Shideh is a terrifically angsty 
anti-heroine, and her haunted house is an amazing blend of The Babadook 
and The Shining. 
In cinemas 30 September

FIL
M&ONLINE

PODCAST
ALICE ISN’T DEAD
From the creator of Welcome to 
Night Vale, this eerie podcast 
follows a nameless female truck 
driver across America, searching 
for her wife, Alice, who she long 
believed was dead. Chillingly 
told, this is best listened to with 
the lights on.  
nightvalepresents.com/
aliceisntdead 

VLOG
MARINASHUTUP
Marina Watanabe faces down 
internet trolls and misogynists 
on her YouTube channel where 
she discusses intersectional 
feminism, racism, body image 
and media representation. 
She also recently came out as 
bisexual. Welcome to the team!
youtube.com/user/ 
marinashutup

VIDEO
GHOSTBUSTERS
Kate McKinnon demonstrates 
her vocal skills by doing the 
Ghostbusters theme song 
with her best accents in this 
hilarious new video that 
we’ve been playing on repeat 
here at DIVA HQ for the last 
month. Swoon!
tinyurl.com/ 
DIVAghostbusters

online
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“We have 
to create 
our own 
fictions, 
to see that 
we exist”

Twenty years after it was made, Cheryl 
Dunye’s first feature film, The Water-
melon Woman, still feels astonishingly 
radical. Following a young black les-
bian as she tries to trace the life story 
of a mysterious 1930s actress, it asks 
haunting questions about what history 
means to queer women of colour. 

Dunye followed it up with Stranger 
Inside, a drama about family bonds and 
lesbian relationships inside a women’s 
prison, The Owls, about a group of 
“older, wiser lesbians” who become 
entangled in a murder, and Mommy Is 
Coming, a sex comedy set in the Berlin 
underworld. 

Originally touted as part of film’s 
“queer new wave” in the 1990s, the 
writer-director seems to have re-
mained continually ahead of the curve, 
while Hollywood representations of 
women, queer people and people of 
colour lag oceans behind.  

DIVA: In many of your films you 
blend documentary and fiction to 
tell new stories. Why do you use this 
technique? 
CHERYL DUNYE: Well, I think truth is 
fiction. Storytelling is the most power-
ful tool. With the people who are un-
seen, that I tell stories about, who tend 
to be queer people of colour, people 
of colour, trans people etc., we have to 
create our own fictions; we have to see 
that we exist.

How far have conversations about 
the representation of people of 
colour moved on since you made The 
Watermelon Woman in 1996? Have 
social media movements like #Os-
carsSoWhite and #BlackLivesMatter 
changed the debate?
I don’t think it’s moved on that far. I 
mean, I think social medias allow us to 
see more lives and bodies and maybe 
understand a few more terms like 

intersectionality. It’s sad that we only 
[recognise] these moments that are in 
trauma and tragedy and not celebra-
tion or fantasy. I really do think there 
needs to be that shift from bodies on 
the ground to bodies that could be. 

Last year on a US TV show about 
filmmaking, Project Greenlight, 
actor Matt Damon was criticised for 
saying to producer Effie Brown that 
diversity was a casting issue and not 
anything to do with who’s behind 
the camera. What do you think 
people in the creative industries are 
missing about the importance of 
diversity in filmmaking?
I think diversity for Matt Damon does 
look like something that’s in front of 
the camera; that’s what actors know. 
Effie made Stranger Inside for me and 
one of my requirements for my films 
before any of this came up is that 
women and people of colour are de-
partment keys; that this film looks and 
feels real both in front of and behind 
the camera. 

I only know sets that look like that; 
where I’m represented. I have been 
on other people’s sets and it’s the 
scariest place for a young woman or 
person of colour or someone queer. If 
you’re a young actress, of colour or of 
queerness, and you look out and you 
see people who look like you, what 
kind of performance do you think you 
might get? 

What do you make of queer media 
such as Orange Is The New Black, 
which is loved for the diversity of its 
casting, but has a less diverse writ-
ers’ room? 
A lot of the new web shows are about 
selling; selling advertising or some 
kind of concept of “okayism” about be-
ing trans or incarcerated or whatnot, 
where there’s some really difficult 

stuff at the bottom. I’m glad that more 
people might be able to say the word 
queer [now] but do they really know 
what that means? 

A lot of your work seems prescient; 
for example, Stranger Inside tells the 
story of queer lives in prison a dec-
ade before Orange Is The New Black. 
Is it annoying that you got there first 
and aren’t always acknowledged?
I actually read something in the press 
like “poor Cheryl Dunye and The 
Watermelon Woman; it came way 
ahead of its time and if they’d done it 
at this moment they would have made 
millions.” [But] is it about money or is 
it about legacy work? [Queer writer of 
colour] Audre Lorde and others like 
her were ahead of their time and the 
things that they made mattered. 
You have to let it go. At this moment I 
feel really comfortable in what I do so 
I’m going to continue on this path.

If you had limitless budget to make 
your dream film, what would it be? 
There are so many films that I would 
love to tell; I think there’s a lot of stuff 
from the golden age of Hollywood. I 
would look in that realm for interest-
ing stories about African-American life. 
I would love to grab my hand around 
something like Imitation Of Life, mov-
ing back into another analysis of the 
text. 

On the text side, we have so many 
novels: the Octavia Butlers [such as] 
Parable Of The Sower, James Baldwin, 
Zami [by Audre Lorde]; there’s too 
much to do in these texts by African-
American queers that just need to be 
made.

Cheryl Dunye was head of the international jury 
at this year’s Iris Prize festival in Cardiff, and is 
currently working on her next feature film, Black 
Is Blue. 

DIRECTOR 
CHERYL 
DUNYE TALKS 
TO DIVA FILM 
EDITOR LUCY 
PETERS ABOUT 
BRINGING 
QUEER 
WOMEN OF 
COLOUR 
TO THE BIG 
SCREEN

Truth in Fiction More information on p9 
divadigital.co.uk
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Rebekah Staton as Wendy in 

BBC One’s Ordinary Lies

Rebekah Staton describes herself as 
“the actress that was in that thing 
you liked” but she’s selling herself 
short if you ask us. Not only is she the 
exceptionally talented woman behind 
one of our favourite characters (Della 
Garry) in one of our favourite shows 
(Channel 4’s Raised By Wolves), she 
also ranks pretty high on our all-time 
list of TV crushes. We called recently 
to fangirl over her and find out more 
about her new role as lesbian forklift 
truck driver Wendy in BBC One’s 
Ordinary Lies. 

DIVA: What is Ordinary Lies all 
about? 
REBEKAH STATON: It’s about a group 
of people who all work at the same 
place, and each week we take a closer 
look at the trials and tribulations that 
different characters face.

You play Wendy, a forklift truck 
operator. Did you have to learn to 

drive one of those?
I’d love to say I already had that one in 
the bag. I did not. I needed to take my 
test, and I passed obviously. I wonder 
what would’ve happened if I hadn’t 
passed? I guess I would have had to 
have taken it again! 

A future career for you, maybe, if 
this acting thing doesn’t work out?
[Laughs] I’ve said that before! And 
then I think, hang on a minute, I must 
be more optimistic. This acting thing 
might work out. Let’s just focus on 
that. 

What was it about the part of Wendy 
that appealed to you?
What drew me to Wendy was the 
prospect of playing a character that 
was the opposite of what people have 
recently seen me do. As Della in Raised 
By Wolves, I’d been playing someone 
incredibly effective and authorita-
tive, and cool. Wendy is very different 

because she does have quite a tough 
exterior, but underneath that is some-
body very sensitive and nurturing and 
kind and soft. Throughout the story, 
Wendy is put through so many difficult 
challenges. With Della, there would be 
no episode at all, because she would 
just fix it! [Laughs] The moral and 
emotional dilemmas going on in this 
character are very interesting. As an 
actor, that’s exactly what you want; a 
character in trouble. That was the real 
pull of Wendy for me.

Is it difficult to switch gears like that, 
from character to character?
If it was easy, that would be quite 
strange. But what’s helpful is that 
Della’s a Midlander, Wendy’s from 
Wales; they’re very different. The look 
that we went for was very differ-
ent. When you’re working with very 
capable departments, like costume 
and make-up, and being directed by 
great people, they help it to be easier, 

REBEKAH 
STATON ON 
PLAYING 
KICK-ASS 
MUM DELLA 
IN RAISED BY 
WOLVES AND 
HER SAPPHIC 
ROLE IN TV 
DRAMA, 
ORDINARY LIES 

Out of the Ordinary

More information on p9 
divadigital.co.uk
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because it really does feel like a very 
different pair of shoes. 

Did you have to put on a Welsh ac-
cent for this role? 
Oh yeah!

Can we hear it?
[Puts on seductive Welsh accent] Yeah, 
I can be Welsh any time you like, lovely. 

Are accents something that come 
quite naturally to you?
I moved around quite a bit when I was 
younger, so trying to copy people to 
make friends with them was a skill I 
tried to hone! I do love it and I really 
do try to practice that skill, because I’d 
love to play all sorts of people.

Was acting always something you 
wanted to do? 
I think so. But I didn’t know it was 
acting. I’ve got two older brothers, and 
I was trying to get my parents’ atten-
tion. So I gauged that showing off was 
pretty effective. And then I thought, 
oh that could be a job! I got into RADA 
when I was 17, so I guess I’ve never had 
that plan B. 

Is Wendy the first time you’ve played 
a lesbian?
It is not, I’m delighted to say. In fact, 
interestingly, the last gay character I 
played was Welsh. I do a very nice line 
in Welsh lesbians! It’s important to me 
when I am playing a character that is 
LGBT that it’s secondary in the writing. 
I want to make sure that we’re telling 
the core story, and that audiences 
of that community are tuning in and 
enjoy seeing a three-dimensional char-
acter. That’s my priority all the time. If I 
think for a second you’re the token gay 
character, I’m not going to play that 
character.

Her sexuality is just one aspect of 
her character then? 
What’s superb about it is that she owns 
it, she’s definitely not ashamed at all. 
What I also thought was really interest-
ing, and I felt like I hadn’t seen this, was 
exploring how in a same-sex relation-
ship, abuse can take place. 

Does it feel like a weight on your 
shoulders as an actor when you’ve 
got a serious storyline like that?
The weight was more a responsibil-
ity that this story was told the best 

it could be. We are with a great 
production company – Red are the 
people who made Cucumber – so I 
knew I was in safe hands as we tackled 
these issues. That we were going to do 
something truthful. And also to make 
sure LGBT people tuning in go, “Oh, 
that’s like me”, but also that straight 
people tune in and go, “Oh, that’s like 
me, too”. Which is what it should be! 
Just human stories. 

Lesbian and bi viewers are quite 
often wary when there’s a queer 
character that something terrible is 
going to happen to them. Is Wendy 
going to have a happy ending?
I can’t tell you that. But what I’d like 
those viewers to focus on is the jour-
ney. Because that’s what I had to focus 
on. It was quite harrowing, but at the 
same time, I feel like it’s a story that 
needs to be told. Domestic violence 
happens between same-sex couples. 
Whether it’s happy at the end, I’ll let 
the viewers decide. 

We’re worried.
I’m a bit worried too! We’ll just all hold 
hands and try to block that out. And 
hope for better next time!

You’ve got quite got a large lesbian 
fan-base, thanks in large part to 
Della. 
Have I!? I didn’t know that, but now I’m 
thrilled.

Are you surprised by the love for 
Raised By Wolves, and for your 
character?
I’m surprised and delighted. I’m not 
surprised because of the material, but 
obviously because I’m the one who plays 
Della, it’s still little me, so I’m thinking, 
really? I’ve got some humility! I’m not 
going to be like [arrogantly], “Well done, 
everyone! You’ve caught up with my very 
attractive qualities!” I’m just so happy 
that show exists. I think we were all so 
free as actresses when we were perform-
ing it. I love that people have taken those 
characters to their hearts. It’s wonderful.

What do you think Della would have 
to say about Brexit and the state of 
politics at the moment?
Oh my goodness. What I would say 
about Della is I’m the exterior, and the 
Morans are interior. So I could never 
answer that question. I need them to tell 
me what to say! I know that she would 
certainly try and sort things out. I’ve had 
a few tweets from people saying “Della 
for PM”. It’s going to be quite interesting 
if we try to pull that off… [laughs]

She could definitely give Theresa 
May a run for her money...
Della can give anybody a run for their 
money. Be afraid, be very afraid!

Catch Rebekah in Ordinary Lies on BBC1 this 
October and join the #UpTheWolves campaign to 
bring back Raised By Wolves.

“I do a very 
nice line 
in Welsh 
lesbians!”
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WHAT WE’RE WATCHING
TAKE MY WIFE
Got a spare couple of hours? Do yourself a favour and 
watch this glorious sitcom written by and starring 
our favourite married comedians, Cameron Esposito 
and Rhea Butcher. Piloted, written, directed, shot and 
edited in just six months, Take My Wife is an extraor-
dinarily good show about very ordinary lives. 
Streaming now on Seeso

WE CAN’T WAIT FOR
THE BISEXUAL
We’re very excited about The Bisexual, a new Channel 
4 show by Desiree Akhavan (Girls, Appropriate Behav-
iour), described as a “painfully hilarious” series about 
fi nding love in your 30s. If Akhavan’s previous work is 
anything to go by, this is going to be a hit. 
Channel 4, TBC

DON’T MISS
TOP CLASS
Funny woman Susan Calman is on the 
hunt for Britain’s smartest school. Top 

Class is a fast paced, 
competitive knock-out 
series pitting schools 
from the length and 
breadth of the UK 

against each other 
as they answer 

questions de-
signed to 

push them 
to their 
limits. 
Sounds 

fab. 
CBBC, 
weekdays

ON OUR RADAR
QUEER GHOST HUNTERS

We’re not making this up. Queer Ghost 
Hunters is a real documentary following a 
group of real-life Jillian Holtzmanns on a 
mission to prove that not all ghosts are 
heterosexual. We’ll defi nitely be 
watching!
youtube.com

NEWS
REVRY
Frustrated with the lack of LGBT characters 
on TV? Revry, a new “queerated” stream-
ing app, is just what you need. Bringing 
together web series, fi lms, viral videos 
and more, this is the LGBT Netfl ix you’ve 
been dreaming of. 
watch.revry.tv

TRANSPARENT
Emmy-award winning series Transparent is back on our screens this month, 
and the third instalment of Jill Soloway’s hit dramedy is all about coming out 
of your shell. Inspired by Soloway’s own experience of having a transgender 
parent, this season sees Maura Pfeff erman, played by Jeff rey Tambor, strug-
gling with her identity and trying to hold together a family falling apart at the 
seams. Expect fl ashbacks, fi ghting and more than a few tears. 
Amazon Prime Video, 23 September

PICK
OF THE
MONTH
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JENNY HVAL 
Blood Bitch (Sacred Bones)

Her last three records have estab-
lished Hval as an avant-garde great: a 
delicate-voiced, improv-style synth queen 
obsessed with those rich, curious spaces 
(particularly the anatomical kind) where 
the profane and profound meet. Blood 
Bitch is just so; a cool, eerie, occasionally 
disturbing paean to “vampires, lunar 
cycles, sticky choruses, and the smell of 
warm leaves and winter”. 

THE SHONDES  
Brighton (Exotic Fever) 

If their last album, 2013’s The Garden, 
shook with a sense of force and urgency, 
the follow-up from Brooklyn’s queer, 
Jewish, Springsteen-loving foursome feels 
grounded; still poignant and passion-
ate – violin strings and electric guitars in 
elegant synthesis – but subtler, softer, 
anchored and shimmering this time: 
music for “building beautiful things out of 
wreckage”.

LADY WRAY 
Queen Alone (Big Crown)   

Bar a brief, transatlantic partnership with 
Brit soul singer Teri Walker (as LADY), this 
former Missy Elliot protégé has mostly 
been off -radar since her Platinum-selling 
1998 debut, Make It 
Hot. Queen Alone 
marks Wray’s 
return in fi ne 
style: mellifl uous, 
grown-lady 
soul set to 
crisp,60s-
style R&B 
with a 
boom bap 
fl avour. 
Lovely. 

AGAINST ME! 
Shape Shift  with Me (Xtra Mile) 

If Transgender Dysphoria Blues was Laura Jane 
Grace’s “coming out” album, this is her affi  rmation: 
a stomping salvo of fi erce punk rock dispatches on 
“love, sex and heartbreak”, post transition. SSwM 

feels huge – gritty and fraught, in true Against Me! 
style, but fuller, richer and actualised; passionate 

and wild where TDB was dark, knotty and vexed.

AFROPUNK LONDON 
Sept 24 @ Alexander Palace | FEST

Brooklyn’s annual PoC-centric music fest 
comes to London! Grace Jones headlines 
this inaugural bill featuring Youth Man, Big 
Joanie and more.

ERICA FREAS, PATIENT ONES
ALBUM 

Look out for the debut solo from RVIVR 
singer/guitarist Freas, a dreamy album that 
sees this much-loved punk unplugged, 
accompanied by cellist Jen Grady. 

ALAN CUMMING
Sings Sappy Songs  | TOUR

Catch the queer icon and L Word star 
performing his saucy, feted cabaret show 
at a string of UK dates throughout early 
October.  

MOOR MOTHER 
Fetish Bones (Don Giovanni)

This is “not an album meant to help you forget,” says Camae, the Philadel-
phia-based artist/activist/Afrofuturist behind the Moor Mother handle. Part 
protest document, part (time-travel) concept album, Fetish Bones is intense 
from the outset: brutal beats, weaponised basslines, shattered synths, 
warped samples and disembodied voices – in prayer, dissent, song, grief 
– haunting the spaceship static behind Camae’s guttural, seething poetry. 
Ugly, cosmic and brilliant.

SNEAKS 
Gymnastics (Merge)

Eva “Sneaks” Moolchan hails from Washington DC, 
a 21-year-old marvel who makes minimalist sounds 
(bass, drum machine, vox) feel like maximum fun. 
Fans of ESG, Le Tigre and No Wave will want in on this 
debut, a party-friendly post-punk humdinger that 
dubble-dutches cleverly between aloof and goofy, 
playful and pose-y.

MU
SIC
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More information on p9
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We’re expecting great things from out, 
Minneapolis-based singer-songwriter 
Sarah Walk, who trades in elegant, 
dynamic piano pop. DIVA got the 
lowdown on what makes the soon-to-
be-big artist tick, ahead of her debut 
album release on UK label One Little 
Indian.  

DIVA: Many of the songs on your (as 
yet untitled) debut were written in 
your teens. How did you find the ex-
perience of revisiting those composi-
tions now you’re in your mid-20s? 
SARAH WALK: It’s interesting, trying 
to find a new life in old songs. I think 
the best songs are the ones you can 
keep reinventing and connecting 
to in different ways over time – as a 
performer and a listener. Many of the 
old ones have been reshaped structur-
ally or tightened up a bit instrumen-
tally, but for the most part they’re 
the same as when I first wrote them. 
I think there’s urgency in my phrasing 
and melodies because nothing was 
calculated; it was purely cathartic 
and instinctual. And I think that’s why 
those songs can still resonate with 
people – I wasn’t overthinking it.

What did you think of London while 
you were here, recording the album 
with Steve Brown (Rumer, Laura 
Mvula)?  
I loved it, and I still do. We recorded 
near Chiswick, which became my 
stomping ground. I really enjoyed 
coming to London to record because 
it meant no distractions – it was a gift 
a lot of artists don’t get early on; to 
be able to completely escape your 
familiarities and go somewhere new 
where you can dedicate yourself to 
being creative. 

What were your musical touchstones 
while recording the LP? 
I didn’t have any, which I’m hoping 

played to our advantage. We [Walk and 
Brown] just tried to serve each song in 
the best way possible. Hopefully that’s 
what makes it sound unique. 

How – if at all – has home, in the 
American Midwest, shaped your 
style?  
I don’t think where I’m from has re-
ally impacted my sound. I’m not sure 
what’s influenced me so much as 
inspired me, but I’d say some lasting 
impressions would be the Beatles, 
Radiohead, Joni Mitchell, Jeff Buckley, 
Fiona Apple, Lauryn Hill. I love rhythm, 
groove, interesting chords and tex-
tures, honest and interesting lyrics. 
Recently, it’s been Gillian Welch and 
Everything Everything. 

You were originally drawn to the pi-
ano following your first heartbreak, 
aged 14. It’s a great instrument for 
importing that gravitas, isn’t it?  
I do think I have a somewhat unique 
piano playing style, if for no other 
reason than to make up for my lack 
of technical ability. I’m left-handed 
and more dominant with bass notes. 
I also love those full, rich, mid-range 
chords. I never really had the patience 
to develop my chops on the piano – it 
was just always a vessel to write on. 
It’s where I’m most comfortable being 
vulnerable. I can write on the guitar 
but it feels a little disconnected to me 
still. My goal is to break that barrier 
and see where else I can go creatively 
in the future. 

What part does your queerness 
play in your process? Is it central or 
incidental to your music? 
I don’t really think about it when I’m 
writing. I’m just trying to be honest in 
an interesting and meaningful way; I 
think that’s what’s most important. If 
I’m writing about a woman, I’m sure as 
hell not going to say “he”, and I’m only 

going to say “you” if that’s what brings 
the listener in the most. 

Glad to hear it! Despite today’s pleth-
ora of out, female-aligned singers, we 
still have so few instances of women 
using female pronouns in love songs, 
like you do in your debut single Keep 
On Dreaming. Why is that?  
I agree, and I’m not sure why that is. I 
think some women might want to keep it 
broad to make it relatable, but I actually 
think that weakens the song in most 
instances. When a guy writes a love song 
about a woman, nobody is disconnected 
from that emotion because there’s a pro-
noun included; you still feel it. Keep On 
Dreaming needed to be “her” because 
in the song I’m telling you, the listener, 
about her. It helps shape the story and 
the narrative. It invites you in. 

Do you have a muse, currently? 
I’ve got enough muses from the past to 
last me for a while. 

Queer artists are enjoying record vis-
ibility in pop right now. Does it feel 
like an auspicious time to be making 
your debut?   
I think it’s amazing, and it does give me 
some sense of comfort and confidence 
going forward. But I hope my music is 
what draws people in or steers them 
away – I can live with that. I can’t settle 
with my sexuality being the reason for 
either of those things. 

You spent some time touring in sup-
port of Brit star Laura Mvula. Who 
else would you love to tour with in 
the future? 
I think Fiona Apple would be pretty 
amazing; Feist, Emily King, St Vincent. 
Playing an arena with Coldplay 
wouldn’t be so bad either. 

Sarah Walk’s single Wake Me Up is out this autumn. 
For tour dates see facebook.com/sarahwalkmusic.

“The 
visibility 
of queer 
artists in 
pop gives 
me comfort 
and 
confidence”

IF ELEGANT, 
DYNAMIC 
POP’S YOUR 
BAG, SARAH 
WALK IS ONE 
TO WATCH 
INTERVIEW 

CHARLOTTE 
RICHARDSON 
ANDREWS

Walking the Walk
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Comedy is 
hard for 
women – 
just as we 
get to the 
punch-line 
a boob gets 
in the way

So not funny: would-be 

comedian Jen Brister

Did you hear the one about the female 
comedian who made a room full of 
people laugh? I didn’t think so.

As the debate rages as to whether 
women are funny or not, I’m here to 
settle the argument once and for all. 
As a comedian and a woman when 
asked by journalists, radio presenters 
or people with no imagination this 
question, “Do you think women are 
funny?” I reply as any one of us would 
do, “No mate, I definitely think women 
are not funny nor ever have been”. 

In fact, I’d go so far as to say that 
all women should not only be banned 
from telling jokes but also from laugh-
ing at anyone that isn’t a man. Then I 
push them in the direction of a banana 
skin and watch them fall over because 
THAT is hilarious. That is, of course, a 
joke, or would be if I had any compre-
hension of what one was.

The truth is, comedy is hard for 
women because we’re just not natu-
rally adept at telling jokes or stories or 
making our friends or family laugh. It’s 
hard for us because just before we get 
to the punch-line a boob tends to get 
in the way, or we get our period, or 

we think about our feelings and 
forget what the punch-line is. 

In fact I bet not a 
single person reading 

this article can think of 
one funny woman. Sure, 

a few have slipped 
through the cracks: 
Victoria Wood, 

Sarah Millican, 
Tina Fey, Amy 

Schumer, Amy 
Poehler, 
Jo Brand, 
Kristen Wiig, 
Melissa Mc-

Carthy, Roisin 
Conaty, Zoe 

Lyons, Kerry 
Godli-
man, Celia 

Pacquola, 
Sharon Hor-

gan, Margaret 
Cho, Maria 

Bamford, Sara 
Pascoe, Shappi 
Khorsandi, 

Wanda Sykes, 
Kristen Schaal, 

Ellen DeGeneres, 
Hannah Gadsby, 
Sarah Silverman, 

Katherine Ryan, Angela Barnes, Rebel 
Wilson… but we can all agree that 
none of these women are funny and 
their success is entirely based on luck, 
or because a man felt sorry for them, 
but most likely because they slept with 
every promoter, producer and casting 
director on the planet. It’s not because 
they’re funny. They’re not funny. 
They’re women, for crying out loud!

I’m glad we’ve cleared this up 
and can finally end this debate as to 
whether women are funny or not. 
Next we should direct the argument 
at female doctors, judges, surgeons, 
lawyers, football players, CEOs, bus 
drivers, plumbers, carpenters… the list 
is endless. Ladies, forget being a bar-
rister! You should aim for something 
more realistic like a barista! Wow, 
that was almost funny. But it can’t be 
because I’m a woman, so any humour 
in this article is purely accidental and 
definitely not intended. 

Sadly, I wouldn’t know a joke if it 
punched me in the boob. In fact, when 
I’m on stage performing and people 
are laughing, I have no idea how or 
why it’s happening. If anything, it’s 
a coincidence or an accident and I 
always defer to a man to tell me what 
I did wrong, or accidentally right. They 
often humour me by saying it was a 
good set, but I know better. I know 
that as a woman it was a fluke and I 
am really just taking up space that a 
man should have. So I apologise for 
speaking before being spoken to and 
then I get my phone out and watch an 
all-male line-up of Live At The Apollo 
or Mock The Week, to remind myself 
why women shouldn’t be allowed to 
tell jokes. 

Maybe one day, in the very distant 
future, a woman will make you laugh. 
But until that day let’s just acknowl-
edge the irrefutable fact that women 
are not funny.

Oh, and don’t forget to come to the 
Stonewall Stand Up Sessions on 27 
September. We won’t make you laugh 
– we can’t. It’s not our fault. We’re 
women. 

stonewall.org.uk/stand-up-sessions

JEN BRISTER 
CAN MAKE 
YOU LAUGH, 
BUT IF SHE 
DOES IT’S 
PURELY 
ACCIDENTAL

Women: just not funny
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Workplace 
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It’s been 16-and-a-half years since 
I stepped off a plane from Aus-
tralia with just a backpack, thinking, 
“What on earth have I done?” My 
first task was to find out where to 
meet people so I could make friends 
quickly and feel a part of the LGBT 
community. DIVA was one of my first 
purchases, and with its help, I slowly 
found my way to cafés, bars, clubs 
and organisations, and made friends 
that I still have today. 

Back then I was a young Aussie 
nurse. Now I am clinic director of 
CARE Fertility London, the London 
flagship of the largest fertility 
group in the UK, CARE Fertility. 
My career in the UK began in the 
operating suite, where I special-
ised in minimal invasive surgery. I 
worked my way through the ranks 
and began leading theatre teams, 
assisting surgeons and then manag-
ing them. From there I was asked to 
set up an orthopaedic organisation 
in the Harley Street area, which 
was a success. I gained a Master of 
Business Administration (MBA) and 
by some luck and hard work found 
myself as the managing director of 
the company. 

Then, last year, CARE London 
knocked on my door and offered 
me an amazing role. Today I lead a 
fertility team passionate and highly 
skilled in reproductive health. 

My day starts with a shower, an 
OJ, then I get on my Lycra! I love 
cycling and due to the long hours of 
my role, the cycle to and from work 
is not only exercise but some much 
needed “me” time. I live with my girl-
friend, the best thing that has ever 
happened to me. She is Californian 
and we both have a real understand-
ing of the challenge of living so far 
away from our families.

Once at work, I say hello to 
my reception team and ascertain 
whether there are any urgent mat-
ters that need attending to. Then I 
freshen up and change into my clinic 
director attire; always a frock and 
heels at work. Next up… coffee! I’m 
an Australian after all and we don’t 
cope well without a good cup of cof-
fee to start the day. 

Once caffeinated, I check my diary 
to see what’s on. Currently, we are 
planning for the Alternative Parent-
ing Show (Saturday 24 September) so 
a lot of brainstorming is required to 
make the event a success. 

I will always take a walk around 
the clinic or at least call all the 
departments to check in. Managing 
my time is tough but I do have help 
from a great PA who not only works 
efficiently but also takes care of me. 

The best part of my day is observ-
ing, participating and delivering the 
best care with my team; the doctors, 

nurses, embryologists, counsellors, 
administrators and finance workers. 
My role is based on leadership and 
enabling the team to do what they 
do best: helping couples and single 
people create their family. 

As a lesbian I am so proud to be 
part of a team enabling members of 
the LGBT community to have a fam-
ily and fulfil their dreams, and it’s 
heart-warming to see this happen 
in my clinic. When I first came out, 
I remember thinking that I would 
never be married and I would never 
have a family. Thankfully, times have 
changed, and my organisation be-
lieves that families are for everyone. 
I’m proud to play my part. 

The day ends with dinner and 
a catch up with the Mrs, or a date 
night at the cinema or theatre. We 
really do our best to help each other 
personally and professionally. It’s so 
important with such a responsible 
and stressful role that I have her 
support; she’s my best mate. 

I look back to stepping off that 
plane from Australia and feel proud 
of what I have been able achieve with 
the wonderful opportunities I’ve 
been given. And I have DIVA to thank 
for pointing me in the right direction 
on this incredible journey.

CAREfertility.com
alternativeparenting.co.uk

CARE 
Fertility 
believes 
that 
families 
are for 
everyone

IN 2000, 
KATHRYN 
ARRIVED 
IN THE UK 
WITH JUST A 
BACKPACK. 
NOW SHE’S 
THE DIRECTOR 
OF A BUSY 
FERTILITY 
CLINIC. SHE 
TELLS DIVA 
ABOUT HER 
JOURNEY

A Day in the Life of

Kathryn Bryant
Clinic director of CARE Fertility London
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you are not one of “Us”. 
Heterosexist microaggressions can 

come from well-meaning friends and 
colleagues who often think that they 
are progressive and LGBT-friendly. 
The following example is typical. A 
colleague of mine, who had met my 
partner on a social outing outside of 
work, commented that he didn’t mind 
when same-sex couples show affection 
to one another in public. Although he 
was trying to communicate his ease 
with homosexuality, he was doing so 
from a position of social power and 
privilege. Had I said something similar 
about his Muslim partner, that “I 
have nothing against” inter-religious 
couples, he would no doubt have been 
offended. The mere fact that he felt 
that making such a comment proved 
his LGBT-positivity shows just how far 
we have to travel to achieve full social 
equality. 

The sad reality is that official 
policies that promote diversity and 
LGBT inclusiveness often overlook 
the fact that the heterosexual norm 
in society and in the workplace is 
rarely questioned. Whether out or not, 
to be LGBT at work is to swim daily 
in heterosexist waters that assume 
heterosexuality, and position LGBT in-
dividuals as a minority that should feel 
grateful to be accepted and included 
– as opposed to acceptance and LGBT 
visibility being the norm. 

Because microaggressions are of-
ten so subtle in nature, and the people 
making these comments can be well-
intentioned and not individuals whom 
we would label homophobic or bipho-
bic, it can be easy to normalise them, 
to minimise their importance and to 
brush them off as “nothing”. However, 
the accumulated effect of daily 
microaggressions has been shown 
to undermine emotional well-
being and self-esteem over 
time, according to 

A colleague 
commented 
that “she 
does not 
mind” 
when 
same-sex 
couples 
show 
affection in 
public

I was at work, preparing a meal in our 
communal kitchen, when a colleague 
of mine suddenly entered, and without 
even greeting me, said: “I don’t think 
gays represent 10% of the population, I 
think it is far less.” 

I was momentarily shocked but 
tried to remain calm and composed, 
replying that, in fact, no one knows 
with certainty the exact percent-
age of the LGBT population, without 
giving credence to her belief that we 
represent a tiny minority, and by impli-
cation, make a disproportionate fuss 
about LGBT rights.

At the time, I felt distinctly uncom-
fortable and defensive, as if I had to 
prove something to her. This was not 
the first time that this colleague had 
made comments about gay people 
that I felt were stigmatising in nature. 
However, it was only some time after-
wards that I was able to identify the 
pattern of aggression and why it made 
me feel so vulnerable: I was on the 
receiving end of a stream of heterosex-
ist microaggressions that were steadily 
undermining my self-esteem, despite 
being out at work and speaking openly 
about my partner with my colleagues.  

The term microaggression was first 
coined by Harvard University professor 
Dr Pierce in 1970, to refer to the daily 
small insults and put-downs that he 
witnessed white Americans inflict on 
African Americans. The term has since 
expanded to include prejudiced com-
ments, usually unintentional in nature, 
that are directed towards members 
of all marginalised groups in society. 
Unlike direct discrimination, microag-
gressions tend to be more subtle, and 
reflect the dominant group’s power, 
in this case, that of heterosexuals, to 
stigmatise and subtly demean and ste-
reotype LGBT people. While the actual 
content of microagressions vary, their 
message is remarkably consistent: you 
are Other, you deviate from the norm, 

HOW TO DEAL 
WITH 
HETEROSEXIST 
MICROAGGRES-
SIONS IN THE 
WORKPLACE 
WORDS

KATHRYN LUM

Turningthehet
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research carried out by psychologists 
on racial microagressions*. Normalis-
ing heterosexist microaggressions and 
their accompanying homo/LGBT-neg-
ativity, means that we are essentially 
telling ourselves that heterosexism is 
normal and acceptable, and that it is 
not worth challenging it.

What can we do to counteract the 
negative effect of microaggressions, 
particularly in power-laden environ-
ments such as the workplace? The 
most important step in empowering 
oneself when dealing with microagres-
sions is awareness. Without awareness 
of what is happening, microaggres-
sions sap our energy and can leave 
us feeling depleted. If a comment 
makes you feel uncomfortable or out 
of place, it is important to recognise 
that what you are facing is a subtle 
aggression, and that you deserve to 
feel safe and welcome at work. While 
awareness of the heterosexism that 
surrounds us can often lead to anger 
and frustration, it is also a powerful 
tool for fighting back and reclaiming 
our dignity. 

There is no one “correct” strategy 
in dealing with microaggressions. How 
you respond in the moment, if you 
choose to do so, will depend on both 
the person and the situation. However, 
I have found that humour is often an 
effective tool for deflecting microag-
ressions, without being put in the dif-
ficult position of having to directly call 
out the person for their ignorance. 

For example, when recently interact-
ing in Spanish with a Latin American 
colleague who was using infantilising, 

sexist language with me, I turned 
the tables on him 

by similarly calling him “little boy”. He 
was so stunned at this sexist term being 
used to refer to him that he actually 
burst out laughing. If I could revisit the 
original interaction I had with my col-
league above, I would have responded, 
deadpan: “You are quite right. Gays 
don’t represent 10% of the population. 
We are 30%.” And then smile.  

It is also important to seek out 
like-minded, supportive colleagues at 
work. Whether these colleagues are 
LGBT or not, being able to be com-
pletely yourself and to affirm all as-
pects of your identity is vital in helping 
you cope with the tide of heterosex-
ism. Not all workplaces benefit from 
having active formal LGBT networks, 
so do seek out informal sources of 
support so that you feel less isolated 
after experiencing a microagression.

Speak out, whether it be with 
friends, your partner, or your family. 
Don’t keep the tiny humiliations inside, 
shrugging them off, because they 
could soon build into a mountain of 
resentment. Make sure that among 
your personal goals you include 
self-care, so that you prioritise your 
emotional health and well-being. I 
schedule in a monthly “health day” to 
remind myself that self-care is just as 
important to my professional growth 
and development as my other career 
activities are. 

And finally, put on new glasses. We 
have been conditioned to accept sexist 
and heterosexist comments as 
somehow normal and the “way things 
are”. Being a minority does not condemn 
us to a second-class existence. We have 
a right to full social equality, and it is at 
the micro level, in our multiple daily 

interactions with colleagues 
and others, that we have 

to start practicing 
that right. 

Don’t let heterosexism 

silence you at work! 

terosexisttide
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You’re probably already aware that the 
Swiss excel at cheese, chocolate and po-
litical neutrality. But did you know they 
have an annual gay ski week featuring 
a drag queen ski race (imagine RuPaul 
On Ice) and an out lesbian mayor? (She’s 
called Corine Mauch, she’s the boss of 
Zurich and she seems lovely.)

Boasting luxe views, gastronomical 
delights and 300 days of sunshine a 
year, St Moritz has long been a glitzy 
playground for the rich, famous and 
homosexual. In ski season, wadded 
gay men flock there to blow their pink 
pounds and this summer marked the 
town’s first gay Pride walk. I couldn’t 
wait to find more high altitude thrills 
during my recent visit.

To reach the dizzying heights of St 
Moritz, you must travel on one of the 
world’s most picturesque train tracks. 
Seriously, the Rhaetian Railway from 
Chur (rhb.ch) is a world heritage site. 
The route includes 55 tunnels, 196 
bridges and approximately a squillion 
and one photo opportunities.

On arrival, the first thing I notice 
is the scenery and it’s so spectacular 
I don’t stop noticing it the whole trip. 
It actually becomes quite embarrass-
ing; I keep having to ask people to 
repeat themselves because I’ve been 
distracted by the bewitching horizon 
behind their heads. The views are so 
luscious, I feel like I’m inside a painting. 
Clouds snake around the snow-topped 

Sunning 
it up in 
St Moritz

More information on p9 
divadigital.co.uk
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mountains as the light bounces off the 
shimmering lakes. It’s celestial, it’s Nar-
nian, it’s just fab. I breathe in deeply 
and let the stillness of the alpine air 
clear my stressed-out city mind.

Throughout the holiday, my 
enjoyment of every pursuit I partake 
in – shopping, sunbathing, getting 
silly-drunk on local wine – is intensified 
by that jaw-dropping cyclorama. This 
place is so fairytale pretty it reminds 
me of The Sound Of Music. I have to 
fight the urge to Julie Andrews the shit 
out of those hills.

I stay at the Parkhotel Margna in 
Sils (margna.ch), which I instantly fall in 
love with because I can’t resist a pink 
hotel. It becomes my morning ritual to 
fling open my bedroom windows and 
savour my first cup of coffee over that 
stunning vista. I cleanse my face with 
Simple wipes and my soul with Swiss 
Alps.

Converted from an aristocratic 
19th century mansion, the Parkhotel 
Margna is a gorgeous four-star affair, 
with rustic restaurants, spacious 
rooms and classical art decorating 
the walls. It’s 10 minutes’ drive away 
from swanky St Moritz, which has no 
shortage of palatial five-star options. 
Budget-conscious travellers can book 
themselves into the affordable St 
Moritz Youth Hostel and still splash 
out on afternoon tea or a meal at one 
of the posher establishments.

WHERE ARE MY GIRLS AT?
In the winter months, the region 
is frequented by wealthy gay male 
tourists. But what about the wom-
en? To find out how queer-female-
friendly St Moritz really is, I chat to 
Yvonne, a Swiss lesbian who often 
visits. I learn that although there is 
no designated gay bar, the whole 
resort is very gay-friendly. Yvonne 
clarifies: “Nobody cares about your 
gender, sex or sexual orientation.” 
She tells me that no-one batted an 
eyelid when Prince Albert of Monaco 
attended local carnival parties 
in drag. I ask about her favourite 
haunts: “I like La Baracca in St 
Moritz. Good food, great company, 
lots of fun and a really unique host.”

St Moritz is nestled in the Engadin 
valley, which Yvonne describes as “a 
great place for sporty lesbians” and 
especially suitable for dykes who hike. 
It’s true; I spy a loved-up lesbian couple 
holding hands and wearing matching 
walking boots.

While I’m a huge admirer of sporty 
lesbians, I’m far from one myself. At 
school sports day I wasn’t even ad-
vanced enough for the egg and spoon 
race. The prospect of all the activities 
on this activity holiday fills me with the 
kind of nerves only another sighting 
of those glorious peaks can soothe. 
Honestly, I am addicted to that view. 
The Alps are my crack cocaine.

WE CAN’T ALL BE 
SPORTY LESBIANS
The St Moritz area is notorious for mak-
ing winter holidays “a thing” but there’s 
loads to do in the warmer months too. 
If you’re athletic, you’ll be in seventh 
heaven, with mountain biking, windsurf-
ing and kite surfing all on the agenda. 
During my four day stay I try, and fail, to 
master a wide variety of summer sports. 
I give stand up paddle boarding a go at 
Lake Silvaplana in Sils (kitesailing.ch). I’m 
told it’s a trend sport, but I don’t feel 
particularly trendy when I repeatedly 
fall headfirst into the water.

I go sailing on Lake St Moritz 
(scstm.ch) and experience the legendary 
Maloja wind. It’s 1,800 metres above sea 
level, which apparently means fantastic 
sailing conditions. I wouldn’t know be-
cause I’m too busy cowering in the bow 
of the boat, gripping on for dear life as 

ROXY 
BOURDILLON 
DISCOVERS 
THAT SWITZER-
LAND’S MOST 
GLITTERING
WINTER
WONDERLAND 
IS A MUST-SEE 
IN SUMMER
TOO

This place 
is so 
fairytale 
pretty it 
reminds 
me of The 
Sound Of 
Music

A room of one’s own: preferably 

with a view of the Swiss Alps

Left: The impressive Rhaetian 

Railway is a world heritage site
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we cruise along gently. As I said, not a 
sporty lesbian.

In my final attempt to be outdoorsy, 
I go fishing at Lake Sils, but the only 
thing I catch is a tan.

Maxed out on physical exertion 
and in desperate need of a lie-down, 
I head to the luxurious Ovaverva spa 
(ovaverva.ch) to be rejuvenated. It’s a 
snazzy place with a strict mobile phone 
ban to stop you papping celeb custom-
ers seeking some R&R.

TREAT TIME
Unable to get my kicks from water 
sports, I opt for a retail fix instead. The 
chic town centre is a designer shopping 

paradise, which makes sense given its 
popularity with the mega-famous and 
uber-rich. I pass a smart café and I’m told 
Audrey Hepburn used to dine there. She 
wasn’t the only old Hollywood icon with 
a soft spot for St Moritz. Sapphic starlets 
Greta Garbo and Marlene Dietrich were 
also regular visitors. I find this revelation 
infinitely more exciting than stand up 
paddle boarding.

Via Serlas is Europe’s highest shop-
ping district. The steep streets are burst-
ing with wall-to-wall high-end boutiques. 
Gucci rubs shoulders with Versace and I 
stare at window displays, salivating like a 
dehydrated puppy. Diamond encrusted 
hiking books anyone? Dolce and Gab-

bana are both giving me the eye but 
sadly, my limited francs mean I have to 
settle for a confectionary-induced buzz 
rather than a credit card one.

Switzerland is well-known for 
its superior chocolate and I am well 
known for being a chocaholic. I admit 
I go slightly overboard at Läderach 
(laederach.com), buying armfuls of 
bow-wrapped, scrumptious treats 
as presents for loved ones, which I 
inevitably scoff before boarding my 
flight home.

Talking of treats, one of my most 
pleasurable evenings is spent indulging 
in dinner and cocktails at après-ski 
favourite, Hotel Nira Alpina (niraalpina.
com). The stylish hotel restaurant, 
Stars, serves international cuisine with 
a side order of panoramic mountain 
views. At the end of my trip, I’m sad to 
leave that opulent skyline behind.

Whether you’re an adrenaline 
junkie, a dyke who hikes, or you prefer 
to laze around like a glamorous sloth 
version of Greta Garbo (guess which 
one I am), St Moritz is a truly blissful 
destination.

Roxy flew from Heathrow to Zurich with Swiss Air. 
Her trip was provided by Switzerland Tourism UK.

Lake St Moritz: sailing in style
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Before travelling to Porto I only knew 
the city because of its world-famous 
export port wine, as well as that breath-
taking image of the double-decked Dom 
Luís bridge sitting in front of a steep 
river-bank covered in colourful houses. I 
knew I could expect gorgeous views, an 
old town and good nightlife. However, 
having decided to explore Portugal’s 
second largest city through the eyes of a 
local, I fi nd not a shiny tourist destina-
tion but a poor harbour city full of soul. 
It’s rough to the bone and I love it.

STAY
I want to see the “real” side of Porto 
and so I opt for Airbnb. Joana and 
Mónica’s apartment, located in a quiet 
street in the old Ribeira neighbour-
hood, fi ts my purposes perfectly. Porto 
sits on the North Atlantic coast in the 
midst of a UNESCO world heritage 
site that owes much of its charm to 
its people and I instantly see why; my 
hosts do their utmost to make me feel 
at home. Every morning I can enjoy 
my breakfast, sweet delicacies from 
a nearby pastelaria (bakery), on a 
beautifully sunny terrace near the river 
Douro, which separates Porto from 
neighbouring city Gaia. It’s a great way 

to start the day before heading out to 
follow the tips Joana and Mónica give 
me about Porto and its LGBT scene.

PLAY 
The medieval city centre is easily 
explored by foot but if you want to 
visit one of Porto’s many heights then 
opt for a cable car; giving you a view 
of the multicoloured houses and the 
waterfront below. Speaking of which, 
you can hop on the wooden tram or 
rent a bike to get to the beach.

Porto is far from a polished-looking 
city, excepting maybe the gorgeous 
blue-tiled walls of churches dotted 
around the city and the famous train 
station Estação de São Bento. Life here 
is hard and poverty is prevalent even in 
the touristic centre where I see women 
cutting potatoes on the pavements lin-
ing the photogenic but shabby houses. 
Walking around these quarters there’s 
no wondering where the inspiration for 
Portugal’s well-known music export, 
the mournful “fado”, comes from.

Fascinated by the story that the city 
has to tell, I begin to chase Porto’s raw 
edges – and once I start looking I can’t 
stop fi nding diamonds in the rough. I 
fi nd them in history, at the beautiful 

Prado do Repouso cemetery where 
grave 177/33 holds the remains of the 
female lover of Henriqueta, a legendary 
19th century prostitute. And in modern 
day, at the Mercado de Bolhão, a monu-
mental but neglected marketplace 
mainly run by proud tradeswomen who 
make me smile as they try very hard to 
get me to buy more than just the three 
apples that I am aft er. 

The backstreets of Rua dos 
Mártires da Liberdade and the Travessa 
de Cedofeita prove delightfully bohe-
mian with loads of vintage shopping. 
Whether you are aft er a dress or a hat, 
they are only a few euros here and 
there are plenty of nice cafés around; 
such as Catraio (serving craft  beer) and 
Candelabro (good for wine).

Back in Ribeira I lose my heart to 
Mozambican restaurant Tia Orlanda 
(meaning “Aunt Orlanda”), which 
serves a copious African lunch at €7. 
Another female cook runs the authen-
tic Portuguese kitchen of Adega Rio 
Douro around the corner, off ering up 
real (!) fado on Tuesdays. 

GAY
The best-known gay venue in Porto is 
Café Lusitano, catering to both men 
and women. It’s close to Porto’s vibrant 
nightlife district, which is made up of 
parallel streets Rua da Galeria de Paris 
and Rua de Cândida dos Reis. Keep an 
eye out for Thug Unicorn, a mixed gay 
night in club Gare Porto (gareporto.
com), as well as the bi-monthly Flash 
Girl Party at Lusitano’s (cafelusitano.
com) and Plano B’s mixed monthly club, 
Festa Gigi; but bear in mind that there is 
no use going before midnight. Instead, 
opt for a relaxed dinner at hip Copos 
& Cusquices, run by a lesbian couple, 
or grab a bite on the fourth fl oor of 
Maus Hábitos (maushabitos.com) before 
heading out. The latter place hosts 
queer party Groove Ball and is one of 
the venues of the international Queer 
Film Festival (queerlisboa.pt) in October. 
The Pride parade (facebook.com/
OrgulhoPorto) is held in July.

On my fi nal night in Porto, I choose 
not to party but to bid my farewell on 
top of the hill of Jardim do Morro, on the 
opposite side of the Dom Luís bridge. As 
the sun sets I watch the lights switch on 
and, it may be the bottle of port in my 
hand or the fact that I am crazy about 
Portugal and fi nd it diffi  cult to leave, but 
I feel myself getting teary-eyed over the 
raw beauty of it all.

WAY
Low-cost airlines 
fl y in daily and 
the metro runs 
from the airport, 
dropping you off  
downtown.

MARIËTTE VAN 
BEEK TRAVELS 
TO PORTUGAL 
AND 
UNCOVERS A 
DIAMOND IN 
THE ROUGH

Pure Porto
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TV TRAVEL
HANNAH HART 
IS GETTING HER 
OWN TRAVEL AND 
FOOD SHOW
DIVA cover star, YouTube bae and recent 
GLAAD Award winner Hannah Hart has 
only gone and gotten her own travel 
and food show on Food Network! The 
show, which is anticipated to appear on 
screen late 2016, will see Hannah travel to 
diff erent US cities to dine out on a budget. 
The project doesn’t have a name as of yet 
(though I’d suggest “Eating Out”, amirite 
ladies?) but either way, we are looking 
forward to following her travels.
youtube.com/c/harto

INSTA SNAP OF 
THE MONTH
BRAZIL 
BEACH 
LOVIN’

How lucky  !
Football and kisses… on a beach? 
These guys are lucky indeed. Carol 
and Bruna are a lesbian couple with a 
passion for adventure and they took 
this adorable picture in their home-
town of Rio de Janeiro, at Grumari 
Beach – a place they recommend you 
visit. “It’s a little far off  the touristy 
areas, but it’s defi nitely worth the 
experience,” they say. 

If you want to see more 
of Carol and Bruna’s 

travels (next stop: 
hiking in Patago-
nia), then give 
them a follow: 

@_lezismore.

TRANSGENDER TRAVEL
ALL ABOARD THE UK’S FIRST TRANS CRUISE 
The UK’s fi rst celebration cruise for the transgender community is going ahead in 2017 and we are 
excited! The cruise, which is due to set sail in June next year, starts and ends in Barcelona and will see 
guests discover the gorgeous Mediterranean in a relaxed and safe environment. The trip is organ-
ised by Focus Diva (love the name) and welcomes trans men and women as well as their 
partners, friends and family. Focus Diva promises to serve up a programme of dazzling 
entertainment, interesting speakers and celebrity appearances (hello Kellie Maloney!).
focusdiva.com

KITTEN CARE

BOOK YOUR 
HOLIDAY: THE PETS 
CAN STAY AT HOME
I don’t know about you but one of 
my biggest concerns when I travel is 
what to do with my cat. (Yes, I know, 
my little princess has me wrapped 
around her paw.) My neighbours are 
happy to feed her but I worry she’ll 
feel lonely and I don’t want to put 
her in a kennel, which has meant 
that my girlfriend and I rarely leave 
the house together. Ridiculous, I 
know. Recently, however, I discov-
ered this site called TrustedHousesit-
ters that allows you to fi nd someone 
to come and look after your furry 
friend whilst you’re away, for free! 
(Well, there is a subscription fee.) 
On the other side of the transaction, 
animal-lovers who like to travel can 
sign up to become trusted house-
sitters – which is what loved-up 
couple Jayde and Steph (pictured) 
have done! All in all it seems like the 
purrfect solution.
Trustedhousesitters.com (Follow Jayde 
and Steph and their petsitting travels on 
Instagram: @twoseetheworld)

FIRST CLASS
TO HAVE YOUR

TRAVEL 
SNAP

FEATURED, TAG

#DIVAMAGTRAVEL OR DM

@BELLA _ QVIST
ON INSTAGRAM
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82 NO CHILDREN
Not all families have children, 
says Alexandra Penelope 84 CANADA’S GAYEST FAMILY

Count the lesbians in this 
big, happy, gay family...
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It’s Thanksgiving and, although this is 
strictly an American holiday, I force all 
my friends in London to participate, 
lugging along covered dishes and 
uncorking too many bottles of wine. I 
have taught them the art of the sweet 
potato casserole, and they have shared 
with me the gift of Yorkshire puddings. 

While typically spent with family, I 
argue my iteration of Thanksgiving is 
just as valid. Because for me, a 23-year-
old single queer woman, family has 
been forged out of misfits, debt-ridden 
graduates and variously-identifying 
LGBT+ individuals. 

Traditional family gatherings inevi-
tably include fighting, eyebrows raised 
in disapproval and the worst: endless 
enquiry into your love life and the 
expectation of procreation. Listen up 
folks, I am young, queer and can barely 
manage minimum loan payments, so 

asking about the likelihood of children 
is like wondering whether Hollywood 
will ever achieve gender parity. It is a 
dim possibility in the far-off, distant fu-
ture, but for the most part, the answer 
is a resounding NO. 

I mean, I’ve thought about children. 
Maybe. Someday. However, I am 
also acutely aware that I have been 
programmed to want motherhood, 
and any decisions I make do not exist 
in a vacuum. In the midst of transition-
ing into “real adulthood”, I have found 
myself more averse to the idea of 
childrearing. Perhaps it is my millennial 
sensibility, but I enjoy being selfish, 
worrying only for myself and the well-
being of friends. A child, I feel, should 
only be brought on board once there is 
nothing else I want more. And boy, do I 
ever want a lot.

During the recent campaign for a 

new British prime minister, erstwhile 
candidate Andrea Leadsom was pub-
licly bashed for proclaiming her ability 
to be a better PM than Theresa May 
because she had children and May did 
not. While Leadsom received consider-
able backlash, that a head government 
official holds such opinions is proof of 
the continued sentiments about child-
less women. Clearly, Leadsom did not 
hear about my fabulous Thanksgiving. 

Her remarks are especially relevant 
when considering 88% of queer millen-
nial women (late teens to mid-30s) do 
not have children – compared to the 
51% who have dogs, a commitment I 
much prefer. 

Society still upholds motherhood as 
the gold standard for women, even as 
they branch out of traditional roles. Do 
queer women experience this too? And 
does opinion about having children dif-
fer across generations of queer women? 
Perhaps as we grow older and settle into 
long-term relationships, we might warm 
to the idea but there are many women 
choosing to forego motherhood.

Alex, 30, is still undecided about 
children, but leans heavily towards no. 
When she was younger, she believed 
the urge to have children might de-
velop, but has yet to feel the pull.

“I simply don’t feel strongly enough 
to take such a major step – especially 
one that would change my life forever, 
in every imaginable way.”

Jodie, 34, is quite adamant about 
not having children. Despite society’s 
historic difficulty accepting queer 
women as mothers, she feels pres-
sured to procreate.

“It’s accepted now. Because we can 
‘have it all’. I have found some women 
with children have become very ag-
gressive [about] my choices, as if in 
some way, my decision to not procre-
ate somehow demeans their decision 
to do so. Which is ridiculous.”

With queer women more supported 
to have children than ever, sexual iden-
tity is no longer a loophole to justify 
childlessness.

NOT 
EVERYONE 
WANTS KIDS, 
BUT WHAT 
DO QUEER 
WOMEN’S 
FAMILIES LOOK 
LIKE WITHOUT 
CHILDREN, 
ASKS 
ALEXANDRA 
PENELOPE

Queer family, no children
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Sue, 33, says the main reason she 
doesn’t want children is “selfi shness”, 
not wanting to sacrifi ce her lifestyle 
for the complete care and attention re-
quired in childrearing. While she is glad 
the stigma surrounding gay parents is 
waning, motherhood is still not for her. 
“My fulfi lment will come through my 
relationship with my soon-to-be wife, 
my friends, my family, and through my 
career; a lot to look forward to!”

While plenty of queer women 
actively choose not to have children, 
there are also those who have been 
unable to give birth, whether due to 
illness, age or the social stigma that 
existed during their childbearing years. 

The writer Stella Duff y, 53, recalls 
when she fi rst came out in her late 
teens, society was not yet ripe for 
acceptance of queer mothers. “The 
only queer women I did know who had 
kids, had them from previous straight 
relationships. I didn’t know a single 
gay woman who had a child as a gay 
woman.” 

As Stella reached her late 20s, in 
a committed relationship with her 
wife Shelley Silas, also a writer, social 
attitudes changed and she began to 
believe she could tackle motherhood. 
Unfortunately, while trying to conceive 
at 36, she was diagnosed with cancer 
and in undergoing chemotherapy 
became infertile. Shelley became preg-
nant but miscarried, and was unable to 
conceive on subsequent attempts. 

“I think about people who have 
cancer and say, ‘Oh god, losing my 
hair was horrible!’,” says Stella. “Well, 
losing my fertility was horrible. For 
me, cancer is inextricably linked with 
that – and partly because I was a gay 
woman who thought she couldn’t have 
children, only to then realise I could.”

Now in their 50s, the couple is 
bothered by the assumption from 
others that they must not have wanted 
children, that it was never an avenue 
they explored. 

As Shelley says: “We’re women of a 
certain age, and people do say, ‘Have 
you got any kids?’ and then when you 
go, ‘No’, they don’t ask you why. They 
assume that you didn’t want them, but 
they don’t actually say, ‘Did you want 
them?’ I make a point of asking other 
people, either gay or straight, and 
very tactfully, do you want them? And 

people usually like to be asked. They 
don’t just want you to assume that 

they didn’t want any.” 
They are fortunate to have 

a large extended family and 
a tight circle of friends who 

have always been supportive of 
their relationship. While they are 

active in the lives of their siblings’ and 
friends’ children, they also experience 
stark diff erences in being a family 
without children of their own.

“Stella’s been sick twice,” explains 
Shelley. “My dad died, my sister died, 
my mum will die at some point, and I 
worry that something will happen to 
Stella, and I think it would be a bit dif-
ferent if I had a child. Because a lot of 
the people I know who have kids, who 
have partners that have died, have 
all said, ‘We’ve got them to have as a 
focus to keep us going’, and they’ve 
got something that was a part of their 
[partner] who’s died.”

However, while the two have 
considered how their family unit is dif-
ferent without children, they also rec-
ognise the ways their relationship can 
positively aff ect those around them. 
For straight friends with gay children, 
the couple off ers support their friends 
cannot provide. 

“A lot of young people say to us, 
‘It’s so great you’re two strong women, 
you’re in our lives, you’re role models 
and you really push and challenge us,” 
Shelley says. “We understand, possibly, 
an area their parents can’t because 
they’re not in the same situation.” 

Ultimately, they lead rich lives and 
have found not having children has 
simply meant travelling down a diff er-
ent path. Regarding the way society 
views parents versus non-parents, 
Shelley remarks, “People who have 
children are never going to know how I 
feel, and I’m never going to know how 
they feel, and we have to accept that 
and work together.” 

Stella agrees society still values 
women who have children over 
those without. She is sickened by the 
societal assumption, held by Leadsom, 
that people are not capable of “real 
love” until they have a child. If we want 
to progress as a society, she says, “we 
simply cannot look at biology as being 
the thing that determines who we care 
for and who we don’t”. 

Her point reminds me that found 
family has the potential to be just as val-
uable as the nuclear unit. In lieu of the 
white picket fence, many queer women 
focus on giving love to their partners 
and friends, and constructing families in 
non-traditional formats. Queer women 
are largely familiar with the necessity of 
seeking out communities, as opposed to 
keeping close to their biological roots. 
Even those who do have strong relation-
ships with their immediate families, still 
opt to create families of like-minded 
queer people. If the point of having 
children is to love and be loved, carving 
out space in the queer community can 
yield similar results. 

Harriet, 33, has no desire to have 
children, but believes in the strength 
of found families. “Having a group 
of people who understand you on 
that level is amazing. The fi rst time 
you realise you don’t have to explain 
further, that you are understood, is 
just awesome. I would hate to be queer 
in isolation,” she says.

Sue believes found family is just 
as valid as traditional family, but says 
it will take time for society to agree, 
“because the tradition of [blood ties] 
goes back over so many hundreds 
of years, it will be diffi  cult barrier to 
break through”.

Of course, found families and 
children are not mutually exclusive, 
and there must be parents who also 
revel in their created communities. But 
the idea largely remains that procreat-
ing is a more valuable form of family, 
and queer women, who are already 
marginalised, are viewed as especially 
unsuccessful when they lack off spring. 

While society has become more 
accepting of same-sex parents, this 
also raises issues for queer women 
who opt out of motherhood or are un-
able to have children. We have a long 
way to go before society accepts that 
women’s lives are complete without 
giving birth and raising a child. 

This simply means queer women 
must do what they have always done in 
light of discrimination: fi nd our own 
truths, create our own rules and live our 
lives unapologetically. Whether friends 
surround you on Thanksgiving or you 
spend your evenings re-reading 
Goodnight Moon to your child, we must 
recognise family takes many forms. 

“People 
who have 
children 
will never 
know how 
I feel, and 
I’m never 
going to 
know how 
they feel”

Join the 
Conversation!

#queerfamily

Follow DIVA

@divamagazine
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One big happy... Cathy Lebel, 

Linda Ford, Jan Moore, Tracey 

Peters (back row), 

Karen Ford, Shawnee Lebel Ford, 

Anna Lamanna (front row) and

Madison Ford (framed)

More information on p9 
divadigital.co.uk
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F
ew things in this world 
are more entertaining 
than having lunch at a 
joint called Buzzy’s with a 
group of lesbians dubbed 
“Canada’s Gayest Family”. 
The women at the table – 
aged 16 to 77 – belly laugh, 
joke, bicker, snicker, roll 
their eyes, giggle, and tell 
tall tales as they sip drinks 
and snack on chicken 

wings and slices of pizza. It feels like 
sitting in on the taping of a reality 
TV show, getting to know them while 
taking part in their conversation and 
laughter, digs, and all.

Coincidentally, Karen Ford has 
already pitched the reality show idea 
about her family to theVJ.com. The site, 
owned by famed producer Michael 
Rosenblum, is an online boot camp 
of sorts for aspiring video journalists 
and television show producers. Karen’s 
story caught Rosenbaum’s eye. Even he 
thinks Canada’s Gayest Family should 
be on TLC.

In the meantime, Karen is busy 
making the rounds on social media. 
For those who aren’t able to meet 
Canada’s Gayest Family in person, 
their Facebook page is the next best 
thing. It’s full of pictures, updates, and 
YouTube videos highlighting topics as 
different as prejudice, insemination, 
and religion. Their hilarious home 
movies include family dinners and 
dancing grandmas.

The entire family lives in the same 
neighborhood in Barrie, Ontario. They 
walk to each other’s houses, barbecue 
together, and take part in holiday 
celebrations.

Karen likes to describe this family 
as “unusually normal”. Karen’s mother, 
Linda (who was once married to 
Karen’s father before realising she was 
gay) and her partner, Jan, are the ma-
triarchs. Next comes Karen’s current 
partner, Cathy. Shawnee is Karen and 
Cathy’s adopted child. At 16, she is the 
youngest lesbian in the family. Karen 
was once together with Anna and 
they had a child together – Madison – 
before they split up. Anna is now with 
Tracy.

Got it?
Madison, 20, is the only straight 

one in the bunch, and, according to 
Karen, she is the nucleus of the family. 
“There is no one in this world who 
appreciates my moms and grandmas 
as much as I do,” Madison says. “I 
don’t mean to brag, but growing up 
surrounded by this group of strong, 
successful, intelligent, hilarious, sup-
portive and loving women has been an 
absolute dream.”

It’s not hard to see why. As the 
lunch conversation swings rapidly 
around the table, everyone is more 
than willing to be heard. We talk 
about the origins of the family. Linda 
searches her memory as she describes 
life before she came out.

“I knew [I was gay] even while I 
was married for 14 years,” Linda says. 
“But I never acted on it. I wasn’t strong 
enough. And then I met a woman.”

Linda’s marriage to Karen’s father 
ended shortly after that, she says. 
Still, Linda kept her sexuality hidden 
from Karen and her sister, Kelly, even 
after Karen came out to her. Strangely 
enough, they would often find them-
selves at the same lesbian bar in town. 

Finally, they decided to go out to din-
ner and talk about it. Afterward, Karen 
says, things were golden.

Jan, 77, came into the picture later 
on. The Australian native says she and 
Linda felt something click the first 
time they went out on a “formal” date. 
They’ve been together ever since, and 
it’s been over 23 years.

I know. It’s hard to listen to the 
story of how Canada’s Gayest Family 
came about without being a little 
confused now and again. But as the 
dust settles and the pieces of the puz-
zle come together, the whole picture 
makes perfect sense. This is a family 
like any other. They’ve been through 
ups and downs, arguments and squab-
bles, triumphs and tragedies. Though 
their sexuality may be the thread that 
ties them all together, it’s not the crux 
of their bond. Love is.

“We’re all really, really different,” 
Karen explains. “But the things that 
are important to us are all the same. 
We’re caring, understanding, and com-
passionate people. ”

“It’s a great world to be living in 
now,” adds Linda, who couldn’t pos-
sibly fathom what her family would 
become back when she was married to 
a man. “Thinking back on it now, where 
would I be?”

Everyone else chimes in to answer 
the question for her. They talk over 
each other, point and laugh. To them, 
it’s just an average conversation at the 
table on a regular afternoon.

Maybe someday soon you’ll catch 
Canada’s Gayest Family on television. 
Having sat in on it live, I can guarantee 
it will be one of the few reality shows 
worth watching.

Their funny 
YouTube 
movies 
include 
family 
dinners 
and 
dancing 
grandmas

MEET THE 
LESBIANS 
WHO MAKE 
UP CANADA’S 
GAYEST FAMILY 
WORDS LYNDSEY 
D’ARCANGELO

House of love
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For information and to register online: 

www.actionforcharity.co.uk 
events@actionforcharity.co.uk  •  01590 677854 

Join the next Women V Cancer cycle challenge in Brazil and 
raise funds to fi ght breast, cervical and ovarian cancers

Registered Charity Nos:  Breast Cancer Care: 1017658/SC038104, Jo’s Cervical Cancer Trust: 1133542/SC041236, Ovarian Cancer Action: 1109743/ SC043478. Women V Cancer 
is established under the Charities Aid Foundation Charity No. 268369.  To take part you need to pay a registration fee of £299 and raise minimum sponsorship funds of £3,300.

    ction 
for charity

l i f e c h a n g i n g e v e n t s  

 

Raising 
funds 

for these 
charities:

Cycle 
Brazil

9 –19 October 2017women      cancerV

actionforcharity
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88 WEDDING STYLE
Fed up with hetero couples, one 
bride created her own wedding shoot 90 DIARY

DIVA’s montly pick of
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FED UP WITH THE 
STRAIGHT, WHITE 
IMAGES IN WEDDING 
MAGS, ILLUSTRATOR 
SHOSHANA 
BRATTON SET ABOUT 
CREATING HER OWN 
PERFECT SHOOT

Flipping through wedding 
magazines as a bride-to-be, 
I was hit by a sinking sensa-
tion. White dresses, white 
cake, white groom, white 
bride, on every page. If you 
aren’t straight and/or white, 
chances are you’d feel that 
tinge of exclusion too.

There were lots of 
subtle but grating moments 
my wife and I experienced 
when planning our wed-
ding. Most were uninten-
tionally annoying, so we 
never dwelled for long but 
adding them all together, 
we felt like aliens, looking 
in on a culture we didn’t 
fi t into. 

So eight months 
aft er our wedding, when I 
launched my illustration 
company Shoshy Cadoo-
dle, I began plotting to do 
something that would chal-
lenge the wedding indus-
try’s exclusivity. Something 
that would shake up the 
tired notion that hetero-
sexuality is the foundation 
for the perfect wedding. 

I set up a styled wedding 
photoshoot, featuring an in-
terracial, same-sex couple.

Two dresses; one LGBT-
friendly team. A whole 
fl ower wall and a sprinkle 
of sparkle later, we had our 
shoot. 

This time, I hope these 
pages will leave a 
bride-to-be feeling 
empowered, rather than 
excluded, and lift ed, rather 
than sinking.

More information on p9
divadigital.co.uk
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STATIONERY:
Shoshy Cadoodle
shoshycadoodle.com
JEWELLERY:
Wild Fawn Jewellery
wildfawnjewellery.com 
PHOTOGRAPHY:
Emma Bonnick
els-photography.com
VENUE: The Asylum Chapel,
Caroline Gardens

STYLING, PROPS, FLOWERS: 
Fleur De Lace
fl eurdelace.co.uk
DRESSES: La Poésie
lapoesie.co.uk
VEIL: Sash and Veil
sashandveil.co.uk
CAKE: Emma Page
emmapagecakes.co.uk
MAKE-UP: Kim Eva May
kimevamay.com

FLOWER WALL:
The Flower Folders
thefl owerfolders.co.uk

FLOWER CROWNS:
Chic ‘n’ Cheerful
chicncheerful.co.uk

RAINBOW BAG: Pup Tart
puptart.co.uk

MODELS: Lucy Scarfe &
Leila Naruo
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DIARY
6.10
OUT ‘N’ OUT
Sub 89, Reading
Box-fresh club night for Reading and sur-
rounds. Wear a white tee and introduce 
yourself via the medium of pen. 
Sub89.com

8.10
#FEELINGS
Upstairs At The Ritzy, London
#feelings is a night for queers and friends. 
Dance the blues and dance the blues 
away. Music from Resis’dance regular 
Coca.
tinyurl.com/DIVAfeelz

5.10
HEY MYKKI
XOYO, London
The queer punk rapper with a wardrobe to 
give you life (!) enchants and debunks at 
this intimate London show.
mykkiblancoworld.com

September / October

FEELING THE 
CHILL? HEAD 
FOR ONE OF 
THESE HOT 
HAPPENINGS!

WHAT’S 
ON 
WHERE 
YOU 
ARE?
Send your listings to 
dora@divamag.co.uk

For weekly listings, 
visit divamag.co.uk

28.09
STRANGER THINGS
The Cinema Museum, London
VITO Project and Butch, Please! present 
a Cheryl Dunye classic – Stranger Inside 
(2001) – which explores race, feminism, 
motherhood and sexuality within the 
prison system. All way before Orange Is 
The New Black! (See interview, p60) Stay 
for the Q&A with filmmaker Campbell X.
tinyurl.com/DIVAstranger

30.09
HOW’N THE HELL YOU GON’ 
LOVE SOMEBODY ELSE?
SOAS, London
Under patriarchy women have traditional-
ly neglected their well-being for the sake 
of others. This radical self-care workshop 
aims to inspire us to look at self-love criti-
cally, both in theory and practice. 
tinyurl.com/DIVAradicalself

2.10
T-TIME
Colchester Arts Centre
Alice d’Lumiere’s Turnabout Tea is the first 
in a series of performance events explor-
ing themes of transgender, cross-dressing 
and personal identity in a supportive and 
silly environment; a chance to meet up, 
dress up, chat and generally be fabulous.
colchesterartscentre.com

4.10-15.10
FULL FATHOM FIVE
The Donmar at Kings Cross, 
London
Phyllida Lloyd’s incredible all-female 
Shakespeare Trilogy returns to London, 
with the addition of The Tempest and 
Harriet Walter as king of the island! We. 
Cannot. Wait. The stuff that queer dreams 
are made of.
donmaratkingscross.com
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24.09
REBEL REBELS
Dalston Roof Park, London
Resis’dance is a feminist organisation who stands united in solidarity and sisterhood with those facing vio-
lence, oppression and discrimination in any form. They hold parties with politics. Join them at their rooftop 
blowout and support the cause!
tinyurl.com/DIVAresisdance

29.09
BOIBOX
She Soho, London
Ultimate drag king showcase BoiBox is three! Join hosts Adam 
All and Apple Derrierres for a night of birthday revelry. 
tinyurl.com/DIVAboibox3

8.10
URBAN WORLD
Scala, London
Urban World proudly invite you to their 
Autumn Ball. A night that showcases the 
best of the UK’s LGBT urban and world club 
brands all under one roof in celebration 
of UNITY, DIVERSITY and GOOD VIBES!
tinyurl.com/DIVAurbanworldautumn

9.10
ASSUMING TOO MUCH
Hotel Elephant, London
Please join Open Barbers babes Greygory 
and Felix for a talk about Amy Penning-
ton’s recent artist residency at their salon. 
Subjects covered will be: gender, drawing, 
socially engaged practice, community and 
working with people. 
tinyurl.com/DIVAassumingtalk

11.10
OPEN MIC
Miranda, London
Spoken Word London is an open-mic 
poetry and performance night for anyone 
to come and join in, whether to speak or 
listen. Everyone who wants to speak gets 
fi ve minutes.
tinyurl.com/DIVAswlq

16.10
CELLO THERE
St Sepulchre Without Newgate, 
London
Classical classics from the London Gay 
Symphony Orchestra.
tinyurl.com/DIVAlgso

25.10
O’HOOLEY & TIDOW
Greystones, Sheffi  eld
Lez folk brigadeers O’Hooley & Tidow wow 
and woo with soulful tunes.
Ohooleyandtidow.com

25.10
THE QUEER ALTERNATIVE
Wharf Chambers, Leeds
Just in time for All Hallows Eve, things get 
dark both musically and aesthetically! 
BRING OUT YOUR UNDEAD, yadda yadda 
yadda. Bold black eyeliner not essential 
(but encouraged).
wharfchambers.org

29.10
FUNNY AS IN HA HA
Komedia, Brighton
Sparkling monthly showcase in Brighton’s 
best comedy venue featuring a mix of 
established and new acts. Funny Women 
supports local charity Rise UK which 
provides essential services for women and 
children who have experienced domestic 
violence.
tinyurl.com/DIVAfunnybrighton
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I just wanted to reassure you that 
exploring a bi identity doesn’t 
necessarily mean having sex 
outside your relationship. This 
idea seems to buy into the notions 
that your sexual identity rests on 
your sexual experience and bi 
people can’t be monogamous. 
It’s completely possible to explore 
and embrace a bi identity without 
having sex with anyone else.
Louise C

NO PROBLEM

IF YOU’VE 
GOT ISSUES, 

WE CAN HELP

READERS’ REPLIES

I THINK I MIGHT BE BISEXUAL

Dear Jane,
I am currently in a relationship with 
a man but I picked up DIVA at a 
friend’s house and it really chimed 
with things I’ve been feeling lately 
about women. It seems a bit out 
of the blue in a way, after all I’m in 
my late 50s and the man I’m with is 
lovely. We have a good sex life – even 
after the menopause – and I love him 
very much. I borrowed the copy of 
DIVA and I hid it under our mattress 
and then had a light-bulb moment: 
why hide it? Could it mean some-
thing? I’ve often had strong feelings 
for women as well as men but just 
never done anything about it other 
than start intense friendships which 
often fizzle out after a while. I’m not 
sure what to do next. I don’t want to 
leave my partner but I think I want 
to meet other bi women and then 
see what happens. Can you help?

Ro

Dear Ro,
It can sometimes be quite a surprise to 
discover something about ourselves 
that we haven’t, for whatever reason, 
acknowledged before. It sounds as 
though you’re curious about how you 
feel about women in a way that you’ve 
not yet permitted yourself to explore 
and that perhaps reading DIVA has 
awakened something new in you. The 
relationship you’re in sounds like it’s 
giving you much of what you need 
but there’s a part of you that feels in 
need of a different kind of attention. 
You mention that you’ve had intense 
friendships with women and you don’t 
say whether they were with women 
who might be sexually available or not, 
or whether you were trying to get a 
feel for what it might be like to identify 
as bisexual. There’s a difference be-
tween women who enjoy sex with men 
and women and are more strongly 

heterosexually- or lesbian-identified, 
and those who identify as bisexual 
and feel this label fits them better. If 
you want to understand what having 
a bisexual identity might feel like for 
others, you can’t do better than read 
Purple Prose: Bisexuality In Britain, 
which is a really good primer for what 
a bi identity and life might look like. 
The book came out recently (DIVA fea-
tured an extract in our August issue) 
and has lots of people’s coming out 
stories and experiences of different 
aspects of bisexual life. You don’t say 
where you’re based but the internet 
is your friend where bi information is 
concerned. BisexualIndex.org.uk has 
lots of useful content, including an 
FAQ and articles such as Am I Bisexual? 
and Coming Out. Lots of people don’t 
realise that it can be quite different 
coming out as bi compared to coming 
out as lesbian or gay and you’ll find 
plenty of stories which will help you 
to decide how to proceed for yourself. 
For bi women in particular, there’s the 
excellent Biscuit magazine (thisisbis-
cuit.co.uk). In terms of meeting people 
in real life, BiCommunityNews.co.uk 
offers information about bi groups and 
events nationwide. There are also lots 
of bi MeetUp groups, particularly in 
London. Just punch “bisexual meetup 
+ location” into Google and you’ll 
find a whole raft of options. One such 
group is Opening Doors London’s 
welcoming Bi The Way group for bi 
people over 50. 
Finally, you seem to be worried about 
your partner finding out about your 
forays into bi identity but perhaps you 
could consider talking about it with 
him? It might be helpful for both of 
you to let him in.

DIVA editor Jane Czyzselska is a qualified 
integrative counsellor, registered with the 
BACP. Jane cannot offer individual responses 
or answer every single question. Please note 
that by submitting your question to Jane at 
janec@divamag.co.uk, (putting No Problem 
in the subject line) you are giving your 
permission for her to use your question as 
the basis of her next column, and your story 
will be shared on Facebook for advice from 
readers. Jane may not be able to tell you 
that she is using your question, but will try to 
email you the reply if she does. All questions 
will be kept anonymous and key details 
and facts may be changed to protect your 
identity. You can find out more about Jane’s 
counselling services at shoreditchtherapy.com
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www.dianaporter.co.uk

monday - saturday: 10:30am - 6:00pm       sunday: 11:30am - 4:30pm

shop in store or online - commission service available

33 park  street  bristol  bs1 5nh   t: +44(0)117 909 0225

a-z bespoke tailoring a-z jewellery

a-z bespoke tailoring

The Butch Clothing Company
Bespoke Clothing

www.thebutchclothingcompany.co.uk
info@thebutchclothingcompany.co.uk
Mob: 07851 227669   Tel: 01892 836936

Bespoke Tailoring
with a twist

0118 979 3880
www.goodrichbespoke.co.uk

Visit our friendly studio at:
Shop 10, Bush Walk, Wokingham, Berkshire RG40 1AT

(1hour from London, 15mins from Reading)
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travel uk lake districtA-Z weddings

travel UK bath

A-Z weddings

travel uk norfolk

travel international spain

Bambú 
Country House Holiday Studios

Exclusively for lesbians
Spectacular mountain and coastal scenery

Quality self-catering suites

Stunning pool and terraces

Perfect location to enjoy the coast, beaches,

mountain villages and historic cities

Complete privacy and relaxation

Fabulous company, conversation and laughter

www.bambu-resort.com
Andalucía, Spain

We enjoy a great reputation 
for providing outstanding food, 
 comfortable ensuite rooms 
and a welcoming, professional 
atmosphere. Woolsey Bridge 
Farm is the perfect getaway for a 
romantic weekend, honeymoon, 
birthday, anniversary, house 
party – or simply time away from 
the rigours of your daily life. It is 
smoke free, pet free and unsuitable 
for children.

More information is available 
on our website.  Come and 
experience Woolsey Bridge Farm 
for yourselves!

WOOLSEY BRIDGE FARM
Lesbian Gastro Bed & Breakfast
in the Heart of East Anglia

01379 642 829
info@woolseybridgefarm.co.uk       
www.woolseybridgefarm.co.uk     
Facebook : Woolsey Bridge Farm

www.burghopemanor.co.uk
Contact Alan or Peter (ex of LEIGH HOUSE)

tel:+44-(0)1225 - 720216 email: enquiries@burghopemanor.com

Call 015394 45566 for more information
or visit www.broadoakscountryhouse.co.uk
Windermere, Cumbria 5 mins from Lake Windermere

Yvonne Dobbs  |  Civil Celebrant  |  Unique, Inspiring Ceremonies!
You’re about to marry your best friend – Congratulations! 

If you want a ceremony unlike any other, that’s all about you and 
your relationship, with no restrictions on time, place or content, and 

personal style, then get in touch.  With my experience and your ideas, 
we will create a wonderful signature ceremony to cherish.

07800 543 426 ivvey@hotmail.com yvonnedobbscelebrant.co.uk

www.stanfordfarm.co.uk

Stanford Farm
W E D D I N G S  &  E V E N T S
FOR A WEDDING AS UNIQUE AS YOU ARE

Who better experienced to look after

your wedding day than L Fest

festival director Cindy Edwards

on her Shropshire family farm?

@Stanford farm

Licensed barn wedding with courtyard, extensive
grounds and camping for all guests and local B&B's
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a-z counsellinga-z counselling

travel uk brighton

lesbian run centre ~

low cost counselling

& psychotherapy available

holistic therapy centre

Spiral
psychotherapy
counselling
complementary therapies

www.spiralcentre.org
0207 607 4403
info@spiralcentre.org

Islington London N7

reconnected.life
emily@reconnected.life @ReConnectedEm
+44 7712 887 708 facebook.com/ReConnectedLifeExperience

Pioneering MindBodySelf Pathway to Living After Rape

Feel empowered again
Defi ne who you are in the world of ‘after’

Reconnect body to mind, mind to body

Rape isn’t a life sentence, let me show you how to stop surviving and start living.
ICF ACCREDITED COACH & NLP MASTER PRACTITIONER

www.legendsbrigton.com
31-34 Marine Parade, Brighton BN2 1TR
Tel: 01273 624462  Fax: 01273 624470

a-z counselling and therapies
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a-z events a-z events

For more information contact Adrienne now!
info@adrienne.golf  |  +44 (0)7979 500 199  |  adrienne.golf

‘ Golf in a Day’
Experiences,
Golf Coaching
Breaks & More…

WPGA (Women’s Professional 
Golfers’ Association) Coach based 
at a superb LGBT friendly golf 
facility in Bedfordshire.
Facilities include a beautiful 18 Hole 
Course, 9 Hole Par 3 ‘Pitch & Putt’ 
Course, all new ‘Foot-Golf’, Driving 
Range, Fishing Lakes, stunning 
Holiday Cottages & great food too!

a-z events a-z removals

Lesbians Exploring Faith Together
A U T U M N  M E E T I N G

Rachel Mann speaking on

DAZZLING DARKNESS:
GOD, LESBIANS AND TRANS PEOPLE IN A QUEER WORLD

Saturday 5th November 2016, 1-5pm 
Church of the Redeemer, Edgbaston, Birmingham B16 8UZ

Waged: £20   Unwaged: donation if possible
Further information: jensbailey@gmail.com

a-z eventsa-z events

A-Z petsA-Z pets

SHIRLEYS
r e m o v a l s

We have been moving everything, everywhere
for lesbians and gay men for 25 years

LIGHT/MEDIUM & HEAVY DUTY LONG/SHORT HAUL 
FREE ESTIMATES WITHOUT OBLIGATION. DSS WELCOME

020 7254 5580
FAST, EFFICIENT FRIENDLY & RELIABLE

www.shirleysremovals.co.uk shirleys.removals@yahoo.co.uk

Dog Behaviourist - 07872 554930
www.femaledogwhisperer.co.uk
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a-z books/publishing

Words for your website,
 or other promo onal material

Suzanne Nuri - Copywriter Graphic and web design
info@copythatcopywriter.co.uk
www.copythatcopywriter.co.uk

In an ocean of websites
make yours stand out

a-z books/publishinga-z books/publishing

 
ReadingLasses

Specialising in books ‘by and about’ WOMEN

17, South Main St.

Wigtown DG8 9EH

Scotland’s National Booktown

Women’s Bookshop & Tea Room

a-z dating

Join for FREE 
to find the one. 
Get 20% off upgrading 
with discount code: 
DIVA20 www.findfemmes.com

a-z events a-z coaching

The Gay Girls Life Coach
Coming out confi dent and
creating your ideal future

Donna de Villiers
confi dence coach
ddvconsultancy.co.uk
info@ddvconsultancy.co.uk

First consultation free
Email today for your best adventure yet!

A-Z meetings

LET’S DO LUNCH!
MEET AT 2PM, SECOND SUNDAY IN EVERY OTHER MONTH, IN 

MANCHESTER’S GAY VILLAGE. NEXT DATES: 

SEPT 11TH NOVEMBER 13TH

ENJOY A LAZY SUNDAY AFTERNOON, CHILL & CHAT OVER GOOD 
FOOD & A BOTTLE OF WINE!
For information or to reserve a place 

paulad650@aol.com 07813 083 242 lesbiandiners.co.uk
Supported by Manchester Pride Community fund

a-z motoring

Contact Us:
Tel - 01538 382568

Email - sales@denbycampervans.com
www.denbycampervans.com

Buxton Road, Leek, Staffs, ST13 6EJ

Campervan Conversions and Sales – Elevating/Pop-Top and High Top Roof Manufacturer
Specialising in campervan conversions for VW t5, VW T4 and many other base vehicles

Contact us for all your requirements – Trade enquiries welcome
Telephone 01538 382568 – Email sales@denbycampervans.com



23. Year, for short.
26. Former name of Portia DeGeneres.
28. ____ Black, popular TV series 

featuring a lesbian character.
29. A ____’s Worth, song by Alicia Keys 

affirming freedom for women.
31. Brand spankin’ ____.
33. Sir who campaigns for LBGT rights 

(first name).
34. Heather _____, starred in Lip 

Service.
36. Vintage.
38. DIVA, for example.
39. For instance, abbr.

ACROSS
1. One of the stars in The Danish Girl, 

Alicia.
5. Pink is one, representing the 

diversity of the LGBT community 
(US spelling).

8. First name of one of the actresses 
who had a lesbian relationship in 
Side Effects.

10. Unexpected sports outcome.
11. Brooklyn Community Pride Centre 

city, abbr.
13. Film about a lesbian relationship 

in the photography and fashion 
world (2 words).

16. First name of the lover of Virginia 
Woolf, described in the book 
Orlando.

18. Nicola ___, the first openly LBGT 
person to win an Olympic boxing 
gold medal.

20. Melissa Etheridge song, Who Are 
__ Waiting For.

24. Nurse, for short.
25. Actor who played the role of the 

first person to undergo gender 
reassignment surgery, Eddie.

27. Ellen DeGeneres’ voiceover role in 
Finding Nemo.

30. Midnight In The ____ Of Good 
And Evil.

32. Jane Lynch and Lara Embry, for 
example.

35. The L Word is an example of a 
lesbian one (2 words).

37. English DJ/singer who was in a 
relationship with Lindsay Lohan, 
_____ Ronson.

40. Palindromic girl’s name.
41. Lesbian band, ____ Girls.
42. Originally called.

DOWN
1. ____ Christina Barcelona.
2. Lesbian stand-up comedian who is 

an activist for LGBT rights, ____ 
Clinton.

3. Wanting something badly.
4. The dark side.
5. People you adore and fantasise 

about.
6. She plays Tala in I Can’t Think 

Straight (2 words).
7. Bible book describing the love 

between ___ and Naomi.
9. Character in Grey’s Anatomy who 

develops a lesbian relationship 
with another doctor, ____ Hahn.

12. __habit.
14. __sexual.
15. Pussy Riot’s genre, ____ rock.
17. Shock.
18. Name of bisexual True Blood star 

who is a strong supporter of the 
LBGT community.

19. Harebrained.
21. Alternative word.
22. UK’s “LGBT capital” in East Sussex.

18 DOWN
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No matter whose hand you’re holding 
we’re here to help 

For further information or to arrange an initial consultation please call:  
01273 229410 or email: admin@agoraclinic.co.uk      

The Agora, Ellen Street, Brighton BN3 3LN 

Where life begins | www.agoraclinic.co.uk

At the Agora Clinic we’ve been working with alternative 
families since we opened our doors in 2006 and have  
helped hundreds of lesbian women and their partners 
to become mothers. 

We also have many years of experience with both 
male and female transgender patients wishing to either 
preserve their fertility before gender reassignment 
surgery or needing help to become parents.

Our success rates for fertility treatments are among 
the best in the country, with over 1,300 babies having 
been born as a result of treatment at the centre since it 
opened – and more are on the way. 

Donor sperm insemination (DI) • IVF using donor sperm • Egg freezing • Embryo freezing • Egg donation between partners
Follicle tracking/ovulation induction for women carrying out self-insemination 

(Please note, we do not provide sperm for home insemination)



emeraldlife.co.uk

Home insurance
for your long-term  
relationships.
Get a free quote now.

Your Gay and Lesbian Insurer

Nuala and the jungle
Together 5 years

Wedding  |  Travel  |  Home  |  Life  |  Pet


